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Rugged and compact, the new Yaesu VR-120
Hand -Held Communications Receiver provides

itleading -edge performance on the shortwave, -
public safety, and military -communications
bands. All at a surprisingly affordable price.

 RUGGED OUTDOOR -READY CASE CONSTRUCTION

 ULTRA -LONG BATTERY LIFE
 BNC-TYPE ANTENNA CONNECTOR
 STRAIGHTFCRWARD 4 -BUTTON OPERATION
 WIDEBAND FREQUENCY COVERAGE

WITH EASY ACCESS
 SPECIAL "PRESET MODE" AIDS IN QUICK TUNING
 CATCH ALL THE SHORTWAVE BROADCAST

ACTION FROM AROUND THE WORLD

 SUPER -SIMPLE ONE -TOUCH MEMORIES FOR
HIGH PRIORITY STATIONS

 VERSATILE 640 -CHANNEL MEMORY SYSTEM
 WIDE SELECTION OF SCANNING MODES
 EXPANDED FUN AND GAMES
 AND MUCH, MUCH MORE...

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

Wideband Coverage: 0.1-1299.995* MHz AM/FM/WFM
'Cellular / image ' restricted frequencies Blocked

Actual Size

Tomorrow's Technology - Today

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARD

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

VR-500
0.1-1299.99995 MHz*
LSB/USB/CW/AM/FM/WFM
All -Mode Wide -Band Receiver

'Cellular blocked

For the latest Yaesu news, visit us on the Internet:
http://www.vxstd.com
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.1.41:IRLD TIME

..UTC+ 9:00
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Specifications subject to change without notice. Some accessories and/or options
may be standard in certain areas. Frequency coverage may differ in some
countries. Check with your local Yaesu Dealer for specific details.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERoravavg. VR-500011 SAM

0.1-2599.99998MHz*
LSB/USB/CW/AM-N/AM/
WAM/FM-N/WFM
All -Mode Wide -Band Receiver

'Cellular blocked
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ICOM
PCR1000

Special
$349.95

UPS Included

Communications
Receiver For Computer

 Covers .01-1300MHz.
All Mode WFM,

FM, AM, SSB, CW.

Employs Band
-Tracking RF Filters.

 Connects to Your PC.

PCR I 00 $249.95
Similar Features as Pab CR1000

Less SSB Capility.

IC -R10
 Wideband, All

Mode Receive
Capability From
100 kHz to 1300
MHz.
1000 Memory
Chan. With
8 -Character
Alphanumeric
Names.

Many Other
Features!

Special
$299.95
UPS Included

IC -R2
Ultra Compact,

Super Wide Band

 The New Mini -Sized

Scanner From ICOM

PECIAL is Now Available.

159.95
500kHz-1.3GHz (Less

Cellular)

AM/FM/WFM.

 Loud And Crisp Audio, Backlit LCD.

 Triple
Conversion. Built -In Attenuator.

 400 Memories,
8 Banks of 50 Chan.

 CTCSS Tone
Squelch and

Tone Search.

 Includes 2 AA Size Ni-Cd

Batteries and Charger.

 PC Programmable (Software

and Connection
Cable Optional).

 More!

Wart
412

Mini Size44 Multi-Mod
ide Band Comm

Receiver
 AM/FMANFM

700 Memories
Free Coverage
5-1000MHz

Less Cellular

$219.95

ilLINCO

IC -R3
Call For $$

 Wide Band FIX

2450MHz)
 2 Inch TFT Disph

 Lithium Ion Batte

 PL Decode/Scan
 Computer

Programmable

 450 Mem.,
6 Char.
Alpha -Numeric

 BNC
Connector
More!!

IC -F175

$57s9i'c95UP

NEW IC -R75 HF Receiver

Receives .03-60MHz,
AMIFM/SSB/CW/RTTY

Triple Conversion
Receiver

Synchronous AM detection

 Twin Passband Tuning

Automatic Notch Fitter

Front Mounted Speaker

Optional Digital
Signal Processing

Up to Two Optional Filters

Toll Free

1.800-666-0908
In CT 860.666.6227
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A High Performance
MiniatureCommunications

ReceiverFreq Range:
100khz to 1300 MHz

(Less Cellular)All -Mode! AM/WFM/NFM/LSB/USB/CW

8 Character
Alpha Display,

1000 Memories Much More!

VR-120
Call For $$Communications
Receiver Freq Range:

100khz to 1300
MHz (Less Cellular)

 AM/WFM/fVFM
modes, 640 Memories Straight -Forward

4 Button Operation

Call For $$

KENWOOD
TH.F6A FM

 144/220/440MHz
TX/RX

0.1 - 1,300MHz RX
 FM/FM-W/FM-N/AM

plus SSB/CW receive.

DJ-xior it* Now
Wide uid"ange

Receiver DJ- AVAILABLE!
It e Reception

From .1 to 2000MHz. Channel
Scope,

 AM/WFM/FM/
SSB/CW.
1200 Memories.

 Superb Sensitivity
Clear Sound.

itY.

$319.95

(Cellular Blocked)

(NSFteMre/Wo;AMM/CW/Ij

Multiple Scan
 2 0

an
-LS800 Memory

Ch
Mode Bug

n:poRmReceive 0.1 to
Wide Be2,149.999MHz

J. 0.1 t
z e

p e

es

 HighB Onuality
Audio s

Hidden Transmitter

$209.95
$499.95

en BC245XLT BC780X
umuHandheld

Trunktracker

BC895XLT "TrunkTracker 11-

"TrunkTracker"

$219.95
UPS Included

SC180 $174.95
SC200 $199.95

UPS included

C.O.D.'s OK
SAME DAY
SHIPPING

0

 500 Channel; 10 Banks,

10 Priority Channels
 Continuous Band Coverage;

25MHz to 1.3GHz
 Tracks EDACST., Motorola,

E.F. Johnson
 Alpha Tagging. 2 Line Alpha Display

 CTCSS/DCS

$219.95
. AM/FM/WFM Mode:
- Base/Mobile Desig

UPS Included  More

WinScan 780 software $695.9
Optional programming

cable included FREE!

VR..5000
All Mode Wideband

Receiver
100kHz-2599.99

MHz(less cellular).
C W, LSB, LISB,

AM, FM, WFM. 2000 Memory
Channels.

RMoreal-Time
Band Scope.

e!
Pending FCC

Type Acceptance.

77ribander
 Dual -Channel

Receive
 Weather Band
 435 Memory Channels

Ca// For $$
AR82

MARK IIB
S S

II .5-2040MHz
(Less Cellular)

 AM/NFM/WFM/
SSB/CW.

 New TCXO Black
Case.
Telescopic
Antenna Included
Much More!

$559.95

SONY SHORTWAVE

IN STOCK!

SONY
ICF-2010 ......................

CALLL5555

ICF-7600G ............................
ICF-SW07 ....................
icF-SWar ...................

CALIS$

MAGNUM
MAGNUM 257 30,81

10 Meter Mobile
..........$199.95

RANGER
COMMUNICATIONS
RCI-2950DX
10112 Meter Mobile ...

RCI-297013X
10112 Meter Mobile .... S42

I R USA, Inc
600
 New Mobile/

Base Unit.
 Freq Range

530khz-2040MHz
(Less Cellular)

 Supplied With TCXO

$849.95 All -Modes.
 Much More!

CALL FOR MORE INFO & PRICING
All AOR Items Available.

Unblocked versions available to qualified agencies

RCI-2980
10 Meter Base .............$429.00

RCI-2990DX
10 Meter Base,

.00

RCI-5054 6 Meter All Mode

Mobile..........................$299.95. . .............. $29995

10 Meter Mobile
$439.00

RCI-6900 FTB

10 Meter Mobile,
SB 

TR-296 FOX CB Mobile,

AMISSB, 5 -Digit Counter,

All Chrome ..................$229.95

GRUNDIG
Shortwave

NEW!
Grundig Sate/lit 800

$499.95
$15 UPS

Call for Availability

Yacht Boy 400PE

$199.00
UPS Included

Yacht Boy 205
Analog Shortwave
SALE $49,95

HOURS: M -F 10am - 6pm SAT 10am-4pm (June -August -Saturday 10am-1pm) UPS Ground (48 states)

..J III J.J]j:11J1 !: 11)J_LIJ1J, L).1.11

VISA

21 Garfield St. Newington, CT 06111
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before "Buying That First Radio." (Photo
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Universal Radio - Quality equipment since 1942.

Tqr
TEN-TEC
RX-340 H.F.

D.S.P.

RECEIVER

The TEN-TEC RX-340 communications receiver combines cutting -edge, state -of -the art technology, with excellent ergonomics and
esthetics. Digital signal processing (DSP) brings the performance and repeatability of expensive military grade communications receivers
into the price range of top end commercial receivers for shortwave listeners. Tunable from 5 kHz to 30 MHz, it provides tuning steps and
display resolution of 1 Hz. An astounding 57 bandwidths from 100 Hz to 16 kHz are included. All filters have a shape factor of 1.5:1 or better
(6 to 60 dB). USB, LSB, ISB, CW, AM, Synchronous AM and FM modes are built-in. Four AGC modes are provided. A tunable Notch filter
rejects unwanted signals in the passband. The receive front-end incorporates a built-in preselector with eight half octave bandpass filters.
A switchable 10 dB preamp and 15 dB attenuator are provided. The RX-340 also includes Built-in Test or "BITE". Memory and Scan functions
fall into four categories: a scratchpad memory, 100 memory channels, memory scan and sweep (F1 to F2 scan). Separate volume controls
are provided for the speaker and for the headphone. The front panel features a Lexan graphics overlay designed to last a lifetime. Made
in Tennessee, USA. Visit our website for more photographs and complete specifications. Order #0340 $3950.00

RX-350 H.F.
D.S.P.

RECEIVER

The power of I.F. Digital Signal Processing is finally available to the shortwave
listener. The Ten-Tec RX-350 provides cleaner signal readability, more band-
widths, spectrum sweep and a host of professional features all at a non-
professional price! Eliminate heterodynes, limit spurious broadband noise
instantly and choose from a wide array of DSP filter choices to suppress
undesired adjacent interference. Use 34 bandwidths to tailor the response of
the receiver to your needs - from a wide 8 kHz for pleasing Synchronous AM
audio to sharp 300 Hz for digging weak CW and digital mode signals out of the
noise. IF-DSP also allows Flash ROM updating of your receiver with the latest
features and functions right from the Ten-Tec website for free! The RX-350
features a large multifunction LCD graphics panel for display of all receiver
functions. Momentary Sweep function shows band activity in 8 selectable
coverage rates. Find the signals without even being on frequency! Simply tune
to a desired frequency, select one of 8 Sweep ranges and press the Sweep
button. Signals will be shown on the bar graph on opposite sides of the starting
frequency. A cursor will appear and allow you to tune any signal visible on the
screen. The 12/24 hour clock timer and a squelch -activated output allow for
monitoring or taping of band activity even when the user is not present. The 1024
alphanumeric memories retain frequency, mode and bandwidth information.
115/230 VAC or 13.8 VDC. There is even an optional wired remote encoder
knob and keypad (Order #0302 $139.00). We invite you to visit our showroom or
website for the full story on this impressive receiver. Order #0350 $1199.00

Universal Radio, Inc.
6830 Americana Pkwy.
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
43068-4113 U.S.A.
111 800 431-3939 Orders & Prices
it 614 866-4267 Information
11 614 866-2339 FAX Line

dx@universal-radio,com

RX-320 H.F.
P.C.

RECEIVER

Through the magic of D.S.P., the TEN-TEC RX-320 com-
puter receiver provides features and performance previ-
ously unavailable even at twice the price. Please see the
review in Passport 2000 or contact Universal Radio for
complete details. Order #0320 $294.95

"POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS" YEAR SETS
Get all 12 back -issues at a special price.

1992 Year Set Order #3259 $12.35 $9.98
1993 Year Set Order #3260 $12.95 $9.98
1 99 4 Year Set Order #2896 $12.05 $9.98
1995 Year Set Order #3161 $12.05 $9.98
1996 Year Set Order #4138 $12.95 $9.98
1997 Year Set Order #3306 $12.95 $9.98
1998 Year Set Order #2560 $12.05 $9.98
1999 Year Set Order #4136 $12.05 59.98
2000 Year Set Order #3055 $12.95 $9.98
2001 Year Set Order #4362 $12.95 $9.98

 Pirate Radio By A. Yoder With audio CD!
Here is the incredible saga of America's underground illegal
broadcasters (with audio CD). 326 pages. #3038 $19.98
 Discover DX'ing! By J. Zondlo Second Edition
Hear distant AM, FM and TV stations. #0019 $5.95

 Buying A Used Shortwave Receiver Fourth Edition
Market guide to the top 100 most sought after portables and
tabletops of the past 20 years. 78 pages. #0444 $5.95
U.S. orders under 5100 ship for $4.95, under 5500 for $9.95.

www.universal-radio.com
 MasterCard
 Discover
 Visa  JCB

 Prices and specs. are subject to change.
 Returns subject to a 15% restocking fee.
 Free shortwave catalog on request.



tuning in
an editorial

by Harold Ort, N2RLL, SSB-596

Loose Lips?
There's not doubt that we live in the
so-called "information age." Want
to find out something? Go to the

almighty Internet and surf away. There
we find everything from maps and satel-
lite images of our hometown, to phone
numbers and shirt sizes of long -lost
friends and distant relatives.

So it goes without much fanfare that
you're a simple click away from looking
at a map of what's left of Afghanistan and
the Taliban, where their former strong-
holds were, the general location of our
forces, and even projected troop move-
ments over the next 24 hours, as this is
being written. With a few keypresses, I
can download satellite -tracking software
allowing me to view constantly updated
satellite locations all over the world.
Granted, most of these are NOAA, ama-
teur, and generally unclassified satellites,
but the point is, we're a pretty open soci-
ety - not just in America, but worldwide,
thanks to the computer and the Internet.
Nothing is beyond our reach, if you're
patient enough to search through the tons
of sites offering the information you
desire. Of course that fact also raises the
question of just what's authoritative -
official, if you will - and bogus. God
knows there's plenty of "bogus" out there
for the unsuspecting, careless web surfer,
including radio information.

These past weeks and months we've
seen an outpouring of opinions on what
we should and shouldn't release when it
comes to our monitoring activities. There
is, frankly, no simple airtight answer. It's
just one of those topics that won't die, and
one with so many voices in the mix, it's
often impossible to separate opinion
from fact. Fact is, it's not the Internet's
fault or our computer age that has every-
one in an uproar and afraid to discuss
what they're hearing on the radio. The
only real possible problem resulting from
releasing monitoring information via the
Internet online newsgroups is the imme-
diacy. If you're a bad guy looking for
information, it's surely a quick 'n easy
way to get stuff.

But what is the "stuff" we're hearing?
Take for example the known and pub-
lished frequencies we're all familiar
with; 11175 and 8992 for example. It

..=m11.

occurs to me that during this entire cri-
sis, it's not just what we hear on our large-
ly unsophisticated receivers and at our
monitoring posts, but what we don't hear.
Please don't think for one second that the
strings of numbers we hear or even the
CAP (Combat Air Patrol) comms are the
do -all, end-all of tying our Nation's secu-
rity together, broadcast in the clear for the
world to hear. It then stands to reason for
a thinking person that we're hearing the
smallest tip of the iceberg when it comes
to military and government communica-
tions, either during "wartime" or peace-
time. We like to think we're at the cutting
edge of intercepts, but trust me on this,
we're hobbyists. The great majority of
sensitive comms is done on ultra secure
satellite links where Uncle can send the
equivalent of War And Peace in seconds
- and it's encrypted, to boot!

Any agency worth its paycheck also
routinely transmits/broadcasts mislead-
ing information - yes, even two-way
contacts - in an effort to foil the enemy.
That's been done for years, and is cer-
tainly nothing new. They lie, hoping the
Nazis, Republican Guard, and Talibans
and those that support their cause catch
the wrong information and act accord-
ingly, falling into a trap.

So, essentially what we're left with is
relatively routine comms, on frequencies
that have been known and published long
before there was an Internet, and moni-
tored on home receivers of years -gone -
by without digital frequency readout. All
of this incessant whining and moaning
about giving up secrets to our enemies is,
basically, hogwash. Think about it for a
moment as a non -hobbyist: Any off -the -
shelf scanner capable of tuning 225-400
MHz receives military aircraft signals.
That same scanner can monitor Air Force
One flying into Newark or O'Hare if it
tunes standard civilian aircraft frequen-
cies. I've got a QSL signed by an Air
Force master sergeant confirming one
such reception. Will you hear George
Bush speaking with his "friend" Putin
discussing the latest anti-terrorist strate-
gy? Not in my lifetime. (But if you do,
please call the White House because

(Continued on page 76)
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IC -R75

hi out the werk signals

30 Piz - 60_0 MHz'

Cerniner..or grade  synchronous AM detection (S -AM)  optional DSP with auto notch filter

 r:11 mode  triple conversion  twin passband tuning (PBT)  large front mounted speaker

 large &splay  well spaced keys and dials  1000 memory channels  uo to two optional

filters  PC remote control with ICOM software for Windows'.

'A versatile HP/ -meter receiver that offers a good measure of performance in a compact

package. All moe/v capability for the horn and utility listeners and synchrenauc AM far the SWLs

should make the IC -R75 a popular choice for a wide variety of radio entirisiacts."--- OST, 1/00

Max says:

5-

;Orme .-ossys

6

T' is holiday season

I

'fis better to give allilrecelve!"

1C -R10

Advanced performance and features

500 kHz - Gllzt

All mode  aluliarumeric backlit display

 attenuator  7 different scan nodes
 beginner mock  1000 memory channels;

band scope  includes AA Ni-Cds c ad charger.

K -R2

Excelen aurfic,, tiny pacKage

500 kHz- 1.3 GHzt

AM, FM, WFM  easy bond switching

 CTCSS decode  400 memory channels

 priority watch  MIL SPEC 810C/D/E
 weather resistant  includes 2 M Ni-Cds and charger.

1C -R3 AU310/VIDEO SCANNER

See and Hear cll the actor.

500 kHz - 2.45 GHzi

450 Memory &runnels with Alphanumeric Names  CTCSS

with Tone Scan  4 Level Atteauato  Telescoping Antenna

with BN: Codirector  Four Way Action Joystick  Lithium Ion

Power  2" Cribr TFT Dilday with Video/Audio Output.

"Wide tuning range allow3 you to see and hear the excitement

behOd the scenes. forge easy to read color display for frequency

settings and tridao reception. All inn a compact easy to carry

package. Perfect far spoiling events and commercial uses."

See your participatifp a 111101.0111 (leak for special savings this holik season.

IC-PCR 1000

The original "black boK' is still best

100 kHz - 1.3 GH24

AM, FM, WFM, USB, LSB,, CW  unlimited memory channels

 real time band scope  IF shift  noise honker  digital

AFC  "VSC" voice scan control (when itcrivated, stops only

on modulated signals)  attenuotor  tenable bandpass

filters  AGC function  S meter squelch  CTCSS tone

squelch  large selection of tuning steps and

scans  external speaker level coat -at  DSP optional

 download and demo the latest software far free
at <wwwicomamerica cow>

"The P00000 has something to intrigue and satisfy

everyone. This is a fun product"- OST, 7/98

1C-PCR100

Much like its big broiler, but for lei

100 kHz - 1.3 GHzt

AM, FM, WFM  many of the sane features and
performance as the IC -PC R1000  designed for Windows''"

95 or 98  download and demo the latestfree, full version

software today: <wwwicomomerica.,

d75.154-, .m .G0 fiewo-.

16t.W1 ,1-_N.,egewril.-unoit.i. G..

1C -R8500

The experts - hoie

100 kHz - 70 GHz!

Commercial gach;  all mode  IF shift  noise blanker  audio peak

filter (APF)  selectable. AGC time constant  digital direct synthesis

(DDS)  1000 memorychannels  RS -232C port for PC remote control

with ICOM software for Windows''..

"If you want a receiver that is both a superior world band radio and

solid scanner the new1COM IC -P0500 CS the best choice."

- PCSOOF to World Band Radio, 1998

Great gift dews here

(wwwicomamericaam



our readers
speak out

Each month, we select representative reader letters for "Our
Readers Spaek Out" column. We reserve the right to condense
lengthy letters for space reasons and to edit to conform to style.
All letters submitted must be signed and show a return mailing
address or valid E-mail address. Upon request, we will with-
hold a sender's name if the letter is used in "Our Readers Speak
Out." Address letters to: Harold OM N2RLL, SSB-596, Editor,
Popular Communications, 25 Newbridge Road, Hicksville, NY
11801-2909, or send E-mail via the Internet to <popular-
com aol.com>.

Vern Returns!

Dear Editor:
I know we have disagreed in the past on issues, but in fairness

I must tell you that your August 2001 editorial was right on the
mark. The boobs at the BBC are kidding themselves if they thing
their U.S. audience will be content to tether themselves to a phone
line (or cable line) to hear their broadcasts. Most SWLs I know
use portables anyway and move about the house. Sixty percent
of my SWLing is from hotel rooms and the outdoors.

Perhaps the BBC and SRI should take a look at the tech stocks
and e -business failures that are happening every day before they
put all their eggs in yesterday's news. Bureaucrats and corpo-
rate dorks seem so quick to jump on bandwagons so that they
may be hailed as a visionaries. It might be new and different,
but that is not always better.

What morons! But then again, weren't they the ones who
drove the campaign to silence Radio Caroline? Had they any
sense, instead of condemnation and military intervention they
would have signed a contract with those talented 1960s pirates
to program some of the BBC's pathetic programming blocks.

Vern A. Weiss, W9STB/WPE9GHF
Grand Chute, Wisconsin

Changing Red Lights

Dear Editor:
Harry's Cohen's question about a device for changing a traf-

fic light from red to green (Pop 'Comm July 2001) reminds me
of a feature once incorporated in a portion of the traffic light
system in Washington, DC. The Federal Government funded an
experimental computer project for controlling the lights at many
of the intersections in the downtown area and on major high-
ways. This was called the Urban Traffic Control System
(UTCS), and relayed traffic counts from the controlled inter-
sections to a central computer that regulated the timing of traf-
fic lights as needed.

Certain intersections on bus routes were equipped with the
Bus Priority System (BPS), whereby suitably equipped buses
could send out radio signals to extend the green period as they
approached these intersections. I was involved in the planning
for the overall system's data network as a design engineer for
C&P Telephone, and found the exposure to these new tech-
nologies to be very interesting.

UTCS did go into service and operated for a while, but was
abruptly canceled when the DC government failed to apply for
the federal grant needed to continue the service after the devel-
opmental funding had expired. Some bureaucrat overlooked the
deadline for filing for the grant on a timely basis, and the sys-
tem was turned off and never resurrected in its original form.

I have also heard about a system for police and other emer-
gency vehicles to change all lights at an intersection to red as
they approach it, but have no specific knowledge of this being
used anywhere.

Perry Crabill, W3HQX
Winchester, VA

Helping 11 -Meters - Any Thoughts?

Dear Editor:
My name is Mark Pearsal and I was referred to you by a mutu-

al acquaintance. I have read your magazine for many years, how-
ever, I must confess that I've not subscribed yet. I shall have to
remedy that. I've seen that your coverage of 11 -meter related
topics has increased of late and I feel pretty confident that I have
a good read on Pop'Comm's position re. RM-9807. I want to
thank you for your publication's support of RM-9807. I believe
that the ITU agreement regarding international comms below
30 MHz would've RM-9807 down, but the point is that the
ARRL had no business involving itself in the affairs of 11 -meter
interests, in this case a legal attempt to "decriminalize" (for lack
of a better term) a Part 95 rule. Let the League stick to Part 97,
where it has its own laundry to clean.

Here's an idea that I posted on www.qrz.com, rec.radio.amat-
uer.policy, as well as a few others. I chose to post them on ham
forums as well as the 11 -meter boards because I know what it's
like to "sandbag" a ham board because you don't want to get
flamed if you post without a ham callsign. Harold, the e-mail
responses from the "sandbaggers" have almost been over-
whelming. The amateurs post replies of anger and outrage at the
idea of being "infiltrated," but concede that they can do nothing
to stop it. It seems that even "Uncle" Riley can't issue a notice
of violation for utilization of a basic democratic and financial
principle. Thanks again for the great magazine and your
increased support of late regarding 11 -meter subject matter.
Keep up the good work & 73.

Hello fellow 11 -meter enthusiasts,
I have a new idea. So much has been made of the fact that we

(11m ops) have no real representation in DC while the amateur
community has the ARRL. The USCBOA was a nice idea but
seems to lack the organizational skills to get airborne. I got this
idea while reading a ham forum thread where many amateurs
were complaining about the ARRL allowing "chicken banders"
to infiltrate the ham bands and vowing to cancel their member-
ship. Well, here it goes.

JOIN THE ARRL! That's right; make them live up to their
name. The AMERICAN (NOT Amateur ONLY) Radio Relay
League. In the mid -'60s, the number of CBers outgrew the num-
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ber of licensed amateurs. The price is
$39/yr. and you need NOT be a licensed
amateur to become a FULL member. You
DO, however, need to be licensed for vot-
ing privileges though. I know that $39 is
steep, but I've spent more on a power mic
and this money REALLY does make my
voice louder. The 35 multiple-choice
Technician exam takes approx. five min-
utes to complete and the practice exams
can be found on www.qrz.com as well as
other popular ham sites. I'm sure there
would be a bit of resistance in the begin-
ning, but the ARRL is made up of hams
that are basically...politicians. That's right
folks, let the first official lose "a close one"
at the hands of an 11 -meter "swing vote,"
and see how our "concerns" take on a lit-
tle more importance. Here's a bonus, when
you hear an old codger cry "I'm canceling
my membership," rejoice...that's called a
two -for -one sale. Your vote no longer
opposes theirs, it REPLACES it!

The kicker is that if you plan to be as
vocal as I am, you need to run legal. I'm
NOT preaching. I freebanded for over 10
years and LOVED it. However I send let-
ters to my representatives and the FCC,
so my house must be in order. Riley
Hollingsworth himself can come to my
QTH for a surprise visit. I sent a letter to
my reps regarding RM-9807 and asked
why the FCC admitted that the MAJOR-
ITY of CBers were in favor of dropping
the 155 mile limit rule, yet "private inter-
ests," namely the ARRL and NAB,
swayed the ruling. Not only did I receive
a reply, but it included a reply from the
FCC to an inquiry by my rep. Did it real-
ly make a difference? Maybe, maybe not,
but I know at least three more souls know
about this "voter's" displeasure.

I sent a letter to RadioShack (Tandy) in
Fort Worth, Texas, about their HTX-10
and its inability to be modified at their
(RS's) request. I explained that there are
some who may want the capability to
"monitor" (;-P) the 11 -meter band as well.
(Particularly since RadioShack no longer
offers a RS brand SSB CB anymore.) I
returned mine and told them that I would
gladly pay the extra $50 to RF Ltd. for
their Magnum 257 (the modifiable version
of the same rig) and will now purchase all
my ham study material and 2m h/t else-
where due to their policy. Again, did it
make a difference...perhaps not, but at
least they know that they've lost approx.
$450 in sales, plus restocking costs.

Remember, to be this vocal, you need
to fly right. I miss freebanding and it gave
me many hours of pleasure over a 10 -year

period, this is the best way I can give back
to 11 meters. If you don't plan to quit free -
banding, don't be too vocal and run a
"common sense" set-up. Your ARRL
vote still counts! I never ran amplifiers
and worked the world with a Clear
Channel Ranger AR -3500 (30 watt
model) and a two -element yagi. I also suc-
cessfully encouraged many of fellow 11 -
meter ops to do the same. (Tech license,

ARRL membership, & write reps.) It kills
me when I hear hams flame us and there's
little we can do because we don't want to
attract the unwanted attention. Well,
sometimes you have to defend yourself
with the weapons the opposition gives
you. The ARRL rates recently went up,
you should hear the hams crying and
threatening to cancel - go for it, I say!

73 de Mark

Accessorize Your Portable!
Whatever your interest in hobby radio, PRYME Radio Products has
an accessory item for you! We manufacture a full line of aftermarket
products for all types of portable radios, from microminiature Family
Radios, to scanning receivers, to amateur or commercial handheld
radios. Our accessories are reliable, innovative,and affordably priced.
We provide accessories for all major brands of radio including
Motorola, Kenwood, Icom, Vertex, Uniden, and many, many more!

Audio Accessories
Our innovative audio products have
made us famous. From the comfort
of our SPM-400 mini -boom micro-
phone to the low -profile of our EH -1
"invisible" ear phone and SPM-700
surveillance mic, we have the right
accessory for the job!

Antennas for Handhelds
Most stock antennas for scanners or portable
radios are extremely poor. Upgrading to a
better antenna can make a huge difference in
performance. Our antenna products are
specifically designed for maximum perfor-
mance and durability.

Batteries / Portable Power
We offer many models of
rechargeable battery pack for
today's most popular handheld
radios, as well as a number of
portable "power stations" for
those who need "power to go."

Order on-line from our entire line of high quality,
accessories. Visit our on-line store on the web at:

http://www.prymebattery.com

PRYM E
/Chile PAz4fek-

by PREMIER Communications Corp.
480 Apollo St. #E  Brea, CA 92821

Phone: 714-257-0300  Fax: 714-257-0600
Web: http://www.adi-radio.com
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DX Bilong Papua
New Guinea
How To Dig These Stations Out Of The Noise
by Gerry Dexter

N0 matter where you might put your finger on a map, it's
unlikely you'll touch a spot where radio is more impor-
tant than in Papua New Guinea. These islands, located

in the far Western Pacific, almost to the point of becoming inti-
mate with Indonesia's gazillion islands, are both blessed and
cursed with the most rugged terrain imaginable. One doesn't just
take the family car out for a lazy Sunday afternoon jaunt to visit
relatives in the next town. In fact, it wasn't that long ago when
residents of next-door villages couldn't communicate, even if
they were face to face. Over the centuries, each isolated area had
developed its own language so neighboring communities
couldn't understand each other. Eventually the number of lan-
guages spoken in Papua New Guinea passed the 700 mark!

That alone makes it easy to see why radio has played such a
vital part in providing entertainment, education and a even a sense
of nationhood to Papua New Guinea, and has done so ever since
the Australians put the first stations on the air after World War
II. In fact, the Aussies ran the country for some 30 years after the
war ended, until Papua New Guinea gained its independence in
1975. PNG still receives considerable aid from Canberra.

Like many government -supported broadcasters, recent years
have meant that the National Broadcasting Commission has had
to deal with burgeoning budget problems and has thus been faced
with difficulty maintaining and upgrading equipment. There was
a period - perhaps a decade back - when most of the stations
were provided with higher power transmitters, new studio build-
ings, and the like. But, by a year or two ago, many of the short-
wave outlets were either off the air due to equipment problems
or were barely maintaining their schedule. Apparently the situ -

The studio
building of
Radio East New
Britain, Rabaul.

Recording a commercial on the Kundu Service.

ation has since eased somewhat, because most, if not all of the
stations have been heard by DXers over the past few months.

Braving The Noise Monsters And Static Of
90 -Meters

For the DXer, Papua New Guinea presents a fascinating and
challenging target. Just how challenging depends on where you
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JRC NRD-545
Legendary Quality. Digital Signal Processing. Awesome Performance.
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NRD-545 DSP RECEIVER
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NA141.1, SWEEP

AGC

With the introduction of the NRD-545,
Japan Radio raises the standard by which
high performance receivers are judged.

Starting with JRC's legendary quality
of construction, the NRD-545 offers superb
ergonomics, virtually infinite filter band-
width selection, steep filter shape factors,
a large color liquid crystal display, 1,000
memory channels, scan and sweep
functions, and both double sideband and
sideband selectable synchronous detection.
With high sensitivity, wide dynamic range,
computer control capability, a built-in
RTTY demodulator, tracking notch filter,
and sophisticated DSP noise control
circuitry, the NRD-545 redefines what a
high-performance receiver should be.

PRCI ogapeat Radi0 Co., ttd.
Japan Radio Co. Ltd., Seattle Branch - 1011 Klickitat Way #B-100
Seattle, WA 98134 Voice: 206 654-5644. Fax: 206 264-1168

Japan Radio Company, Ltd. - Akasaka Twin Tower (main), 17-22,
Akasaka 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107, Japan Fax: (03) 3584-8876

Set of ST -3 Deluxe Headphones
with Purchase

This offer valid until 3/31/02

ACC

BWC

CR SEL

LSB, USB, CW, RTTY, FM, AM, AMS, and ECSS
(Exalted Carrier Selectable Sideband) modes.

Continuously adjustable bandwidth from 10 Hz to
9.99 kHz in 10 Hz steps.

Pass -band shift adjustable in 50 Hz steps up or
down within a ±2.3 kHz range.

Noise reduction signal processing adjustable in
256 steps.

Tracking notch filter, adjustable within ±2.5 kHz in
10 Hz steps, follows in a ±10 kHz range even
when the tuning dial is rotated.

Continuously adjustable AGC between 0.04 sec and
5.1 sec in LSB, USB, CW, RTTY, and ECSS modes.

1,000 memory channels that store frequency,
mode, bandwidth, AGC, AU, and (for channels
0-19) timer on/off.

 Built-in RTTY demodulator reads ITU-T No. 2 codes
for 170, 425, and 850 Hz shifts at 37 to 75 baud
rates. Demodulated output can be displayed on a
PC monitor through the built-in RS -232C interface.

 High sensitivity and wide dynamic range achieved
through four junction -type FETs with low noise and
superior cross modulation characteristics.

 Computer control capability.

 Optional wideband converter unit enables
reception of 30 MHz to 2,000 MHz frequencies
(less cellular) in all modes.



Radio Western broaodeasts from this facility, at Daru, on 3905.

live. Listeners in the northwest will find these signals in their
headphones fairly often. But for the Easterners it's a lesson in
humility; proof that the propagation gods do, indeed, have a
mean streak.

Rule one in logging these stations is that you have to brave
the 90 -meter (3 MHz) band - those nether regions still believed

by some to be a place where only static, interference, and man-
eating monster noises live. Actually, DXers go there all the time
and (most) actually come back alive and usually none the worse
for wear! Another demand on your system is the need to make
this journey in the early morning hours. You must beat the sun
by 30 minutes to an hour, then run back and forth through a

Frequency Station Location Radio Country

2410 National Broadcasting Commission Port Moresby/Boroko Papua
3205 National Broadcasting Commission Port Moresby/Boroko Papua
3220 Radio Bougainville Buka North Solomons
3235 Radio Central Port Moresby/Boroko Papua
3245 Radio Eastern Highlands Goroka New Guinea
3260 Radio East New Britain Rabaul New Britain
3275 Radio East Sepik Wewak New Guinea
3290 Radio Enga Wabag New Guinea
3305 Radio Gulf Kerema New Guinea
3315 Radio Madang Madang New Guinea
3325 Radio Manus Lorengau Admiralty Islands
3335 Radio Milne Bay Alotau New Guinea
3345 Radio Morobe Lae Papua
3355 Radio New Ireland Kavieng New Ireland
3365 Radio Northern Popondetta New Guinea
3375 Radio Sanduan Vanimo New Guinea
3385 Radio Simbu Kundiawa New Guinea
3395 Radio Southern Highlands Mendi Papua
3905 Radio Western Daru New Guinea
4890 Radio Western Highlands Mt. Hagen New Guinea
9675 Radio West New Britain Kimbe New Britain
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A shortwave transmitter used by a
station carrying the Karai Service.

course covering some 18 frequen-
cies. If your receiver has the capa-
bility of storing frequencies plug
them in, (in ascending order). And
keep our station chart at the ready.
You can dart (or scan) back and
forth looking for signals a lot faster
that way. Speed can be important,
because the signals fade up quick-
ly and, invariably, if one station is
"in" others will be also be found.

Despite what some frequency lists
show, the only active channel outside the
tropical bands is 9675, which runs to 0900
and is sometimes dug out by early birds
(or night owls) when the wind is right.
There are no active outlets in the 6- or 11 -
MHz bands.

There are three NBC program services:
Radio Karai - the name for a local cock-
atoo, Radio Kalang (which means some-
thing of value) and Radio Kundu (a type
of ceremonial drum). The Karai service
features programs on development, edu-
cation, and culture. The Kalong, not sur-
prisingly, is a commercial service featur-
ing sports, pop music, and advertising.
The Kudu service focuses mostly on news
and current affairs.

In addition to shortwave, NBC has an
extensive network of local FM stations,
which provide near nationwide coverage.

The programming is mostly in English
and Pidgin English (also called Tok
Pisin). In between talk segments you'll
hear a lot of country/western stuff, which
is very popular there. Most of the stations
operate similar schedules, running to
sign -off around 1200 UTC.

Reception, as we said, varies in quali-
ty depending upon where you live, but the
season of the year is also a big factor
(spring and fall are the best). Reception
even varies from year to year, depending
upon where we are in the sunspot cycle.

A few years ago, there was an inde-
pendence movement on Bougainville
Island and the sputtering, off -on conflict
eventually put Radio Bougainville off the
air. It was moved to Boca Island and reac-
tivated in early 2000. A micro -power
clandestine - Radio Free Bougainville
- operated on the island for a time and,
as of a few months ago, was reportedly
still active using 3850. To our knowledge,

The studios of Radio North Solomons were destroyed during the Bougainville con
flict. In more peaceful times, the station manager lived in the house at the extreme left.

this was never heard in North America.
Its teaspoon of watts emanated from a
small generator, which, rumor had it, was
powered by coconut oil!

NBC's future is something of a question
mark. The government has talked about
privatizing the service, which would mean
cutting back or eliminating all government

Rave Review
Pop Comm
April '96

SEE US ON THE WEB!
www.vikingint.com

1-1)Wessional
HOUR 'BUILT LIKE H BRTTLEBHIP"

 Heavy duty commercial recorder -
NOT improvised from consumer models

 12, 14, and 16 hour models also available

 BUILT-IN voice activation (add $30)

 Applications information included

 Dimensions: 11.5 x 7.0 x 2.75"

COD's OK. Calif. residents add tax Sorry. no credit cards. Free catalog USA only. olner countries 55 Free Shipping la 48 Contiguo s
Slates on Prepaid Orders

Viking Systems International 100 North Hill Drive #42, Brisbane, CA 94005

Factory Direct Phone: (415) 467-1220  Fax: (415) 467-1221 "Since 1971"
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The NBC transmitting tower near
Port Moresby.

financial support. It's rather hard to imag-
ine NBC and its extensive network of sta-
tions being able to stay afloat based only
on advertising, and it seems reasonable to
think that collecting license fees would be
impractical. We can only wait and see what
this will mean for the 20 -some stations that

Full 800 MHz Scanners

itOH AR-8200mkii
Wideband portable receiver

- 0.5 to 2040 MHz continuous. (unblocked)
- NFM, WFM, NAM, WAM, USB, LSB & CW
- Alphanumeric memory indentification

- Spectrum scan
- Computer control
- Flexible dynamic memory

- Optional CTCSS & Extra memory boards

ALINCO DJ -X2
Credit Card Wideband

portable receiver
- 0.5 to 999 MHz continuous. (unblocked)
- NFM. WFM, AM - 700 memory channels

- Lithium Ion Battery
- RF detector (Bug finder)
- Menu system

- Weighs 7 oz, 15mm thin, SMA connector

3(unblocked)
"Portable receiver with
built-in TV receiver! "

- Modes of operation AM, FM, WFM, AM
- Wide frequency coverage, 0.5 to 2450 MHz.
- 450 memory ch, 6 character alphanumeric

-TV picture receive capability, NTSC, M. PAL B/G

nurnenurn mr-rridruierre YUPITERU110601

Guaranteed Delivery to USA.

www.RadiciWO, .ca
Phone: 416-667-1000

Kundiawa 
Mendi 

Daru 

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMMISSION
PAPUA NEW GUINEA

 Lorengau

 Wewak

 Mount Hagen
 Madang

 Goroka

 Lae

 Kerema

Port Moresby 

 Kavieng

Rabaul 

 Kimbe

 Popondetta

 Alotau

Kieta 

l.()( tenons are shown on the system -wide QSL used by NBC stations.

operate under the National Broadcasting
Commission's banner.

A religious broadcaster has been grant-
ed approval to operate on shortwave from
Papua New Guinea. Station KBBN (Krai
Bilong Baibel), based in Mt. Hagen, is
already active on the FM band but the
shortwave plans have been put back due
to financial problems.

QSLing Papua New Guinea

QSLs? You can get them but the
amount of effort will be approximately
equal to the difficulty you probably had

hearing the stations. Sometimes there
isn't the staff or the time to send replies
to DX listeners. All the stations use a stan-
dard QSL card featuring a map showing
the all the station locations. Write a
friendly letter (this is one case where lan-
guage is no problem) and enclose two or
three International Reply Coupons
(IRCs) or PNG mint stamps. Sending dol-
lar bills is not recommended.

Now, all you need to do is make a copy
of the frequency list we've provided, enter
them in your receiver's memory bank and
set your alarm for tomorrow morning!
Good luck!

Papua New Guinea Station Addresses

NBC , P.O. Box 13691, Boroko, NCD
Radio Bougainville, P.O. Box 353, Buka, N. Solomons Province
Radio Central, P.O. Box 13696, Boroka, NCD7
Radio East New Britain, P.O. Box 3118, Goroka, Eastern Highlands Prov.
Radio East Sepik, P.O. Box 39311, Rabaul, East New Britain Prov.
Radio Eastern Highlands, P.O. Box 6515, Wewak, East Solomons Prov.
Radio Enga, P.O. Box 30019, Wabag, Enga Province
Radio Gulf, P.O. Box 3622, Kerema, Gulf Province
Radio Madang, P.O. Box 213825, Madang, Madang Province
Radio Manus, P.O. Box 50528, Lorengau, Manus Province
Radio Milne Bay, P.O. Box 11131, Alotau, Milne Bay Province
Radio Morobe, P.O. Box 126233, Lae, Morobe Province
Radio New Ireland, P.O. Box 14036, Kavieng, New Ireland Province
Radio Northern, P.O. Box 13739, Popondetta, Northern Prov.
Radio Sanduan, P.O. Box 3742, Kundiawa, Chimbu Province
Radio Southern Highlands, P.O. Box 10445, Mendi, So. Highlands Province
Radio West New Britain, P.O. Box 2348, Daru, Western Province
Radio Western, P.O. Box 31151, Mt. Hagen, W. Highlands Prov.
Radio Western Highlands, P.O. Box 41254, Kimbe, W. New Britain Prov.

FAX :(416) 667-9995 sales@radioworld.ca
4335 Steeles Ave. W.. Toronto. ON Canada M3N 1V7
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AOR AR8200 Mark II B & AR8600 Receivers

Welcome

TdirShelf
AOR wide -range

communications receivers are

designed and built for the

serious user. Among our

customers are governments

and government agencies,

news gathering operations,

military units, laboratories,

public safety operations and

more. If you are a demanding

user who expects the best,

you're ready for AOR, The

Serious Choice in Advanced

Technology Receivers. T M Don't

look for AOR on the bottom

shelf at your local discount

store, you won't find us there.

For dealer locations, check our

web site, www.aorusa.com
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AOR U.S.A., Inc.
20655 S. Western Ave., Suite 112, Torrance, CA 90501, USA
Tel: 310-787-8615 Fax: 310-787-8619
info@aorusa.com  www.aorusa.com

Technology so advanced,
it's patented (US Patent 6,002,924).

AR8200 Mark II B
Base performance in a hand-held receiver!
 530 KHz - 2040 MHz * coverage

 1,000 memory channels (20 banks) with alphanumeric labeling

 Computer control and programming (requires optional cable)

 Download free control software from AOR web site

 "All Mode" reception includes "super narrow" FM plus wide and
narrow AM and USB, LSB, CW and standard AM and FM modes

 True carrier reinsertion in USB and LSB modes
Includes 3 KHz SSB filter!

 Detachable MW antenna with negative feedback

 Optional internal slot cards expand capabilities. Choose from
Memory Expansion (up to 4,000 memories), CTCSS Squelch &
Search, Tone Eliminator, Voice Inverter** and Record Audio (saves
up to 20 seconds of audio)

 Tuning steps programmable in multiples of 50 Hz in all modes

 8.33 KHz airband step is correctly supported

 Noise limiter and attenuator

 Lighted keys

 Band activity "scope" display with "save trace" capability

 Four-way side panel rocker switch allows one -hand operation

 Large display includes A and B VFO frequencies and signal
strength meter

 Battery Save function with Low Battery indicator

 Operates on 12 VDC external power

 4 AA Ni-Cd batteries supplied, also uses standard AA dry cells

 BNC antenna connector

 Wide choice of accessories

AR8600 Base/Mobile
Think of it as a magnet for signals.
 Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator (TCXO) ultra -stable

frequency reference

 Coverage from 530 KHz - 2040 MHz*

 Receive Modes: WFM, NFM, SFM, WAM, NAM, USB, LSB, CW

 New front end and RF stages for superior sensitivity

 2 VFOs (A/B)

 1000 memory channels (20 banks x 50 memories/bank)

 Alphanumeric channel labels

 Scan rate up to 37 channels/second

 Add up to 3 optional slot cards: Tone eliminator, CTCSS, Voice
Inversion**, Recording, External memory

 Accommodation for Collins' Mechanical Filters

 RS -232C port

 10.7 MHz IF output (WFM mode only) can be used with SDU 5500
Spectrum Display Unit.

 12 VDC operation

 BNC antenna connection

 Download free control software from AOR web site

*Cellular blocked. Unblocked version available to authorized users, documentation
required. **Available to authorized users only. Specifications subject to change without
notice or obligation. All trademarks remain the property of their respective owners.



technologyby Harold Ort,N2RLL. Editor

showc aS e new product performance analysis

Magellan's MAP 330 GPS Receiver
etting lost in my own city comes

asy for me. If I choose left at the
stop sign, sure as the sun rises in

the East, I should have turned right. It
probably has something to do with too
much radio energy over the years, but what
the heck,I go far enough and I'm bound to
recognize something, right? Besides,
folks sometimes tell me where to go, any-
way. Thankfully, recent advancements in
technology and lower prices have put
state-of-the-art direction finding in the
palm of your hand.

I can't say enough about these little
Global Positioning devices. Every home
should have one, whether you're into
camping, hiking, biking, or just vaca-
tioning or taking one of those hip one -
day excursions within a couple hours of
home. The MAP 330 GPS unit is com-
pact (it's as small as a cell phone and
smaller than most cordless phones) mea-
suring about 6 1/4" x 2 1/8" x 1 1/4". My
small office stapler is about the same size
and weight. This GPS unit is so compact
it fits in my coat pocket. A few years ago
I would have needed a backpack to carry
a receiver with this many neat features.
Let's take a look.

Thales Navigation, formerly Magellan
Corporation, headquartered in California,
is a broad -based satellite access technolo-
gy company. They've definitely got a han-
dle on what we want in a GPS unit.

It took me only a few minutes to learn
the ins and outs of the MAP 330, which
offers 16 MB of built-in memory, a
detailed database of street maps, U.S.
cities, highways, major roads, national
parks, waterways, and railways. The
MAP 330 news release says, " . . . its 12 -
parallel channels and sensitive quadrifi-
lar antenna enable GPS satellite lock -on
in harsh environments and fast position
fixes with up to 10 -meter accuracy."
Simply, it's a darned good receiver that'll
work in the woods and downtown, giving
you positioning accuracy your parents
only dreamed about.

Of the unit's 16 MB of memory, 8
megabytes are available for downloading
detailed street maps, waypoints and routes
from their new MapSend StreetsTM CD-

ROM, sold separately by Thales.
MapSend Streets provides detailed
street maps of the entire United States!
You can't get lost. Let's put it this way:
if you do, you've left the MAP 330 at
home. I used the MAP 330 all summer
on my 10 -speed (with the optional bike
mount that grips the 330 firmly while
you enjoy the ride) and found the high -
resolution backlit display extremely
easy to read and follow. As you bike
around, the display changes as the icon
indicating your position moves with
your movement. Turn east down Main
Street and stop 10 feet after turning, and
the icon turns with you indicating your
different direction of travel.

Navigating the unit's menu system is a
snap. Believe me, this isn't a complicated
"bring the manual with you" when you
travel GPS unit. Thales includes a small
quick start card, which I always carry
when out with the 330, just in case I for-
get a specific keypress. But overall, the
menu is very user-friendly, even for first-
time GPS users.

There are four customizable graphic
navigation screens that direct you to your
destination while simultaneously showing
bearing, heading, distance, speed, remain-
ing time to destination, cross -track error,
and much more. I found it particularly use-
ful for designating waypoints, which
remain in the 330's memory until you
decide to delete them. These waypoints
and routes make it a cinch to get on the
bike or in the car and go from here to there.
At any point along the way you can also,
by a couple simple keypresses, designate
additional waypoints. It's great for hiking
because you can also easily customize
your travels with notes for each landmark
so retracing your route is as easy as turn-
ing the unit on and pushing a button.

Power Up

The MAP 330 uses only two "AA -
alkaline batteries. The battery compart-
ment on the rear of the unit is one of the
best -designed compartments I've seen in
a long while. Lifting up a small ring in
the center of the rubberized back cover,

The MAP 330 GPS receiver carries a suggest-
ed retail price of $269 and is typically avail-
able from your favorite radio dealer where you
buy scanners, CBs, and ham gear.

and unscrewing the post gives you access
to the batteries. Then, lift off the back
cover. You won't get broken nails, fin-
gers, or have to pry the cover off with a
coin or screwdriver. No brute force
required! Best of all, it's a super snug fit
on the unit, keeping water out of the com-
partment and unit's electronics.

I used the receiver on and off for sev-
eral weekends before needing to replace
the batteries. The user's manual says you
can expect 10 hours of usage before hav-
ing to replace the batteries. I'd say that's
about right, depending on your use of the
330's backlight, which eats batteries if
left on continuously (but is darned useful
at times!).

The MAP 330 has five navigation
screens: Map, Compass, Large Data,
Position, and Sat Status. For the most part
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Here's the MAP 330 GPS mounted on my 10 -speed using the
optional bike mount.

I used the Map Screen (which has two modes, position, and cur-
sor). In the position mode there's a large arrow icon that shows
your present position; turn down another road and it points in
that direction. Use another button on the MAP 330 to zoom in
or out getting a better picture of your direction of travel. You'll
also see a small dotted line -a trail showing where you've trav-
eled. Very exciting and supremely useful! This is a really easy
GPS unit to use, especially because I didn't have to keep refer-
ring back to the manual. Besides, they've provided a small shirt -
pocket sized quick reference card.

In the Cursor Mode, pressing the keypad arrow button moves
the cursor to any point, relative to your current position. A
crosshair appears that you move with the arrow keypad.

For campers and hikers, the Compass screen (which is com-
pletely customizable!) shows your heading in a graphical man-
ner, but also shows the position of the sun and moon, relative
to your heading.

Highly Visible Data

The Large Data screen is really slick. The compass graphic
disappears, and you're presented with four fields of data:
Bearing, Heading, Speed, and Distance. Even with my reading
glasses off, and at dusk, the numbers were large enough to be
seen without activating the display light. I used this screen as
much - perhaps more - than the basic navigation Map screen.
On a recent Amtrak train trip I constantly checked on the train's
speed - oops, it crept up there a few times! The "Distance"
field allows you to key in a pre -determined destination, so you're

"The Large Data screen is really slick. The
compass graphic disappears, and you're
presented with four fields of data: Bearing,
Heading, Speed, and Distance."

always aware of just how far you are away from Grandma's
house as you travel the interstates.

Waypoints can be customized and saved for eternity in the
MAP 330. I've got our home location saved as Waypoint No. 1
and a small house icon appears on the screen at the precise loca-
tion. Waypoints can also be named with a few simple intuitive
keypresses, if you wish. How many waypoints can you store in
the MAP 330? More than you'll ever need: 500, to be exact.

MAP 330's Bottom Line

What a great user's manual! I don't know anyone who could
say it better than Thales has in the manual. A Go -To Route "is
simply a route with a start point and a single destination point;
I am here and I want to go there."

You're going biking, starting from the camp by the lake. Turn
on the 330, and with a couple keypresses mark your location
into the unit's memory before leaving. Save it as a waypoint in
the "User" database, calling it "camp." Go biking all day and
then use the MAP 330 to find your way back to the camp in time
for the barbecue. The MAP 330 has a huge database of cities,
highways, airports, national parks, and waterways you can
select, or create your own and save it to memory.

Of course it all depends on the satellites high above you. The
Satellite Status screen shows it all; even providing a satellite
position icon, satellite signal strength bars, and battery status
indicator on one screen. I found the receiver to be very sensi-
tive and was even able to access two or three satellites when sit-
ting near a window in our wood -frame house. Outside, numer-
ous satellite status bars popped up regardless of terrain or
environment. The higher the bar, the stronger the received sig-
nal used to compute your location.

I mentioned earlier that the unit eats batteries if you use the
display light continuously. That's nothing new to us radio users.
Use your handheld scanner with the volume cranked up or the
display light on and you'll get the same results. I used the MAP
330 for five continuous hours, repeatedly turning the display
light on and off, and the battery indicator showed it was about
50 percent depleted. The manual says you'll get about 10 hours
of use from a new set of alkaline batteries. Frankly, it's always
a good idea to carry a pair of fresh batteries just in case.

A complete line of accessories for the MAP 330 is available,
including a swivel mounting bracket, vehicle mounting bracket,
nylon or leather carrying case, PC interface cable with cigarette
lighter adapter, external cigarette lighter power cable, PC cable,
MapSendTM Streets CD-ROM (which contains an extensive data-
base of more detailed street maps you can upload to the MAP
330) and much more.

For more information on the compact MAP 330, contact Thales
Navigation at 960 Overland Court, San Dimas, CA 91773 or phone
909-394-5000. Please tell them you read about their MAP 330 in
Popular Communications magazine, and thanks to the MAP 330,
Harold isn't out there lost in the woods, scaring wild animals.M
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Thy Little Panel That Could
The SunWatt System Is Safe, Convenient, And Keeps You Powered!

by Jeff Mack

What are the two of the most important
things we need in order to have a normal
life on a daily basis? It's lights and com-

munications. Sure, we need food and warmth and
other amenities that give us the creature comforts
we've all grown accustomed to, and of course, a
kerosene heater can help in a pinch when the power
goes out. Most propane and gas stoves are still usable
without "juice," minus the oven. But what really mat-
ters is our comfort zone - what makes us secure
and gives us a sense of independence, no matter how
measurably small it may be.

We all need to stay in touch with the world,
whether we're ham operators, CBers, or occasion-
ally listen to the scanner or shortwave radio to get
information we don't always get on the evening
news. It's also pretty obvious that light, no matter
how little, can be a real plus when the chips are down.
I'm going to discuss a product that I've field-tested.
It works, with or without batteries or fuel, and most
of all, it's convenient and completely safe for anyone to use. It's
the F -12J; a 10" x 13" solar panel that produces 10 watts at .6
amps that can charge rechargeable lanterns, directly power a
shortwave radio, charge a gel cell battery - which can, in turn,
power an AC inverter for TV or lights. Convenient battery hold-
ers on the back of the solar panel hold eight "AA," "C," and "D"
cell batteries, and two nine -volt connectors, plus a power cord.
At only $160, it's economical and gives you portability in a
small package!

How It Works

In the photo you'll see it charging a Campbell-
Hausfeld air compressor with a sealed battery. It has
a DC input/output connection to operate a radio, a five -
inch black -and -white TV, enough power to run my six -
volt DX -390 shortwave receiver for 14 hours and much
more. I also charge a seven -amp sealed gel cell bat-
tery I use for my ADI AT -600 dual -band handheld. You
can safely charge large deep cycle batteries, though it
will take a few days if the battery is low on charge, but
it won't overcharge it either. Its built-in voltage regu-
lator and blocking diode keeps the power from drain-
ing back at night. You never have to buy a charge con-
troller to connect between your battery and panel, so
you're saving an added expense. It stores in a closet or
a backpack, so in minutes, you're ready to go!

I've used it to power my TRC-234 CB that requires
13.8 external volts. No problem because the positive
pin adapter connects directly to its side for instant field
communications. Even on a cloudy day I found very

ooloo.tot

C1RDLE88 AIR COMPRESSOR
23o pst

The SunWatt system connected to a cordless air compressor.

little voltage loss. The power output cord produces 14.4 volts
typically, which is sufficient to run anything portable, within
reason, of course.

I charged a nine -volt NiCd with four "AA" batteries at the
same time in one afternoon. Try doing that with any other solar
charger - good luck! You can also mix and match; each bat-
tery has its own bay. You have to load four batteries to make a
complete circuit in order to charge batteries, except the nine -

Charging a 534S Coleman lantern with the SunWatt system.
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A look at the back of the panel and battery compartments.

volt battery. (I converted one of the nine -volt connections with
a male cigarette lighter plug, then added a female connection
with 13/8" alligator clips at the end to power my gel cells, which
also allows me lo directly insert the cigarette adapter into the
Campbell-Hausfeld for charging purposes.)

Each day I ea* easily charge two lanterns - five hours each.
My 5348 Coleman rechargeable lantern is outside at 9 a.m., and
replaced at 2 p.m. to receive the afternoon sunlight. They give
me six hours -flight on two tubes: nine hours on one.

Check The Pin Adapter!

Always check to make sure you're using the correct
pin adapter for your equipment. The power cord is a
positive pin connection; some shortwave and ham
handhelds are negative. Don't mix the two. If you power
the radio directly from the panel itself, you can change
the polarity by simply getting another pin adapter, strip-
ping both wires and connecting backwards to the alli-
gator clips, creating a negative polarity. It's safe to use
in the field, and you won't damage your equipment
when you need it the most. Just check the side of the
DC appliance where you'll see a pictograph of a neg-
ative minus sign, a small dot with a half -circle, then a
positive plus sign; since the half -circle faces the posi-
tive symbol, it's a positive pin connection appliance.
The reverse, with the half -circle facing the negative
sign, means it's a negative pin connection.

For More Information

These panels are individually made by Richard Komp of
SunWatt Corporation a small company located at RR2, Box
7751, Jonesport, Maine 04649, phone 207-497-2204. You can
also E-mail the company at sunwatt@juno.com.

Mr. Komp sells a variety of panels with sizes that fit your
needs and budget. The one in the photos is the panel I happen
to enjoy - that's why I own two of them!

He runs his facility completely off grid power, using invert-
ers. Please tell Mr. Komp you read about the SunWatt system
in Popular Communication v.

with Ten -Tea Shortwave Receivers

15.500.350
12. 45. 32

RX-350 NEW!
R. 3S0 is a Lull -featured HF DSP receiver for

todzy's plienandiN shortwave listener. 100 kHz -30 MHz.
Mcderi IF -DS' architecture accommodates 34 built-in
bar diaidth filter;, DSP automatic notch, and DSP noise

reduct or. Flash ROM updateable via Internet file downloads.
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Selectab.e s denaid/Sync AM, SAM, AM, FM, CW, and SSB

modes. Vione 'nary SWEEP function shows band activity on LCD
screen. Y22 a emoies. Timer and squelch activation circuitry.

12,24 -lour clock. Hi Z and Lo Z antenna inputs.
115/230 VAC or 13.8 VDC operation.
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RX-320 PC Radio
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coverage HF from 100 kHz -30 MHz.
"Black box" receiver connects to your

PC via one serial port. Your PC provides
the operation horsepower. Download the
actual operating software from our web

site for a pre -purchase test drive.

302 REMOTE/ENCODER KEYPAD
Allows armchair tuning of the RX-350. Function
buttons allow operation of various receiver
controls. Direct frequency entry via keypad.
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RX-340 "The Ultimate"
The Ultimate HF SWL receiver.

50 kHz --30 MHz. IF stage DSP. Sync
AM/selectable sideband, SAM, AM. SSB,

ISB. CW. FM. 57 bandwidth filters.
programmable AGC, built-in high stability

TCVCXO. Completely remote controllable via
RS -232 interface. 115/230 VAC operation.

$3,950
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TEN-TEC

1155Doll) Pa11011 Ricky\
Sevierville, TN 37862

Sales Dept: 800-833-7373
Monday - Friday 9:00 - 5:30 EST

We accept VISA, Mastercard, and Discover

Office: (865) 453-7172
FAX: (865) 428-4483

Repair Dept.: (865) 428-0364 (8 - 4 EST)
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radio by Gordon West, WB6NOA

resourcesradio tips and solutions to maximize your hobby enjoyment

E -Filing For A Portable Marine Station License

The Federal Communications Commission no longer
requires a boater to hold a marine station license. No sta-
tion or individual license is required for boating in local

U.S. waters, only having marine VHF onboard, along with a sim-
ple marine radar and an emergency position indicating radio bea-
con (EPIRB). Use your boat name as your on -the -air identifier.

However, if you plan to go boating or sailing up in Canada,
or down in the Caribbean or Mexican waters, the FCC rules will
require your marine radio station to be specifically licensed.
This even includes a small VHF handheld that you might be
bringing into Canada or Mexico that would be used portable
aboard a pal's boat. Without a valid marine license to go along
with the equipment in a foreign country, that country might very
well confiscate your radio.

FCC rules also require a ship station license if your boat has
marine single sideband onboard, or your boat has satellite
INMARSAT equipment installed or carried aboard. Marine sta-
tion licenses consist of 3 letters and 4 numbers, and are good
for 10 years. The fee is $120 and up. (Ed. Note: There was a
fee increase this past fall, and no doubt the marine radio se r -
vice will be affected.)

Obtaining a marine station license for your VHF marine
portable radio would allow you to take this equipment aboard
ANY boat, and with the captain's approval. Transmit over
marine channels using your own FCC callsign. It would allow
you to legally take a portable marine VHF set into Canada, the
Bahamas, or Mexico, and use that equipment on the air to talk
to other fishermen, sailors, or cruisers. The portable license
allows unrestricted marine radio use aboard any boat of your
choice - from a canoe to your friend's big cabin cruiser or
sloop, your own radio with your own callsign is allowed.

Don't Use Form 506

The marine station license was originally completed on a blue
FCC Form 506. DON'T USE THIS FORM! Even though the
brand new radio had that form inside the box, it is no longer
valid and the Commission may keep your money and dismiss
your application.

The best way to file for a marine station license, plus a restrict-
ed operator's permit if you have never received one of these
lifetime licenses is to file electronically at www.fcc.gov.

This gets you to the FCC HOME PAGE and you will get to
know this page well because you will be going back to it sev-
eral times as you work through the registration exercise. If some-
one told you that working up an FCC license application on the
computer is a nightmare, they are right! As you read my instruc-
tions, the FCC is merging CORES and ULS - Universal
Licensing System. If you register with both, using the same
password and password reminder, you will end up with a
CORES number ending with 000, a Federal registration num-
ber, and a ULS number, beginning with the letter "L." If this is

There are plenty of forms to fill out on the computer, but the process
is straight forward (says the FCC!).

the first time you have applied for a radio license within the last
five years, the FCC database will bring you on as a new appli-
cant. It takes down your Social Security number as a taxpayer
identification number (TIN) as part of the process. There is no
way around that. However, if you are a ham radio operator, and
have had your paperwork processed by a volunteer exam coor-
dinator (VEC), there's a good chance you are already on the
CORES and ULS system. The problem here is that you don't
know your password to get beyond these initial applications and
into the on-line Form 605 that ultimately leads to your portable
ship station license callsign.

What To Do If You're In The System

If you THINK that you are in the system, you may contact
the CORES administrator and give them your name and Social
Security number, and they might very well give you your
assigned Federal registration number. They're at 877-480-3201.
You next need to find out if an earlier FCC license application
put you into the Universal Licensing System. You will need to
make another phone call to 202-414-1250. An online way of
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Obtain a portable marine VHF license to use a VHF radio on any boat.

finding out if you might have already been registered under one
or both of these systems (soon to combine) is to simply begin
the CORES process, then the ULS process, using the same pass-
word and same reminder of that password, and see what hap-
pens. If you end up with "accepted," you are ready to begin fill-
ing out Form 605.

However, if your CORES and/or ULS registration locks up
with the word "duplicate," or "duplicate, denied," then you need
to make the phone calls and endure a few days of waiting for
snail mail to come with a new temporary password that you go
in and change to your own selected password. I can see your
eyes rolling right now! But stand by - once you get through
the registration process, it could become smooth sailing for your
ship station license.

Back to the home page, and now on to ULS licensing, specif-
ically Form 605. You may be filling out this form twice. One
time will be for your ship station license, and the second time
will be for your restricted operator's permit, a lifetime permit,

costing about $50. When E -filing Form 605, the
radio service code for marine is "SA." For your
restricted operator's permit, the radio service
code is "RR." On schedule B of the 605, you will
check Item 1 as "P" for portable. Skip questions
2, 4, and 5. Questions 6 and 7 are "NO." Be sure
to check "YES" at item 9. You will receive a 9 -
digit maritime mobile service identity number,
and this will be of big use to you when you get
one of the newer marine VHF radios with digi-
tal selective calling (DSC).

If you are applying for the restricted operator
permit, E -file on Schedule E of Form 605, but don't
put a check mark beside "marine radio operator
permit." This is NOT the one you are going for
without a test - you want "RL," restricted permit.

Now you are on to the FCC Form 1070Y, and
this will tell you the amount you need to pay for
your "PASR" ship station registration, and your
"PARR" restricted operator permit. On FCC
Form 159, you type in your MasterCard or VISA

numbers at this government secure site, and electronically
your package goes out. Within a week you should receive
your FCC callsign in the mail, along with the restricted oper-
ator's permit.

This same process applies to the GMRS licensing, business
radio licensing, and changes you wish to make electronically
on your ham radio license.

The Federal Communications Commission is hoping the
radio licensing process may eventually go completely paper -
less. Our phone calls to CORES, ULS, and the FCC general
help line at 888 -CALL -FCC, (225-5322) were all positive and
I got immediate responses to specific questions I asked. I expe-
rienced no long delays in getting through to a live person, and
these articulate and extremely polite men and women did an
excellent job in supporting the Commission during the
changeover process of CORES, ULS, TIN, paper ore -file. Some
even provided some subtle, positive humor encouraging us to
try again on the computer.

VHF MARINE II

DX

VHF radios with digital selective calling should be FCC licensed with a M.M.S.I. number assigned.
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the wireless by Peter J. Bertini, <radioconnection@juno.corn>

connection a look behind the dials

Your Dad's Chevrolet

MK484 Update
All orders received as of October 20th have been shipped.

Early last year a coworker appeared with an odd package
-a rusted hulk that turned out to be a Delco AM radio
removed from a 1950 Chevrolet that was undergoing

restoration. My interests at that time did not extend to vintage
automotive radios, which I envisioned as being rather feature-
less and uninteresting from a collecting or restoration stand-
point. My coworker further offered that his friend could afford
to up to $100 to have the set gone through and put into work-
ing order. I calculated that just the restoration materials (caps,

Photo 1. Here is the power supply section removed from the 1950
Delco receiver. The bottom shield plate has been removed. The wax
buffer cap has been removed and replaced with two Mylar caps in
series - this was done to achieve the desired capacitance and

voltage rating using parts I had on hand.

tubes, resistors, vibrator, etc.) could quickly surpass his allo-
cated budget.

As a kid I would often salvage a six or 12 -volt car radio from
the nearest junker, bypass the vibrator, and run it on a trans-
former capable of supplying the needed voltage and amperage.
Despite the lower frequency 60 cycles vs. the 115 cycles pro-
duced by the vibrator), these radios seemed oblivious to the
abuses we subjected them to. This particular radio was a bit ear-
lier than the ones I had played around with, and also was unusu-
al in that the speaker was integrated into the radio housing;
instead of a remote location under the dash or rear seat deck.

Taking On A Challenge

After some deliberation, I called my coworker and offered to
do the job, if only for some interesting column fodder (here it
is!) and as a learning experience. After all, this radio is almost
as old as I am! Most restorers shy away from car radios for a
variety of reasons: the lack of spare parts and documentation,
and the need for some specialized equipment. Also, car radios
are tightly packaged, and can be a pain to work on. A DC bench
supply capable of handling the voltage and currents require-
ments is a must. Occasionally, Heathkit battery eliminators are
available on eBay or other on-line auction sites; look for bat-
tery eliminators when doing a search. The ultimate in power
supply regulation or filtering is not needed here. A supply that
offers some adjustment range, say from four to seven volts for
six -volt sets, and from nine to 14 volts for 12 -volt sets, can be
handy in diagnosing some problems. More on this later. Another
possibility is surplus switching power supplies. I've seen a lot
of high current five and 12 -volt switchers available for cheap
prices, and many switchers have internal pots that permit out-
put voltage to be varied over a small range. Many five -volt units
might make it to six volts with just a simple adjustment. You'll
want a supply that can handle at least 10 amps at six volts, and
one that will do at least six or seven amps for 12 -volt sets. More
would be better. The supply should be able to handle the initial
turn surge current that will drawn by the cold filaments.

What's Inside?

We're only going to deal with early vibrator power supply car
radios. By the late 1950s car radios were undergoing a revolu-
tion. The tube industry, in a last ditch effort for survival, had devel-
oped a line of specialized tubes that would operate with 12 -volt
plate potentials. Hybrid models began appearing which used a
germanium power transistor for the audio output stage while the
rest of the radio used tube technology. I've had limited exposure
to those sets, and so I won't cover them in detail at this time.

A typical 1950s car radio was AM only, and used from five
to eight tubes. They used a tuned RF amplifier in the front end,
which was typically a 6BA6 or 12BA6 depending on if the radio
was six or 12 volts. The RF stage was needed for several rea-
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Photo 2. The upper portion of the power supply deck. The large black
object at the right is the potted power transformer. The OZ4 socket is
seen at the upper left - note the two NTE fast recovery diodes used
to replace the OZ4. The vibrator socket (4 pin) is at the lower left. Note

the prongs that provide both mechanical and electrical bonding.

sons. First, car radios were expected to work in extreme condi-
tions and in weak signal areas. The size of the AM antenna was
limited. The short AM whip required a very special high -imped-
ance coax (shortest possible length) between the antenna and
radio. The antenna connects directly to the high impedance side
of the tuned input stage, and using regular 50 or 75 coax will
severely detune the radio, resulting in very poor sensitivity. This
arrangement was practically a tuned active antenna arrangement
by today's standards.

The filaments operated directly from the car battery. In a typ-
ical early 1950s set a 6BE6 was commonly used as the mixer,
and 6BA6s were used in the IF stages. Car radios used one or
two IF stages at 262 kHz. A 6AT6 or 6AV6 served as the detec-
tor and first audio. While most sets used a single -ended audio
output stage, higher end sets used two in push-pull for more
audio. 6V6s were commonly used here. Push-pull audio stages
required an additional tube (12BF6 or similar triode) as a phase
inverter to drive the audio stages 180 degrees out of phase for
push-pull operation.

The Power Supply

Except for the RE stage, so tar the typical car radio lineup
looks very similar to early tabletop AC/DC sets. But there are
more differences. First, let's continue by looking at the power
supply section. The power supply needs to convert the DC bat-
tery voltage to a high DC potential for the tubes to operate. There
are several ways to do this, from dynamotors (a motor/genera-
tor sharing a common armature) to the more practical vibrator
supply typical of most AM car radio power supplies. A vibrator
is nothing more than a fancy doorbell buzzer with an extra set
of contacts on both ends of the armature's travel. Many early
farm sets used vibrator supplies, so even if your collecting inter-

ests are far removed from car radio restoration, a good under-
standing of how vibrator supplies work can be handy.

We'll use Figure 1 to illustrate how the vibrator works. Since
the car radio operates from a six or 12 -volt car battery, we need a
method to provide the high voltages needed by the vacuum tubes.
Instead of using AC on the transformer primary windings, the
vibrator alternately reverses the DC voltage across the primary,
which in turn generates a continually changing (building, col-
lapsing, and then reversing) magnetic field that induces the volt-
age across the secondary winding of the transformer winding.

Here's what happens. When power is first applied, current is
allowed to flow through the vibrator coil, which attracts the
armature, or reed, upwards towards the top set of contacts. When
contact is made, DC is allowed to flow through one half of the
transformer primary. At the same time, the vibrator coil is short-
ed, and loses it magnetism. The reed is no longer drawn towards
it. Instead, inertia carries the reed through the end of its upward
arc, and like a pendulum it then continues to swing in the other
direction towards the opposite set of contacts, breaking the cur-
rent flow through the primary winding. The reed then reaches
and energizes the lower set of contacts, allowing DC current to
flow through the lower primary winding. Note that the DC polar-
ity, or phasing, is reversed at this point, causing a reversal of the
magnetic field's polarity.

The vibrator coil is again energized, which draws the reed
back towards the upper set of contacts where the cycle is repeat-
ed again and again. The end result is a square -wave voltage
across the primary transformer winding which performs the
same task as a pure sine wave AC power source. The actual fre-
quency is determined by the mechanical characteristics of the
reed, which is made of a thin section of clock -spring -like mate-
rial. Most car vibrators operate at about 115 cycles.

Real Life Application

Figure 2 is typical of most car radio vibrator power supplies.
But, a few parts have been added, and they are very important
to the operation and service life of the vibrator. Whenever the

Figure I: Use this schematic. and the accompanying text to better
understand how the vibrator supply operates.
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Photo 3. At the left is the opened, defective Mallory vibrator. The foam
rubber shock absorber and noise suppressor is to the right of the
opened can. The vibrator coil, reed, and contact assembly can be seen
just below the foam shock absorber. The rusted metal tube is the OZ4
gas rectifier. The solid-state replacement vibrator is at the far right.

voltage is removed from the primary winding, the transformer
generates a very high counter EMF (back voltage) due to the
high impedance of the unloaded primary and the energy released
by the collapsing magnetic field. This can cause excessive arc-
ing across the vibrator contacts, shortening the useable life of
the vibrator. To lessen arcing, two 220 -ohm resistors are added,
one each across each half of the primary-these resistors absorb
most of this energy. You may also find capacitors were used
instead of resistors for this task.

The capacitor across the secondary winding is a buffer capac-
itor. It can be found used across the full primary, or just across
one half of the winding as shown in Figure 2. This arrangement
was shown in an early GE tube manual. The buffer cap limits
the high voltage spikes occurring whenever a reed contact
opens, thus reducing sparking at the reed contacts. The buffer
capacitor combines with the secondary winding inductance to
provide a smoothing action. Typical buffer capacitor values fall
between .005 and up to .03 mFd. These are high -voltage caps,
and must be replaced with equal or higher voltage capacitors.
If the buffer cap opens, the vibrator contacts will spark exces-
sively, and this will lead to premature vibrator failure. If it shorts
or becomes leaky, the current limits for the vibrator contacts
will be exceeded, and early failure will again result. Always
replace the buffer cap with a high quality Mylar capacitor! In
Photo 1, two high -quality Mylar capacitors are used in series
to replace the buffer capacitor in the Delco radio. The old wax
paper buffer cap is shown at the bottom of the photo.

Noise Filtering

The vibrator supply, with its sparking contacts and induced
high -voltage transients, makes a fine spark -gap transmitter, and
can effectively wipe out nearby radio communications across a
wide frequency spectrum if precautions aren't taken! Car radio
manufacturers took great pains to filter, shield, and bypass these
radios so this wouldn't happen. First, the vibrator is enclosed
in a rugged metal housing; this protects the vibrator from the
elements and also provides electromagnetic shielding. The
vibrator socket has metal contact fingers to securely hold the
vibrator in place, and to provide a ground path. See Photo 2. In
Photo 3 you can view the internal workings of the original
Mallory vibrator. Note the reed and contacts, which are visible
below the coil assembly. A foam rubber jacket surrounds the
mechanism to isolate it from shock, and to help muffle the
mechanical hum of the vibrator from being heard in the pas-
senger compartment.

14 amp fuse

From car battery

vibrator

spark plate

sms.

TuF@100V

Buffer Cap

hash choke

TsuF@loov

spark plate

F4
- B+ to audio

20u@450T

2k2 2W
B+ to RF, IF, etc

120u@450v

Figure 2: This power supply schematic is representative of what you will find used in car radios dating from the late '40s and into the '50s.
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Big Savings on Radio Scanners

Unidert SCANNERS

Bearcat® 780XLT Trunk Tracker Ill
with free deluxe scanner headset
Manufacturers suggested list price $529.95
Less -$205 Instant Rebate / Special $324.95
500 Channels  10 banks  CTCSS/DCS  S Meter
Size: 75/8" Wide x 615/16" Deep x 213116" High
Frequency Coverage: 25.0000-512.0000 MHz., 806.000-
823.9875MHz., 849.0125-868.9875 MHz., 894.0125-1300.000 MHz.

When you buy your Bearcat 780XLTGV Trunktracker pack-
age deal from Communications Electronics, you get more.The
GV means "Great Value." With your BC780XLT scanner pur-
chase, you also get a free deluxe scanner headphone de-
signed for home or race track use. Headset features indepen-
dent volume controls and 3.5 mm gold right angle plug. The
Bearcat 78OXLT has 500 channels and the widest frequency
coverage of any Bearcat scanner ever. Packed with features
such as Trunktracker III to cover EDACS, Motorola and EF
Johnson systems, control channel only mode to allow you to
automatically trunk many systems by simply programming
the control channel, S.A.M.E. weather alert, full -frequency
display and backlit controls, built-in CTCSS/DCS to assign
analog and digital subaudible tone codes to a specific fre-
quency in memory, PC Control with RS232 port, Beep Alert,
Record function, VFO control, menu -driven design, total chan-
nel control and much more. Our CEI package deal includes
telescopic antenna, AC adapter, cigarette lighter cord, DC
cord, mobile mounting bracket with screws, owner's manual,
trunking frequency guide and one-year limited Uniden fac-
tory warranty. For maximum scanning enjoyment, operate
your scanner from your computer running Windows. Order
Scancat Gold for Windows, part number SGFW for $99.95
and magnetic mount antenna part number ANTMMBNC for
$29.95. Not compatible with AGEIS, ASTRO or ESAS sys-
tems. For fastest delivery, order on-line at www.usascan.com.

Bearcat® 895XLT Trunk Tracker
Manufacturer suggested list price $499.95
Less -$320 Instant Rebate / Special $179.95
300 Channels  10 banks  Built-in CTCSS  S Meter
Size: 101/2" Wide x 71/2' Deep x 338" High
Frequency Coverage: 29.000-54.000 MHz., 108.000-174
MHz., 216.000-512.000 MHz., 806.000-823.995 MHz., 849.0125-
868.995 MHz., 894.0125-956.000 MHz.

The Bearcat 895XLT is superb for intercepting trunked ana-
log communications transmissions with features like
TurboScanr. to search VHF channels at 100 steps per sec-
ond. This base and mobile scanner is also ideal for intelli-
gence professionals because it has a Signal Strength Meter,
RS232C Port to allow computer -control of your scanner via
optional hardware and 30 trunking channel indicator annun-
ciators to show you real-time trunking activity for an entire
trunking system. Other features include Auto Store - Auto-
matically stores all active frequencies within the specified
bank(s). Auto Recording - Lets you record channel activity
from the scanner onto a tape recorder. CTCSS Tone Board
(Continuous Tone Control Squelch System) allows the squelch
to be broken during scanning only when a correct CTCSS
tone is received. For maximum scanning pleasure, order the
following optional accessories: PS001 Cigarette lighter power
cord for temporary operation from your vehicle's cigarette
lighter $14.95; PS002 DC power cord - enables permanent
operation from your vehicle fuse box $14.95; MB001 Mobile
mounting bracket $14.95; EX711 External speaker with
mounting bracket & 10 feet of cable with plug attached $19.95.
CAT895 Computer serial cable $29.95.The BC895XLT comes
with AC adapter, telescopic antenna, owner's manual and
one year limited Uniden warranty. Not compatible with AGEIS,
ASTRO, EDACS, ESAS or LTR systems.

Bearcat® 245XLT Trunk Tracker II
Mfg. suggested list price $429.95/CEI price $189.95
300 Channels  10 banks Trunk Scan and Scan Lists
Trunk Lockout Trunk Delay  Cloning Capability
10 Priority Channels  Programmed Service Search
Size: 2112" Wide x 134" Deep x 6" High
Frequency Coverage:
29.000-54,000 MHz., 108-174 MHz., 406-512 MHz., 806-823.995
MHz., 849.0125-868.995 MHz., 894.0125-956.000 MHz.

Our Bearcat TrunkTracker BC245XLT is the world's first scan-
ner designed to track Motorola Type I, Type II, Hybrid,
SMARTNET, PRIVACY PLUS and EDACS' analog trunking sys-
tems on any band. Now, follow UHF High Band, UHF 800/900
MHz trunked public safety and public service systems just as if
conventional two-way communications were used. Our scanner
offers many new benefits such as Multi -Track - Track more than
one trunking system at a time and scan conventional and trunked
systems at the same time. 300 Channels - Program one fre-

quency into each channel. 12 Bands, 10 Banks - Includes
12 bands, with aircraft and 800 MHz. 10 banks with 30 chan-
nels each are useful for storing similar frequencies to main-
tain faster scanning cycles or for storing all the frequencies
of a trunked system. Smart Scanner - Automatically pro-
gram your BC245XLT with all the frequencies and trunking
talk groups for your local area by accessing the Bearcat
national database with your PC. If you do not have a PC
simply use an external modem. Turbo Search - Increases
the search speed to 300 steps per second when monitor-
ing frequency bands with 5 KHz. steps. 10 Priority Chan-
nels - You can assign one priority channel in each bank.
Assigning a priority channel allows you to keep track of
activity on your most important channels while monitoring
other channels for transmissions. Preprogrammed Service
(SVC) Search - Allows you to toggle through
preprogrammed police, fire/emergency, railroad, aircraft,
marine, and weather frequencies. Unique Data Skip - Al-
lows your scanner to skip unwanted data transmissions
and reduces unwanted birdies. Memory Backup - If the bat-
tery completely discharges or if power is disconnected, the

frequencies programmed in your scanner are
retained in memory. Manual Channel Ac-
cess - Go directly to any channel. LCD
Back Light - An LCD light remains on for
15 seconds when the back light key is
pressed. Autolight - Automatically turns
the backlight on when your scanner stops
on a transmission. Battery Save - In
manual mode, the BC245XLT automati-
cally reduces its power requirements to
extend the battery's charge. Attenuator -
Reduces the signal strength to help pre-
vent signal overload. The BC245XLT also
works as a conventional scanner. Now it's
easy to continuously monitor many radio
conversations even though the message
is switching frequencies. The BC245XLT
comes with AC adapter, one rechargeable
long life ni-cad battery pack, belt clip, flex-
ible rubber antenna, earphone, RS232C
cable, Trunk Tracker frequency guide,
owner's manual and one year limited
Uniden warranty. Not compatible with
AGEIS, ASTRO, ESAS or LTR systems.

Hear more action on your radio scanner today. Order on-line at
www.usascan.com for quick delivery. For maximum scanning
satisfaction, control your Bearcat 245XLT from your computer
running Windows. Order Scancat Gold for Windows, part num-
ber SGFW for $99.95 or the surveillance enhanced version
with audio recording part number SGFWSE for $159.95.

More Radio Products )
Save even more on radio scanners when purchased directly from
CEI. Your CEI price after instant rebate is listed below:
Bearcat 895XLT 300 ch. Trunktracker I base/mobile scanner.$179.95
Bearcat 78OXLT 500 ch. Trunktracker III base/mobile $324.95
Bearcat 278CLT 100 ch. AM/FM/SAME WX alert scanner $159.95
Bearcat 245XLT 300 ch. Trunktracker II handheld scanner $189.95
Bearcat 248CLT 50 ch. base AM/FM/weather alert scanner $89.95
Bearcat Sportcat 200 alpha handheld sports scanner $169.95
Bearcat Sportcat 1808 handheld sports scanner $149.95
Bearcat 80XLT 50 channel handheld scanner $99.95
Bearcat 60XLT 30 channel handheld scanner $74.95
Bearcat BCT7 information mobile scanner $139.95
AOR AR8200 Mark II Wide Band handheld scanner $539.95
AOR AR16BQ Wide Band scanner with quick charger $209.95
ICOM PCM 000 computer communications receiver $379.95
ICOM R10 handheld wideband communications receiver $279.95
ICOM R3 handheld wideband receiver with video display $379.95
(Alden WX100 Weather Alert with S A.M.E. feature $49.95

A*11
AOR® AR8200 Mark IIB Radio Scanner
AOR8200 Mark IIB-A wideband handheld scanner/SPECIAL $539.95
1,000 Channels  20 banks  50 Select Scan Channels
PASS channels: 50 per search bank + 50 for VFO search
Frequency step programmable in multiples of 50 Hz.
Size: 2112" Wide x 13/8" Deep x 61/8" High
Frequency Coverage:
500 KHz to 823.995 MHz, 849.0125-868,995 MHz, 894.0125.2.040.000 MHz
(Full coverage receivers available for export and FCC approved users.)
The AOR AR8200 Mark IIB is the ideal handheld radio scannerxa
for communications professionals. It features all mode receive:

WFM, NFM, SFM (Super Narrow FM), WAM, AM, NAM
(wide, standard, narrow AM), USB, LSB & CW. Su-
per narrow FM plus Wide and Narrow AM in addi-
tion to the standard modes. The AR8200 also has a
versatile multifunctional band scope with save trace
facility, twin frequency readout with bar signal meter,
battery save feature with battery low legend, sepa-
rate controls for volume and squelch, arrow four
way side rocker with separate main tuning dial, user
selectable keypad beep/illumination and LCD con-
trast, write protect and keypad lock, programmable
scan and search including LINK, FREE, DELAY,
AUDIO, LEVEL, MODE, computer socket fitted for
control, clone and record, Flash -ROM no battery

required memory, true carrier reinsertion in SSB
modes, RF preselection of mid VHF bands, Detachable MW bar
aerial. Tuning steps are programmable in multiples of 50 Hz in
all modes, 8.33 KHz airband step correctly supported, Step -ad-
just, frequency offset, AFC, Noise limited & attenuator, Wide and
Narrow AM in addition to the standard modes. For maximum
scanning pleasure, you can add one of the following optional
slot cards to this scanner: CT8200 CTCSS squelch & search
decoder $89.95; EM8200 External 4,000 channel backup
memory, 160 search banks. $69.95; RU8200 about 20 seconds
chip based recording and playback $69.95; 7E8200 256 step tone
eliminator $59.95. In addition, two leads are available for use with the
option socket. CC8200A personal computer control lead $109.95;
CR8200 tape recording lead $59.95. Includes 4 1,000 mAh AA ni-cad
batteries, charger, cigarette lighter adapter, whip aerial, MW bar an-
tenna, belt hook, strap and one year limited AOR warranty For fastest
delivery, enter your order on-line at http.awww usascan com

Buy with Confidence
Order on-line and get big savings

For over 32 years, millions of communications specialists
and enthusiasts worldwide have trusted Communications
Electronics for their mission critical communications needs.
It's easy to order. For fastest delivery, order on-line at
www.usascan.com. Mail orders to: Communications
Electronics Inc., P.O. Box 1045, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
USA. Add $20.00 per radio receiver for UPS ground shipping,
handling and insurance to the continental USA. Add $13.00
shipping for all accessories and publications. For Canada,
Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, Guam, P.O. Box or APO/FPO
delivery, shipping charges are two times continental US rates.
Michigan residents add sales tax. No COD's.Your satisfaction
is guaranteed or return item in unused condition in original
packaging within 61 days for refund, less shipping, handling
and insurance charges. 10% surcharge for net 10 billing to
qualified accounts. All sales are subject to availability,
acceptance, verification and authentication. Prices, terms and
specifications are subject to change without notice. We
welcome your Discover, Visa, American Express, MasterCard,
IMPAC and Eurocard. Call anytime 1 -800 -USA -SCAN or 800-
872-7226 to order toll -free. Call +1-734-996-8888 if outside
Canada or the USA. FAX anytime, dial +1-734-663-8888.
Dealer and international inquiries invited. Order your radio
products from CEI today at www.usascan.com.

For credit card orders call
1 -800 -USA -SCAN

e-mail: cei@usascan.com
www.usascan.com

PO Box 1045, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1045 USA
For information call 734-996-8888 or FAX 734-663-8888
Prier- ofteclive September 2. 2001 AD P090201 02001 Communications Electronics Inc

C11/ COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS INC.

Emergency Operations Center

Visit WWW.USASCAN.COM  1 -800 -USA -SCAN
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Figure 3: Use this simple lash up to burn away contact oxidation on those vibrators that refuse to start. High voltages are exposed, so please

be very careful when performing this task!

The vibrator hash choke and the .5 mFd capacitors provide
further filtering so RF noise won't reach the radio antenna, or
be carried on the tube filaments supply line. The photos show
how this power supply was built on a separate chassis assem-
bly inside of the receiver. A metal shield is used over the buffer
caps and sockets to further reduce noise radiation. (This plate
was removed during restoration work and for taking photos of
work in progress). The vibrator hash choke is located inside of
the black spaghetti insulated tubing above the vibrator socket.
Note the second hash filter formed by the coiled wire trailing
away at the top of the photo. A Spark plate filter cap is located
at the junction point where several wires meet at the upper right
of the power supply chassis.

Spark Plate Capacitors

Starter motors. starter solenoids, and generators can generate
high -voltage spi kes that can damage the radio. These spark plate
caps are comprised of a metal plate sandwiched between the chas-
sis and another metal ground plate, using a thin cardboard as insu-
lation and dielectric. The cardboard dielectric provides a low
breakdown voltage and allows voltage spikes to arc to the ground.

After 50 years of exposure to the elements, it pays to care-
fully disassemble these caps, and check the insulation for dete-
rioration. These caps are simple and make from a metal plate
sandwiched between another plate (ground) and the chassis
(ground again), and use a thin piece of cardboard stock for the
insulator and dielectric. They are typically held together with
a screw and bend -down metal tabs. I also make sure the card-
board is dry. If crumbling, the material can be replaced with
thin sheet Mylar plastic, or a heavy card stock; or it can be fur-
ther preserved by spraying on several protective coats of clear
Krylon to seal the dielectric against moisture. These caps also
have excellent RF properties (low inductance) and provide fur-
ther hash shielding to eliminate RF noise from either entering
or leaving the receiver. You'll usually find a spark plate capac-

Photo 4. Here is a photo of the receiver being worked on. Normally
you wouldn't need to dissemble one of these radios to this degree; I

did so to facilitate taking photos as work progressed.

itor at the entry point for the lead carrying the battery voltage
to the receiver.

The Rectifier

This particular Delco used a 0Z4 gas rectifier; this metal tube
can be seen in Photo 3. Tubes such as the 6X5, 84, 7Y4, 6Z4
and 6X4 (or their 12 volt counterparts) were also popular rec-
tifiers in car radios. The 0Z4 is a cold cathode (no filament) full -
wave rectifier. It can be replaced with silicon diodes, if some
precautions are taken. Photo 2 shows where I used two NTE506
diodes to replace the 0Z4 tube. These were placed "above chas-
sis" so the next repairman could see what was done, and to pre-
vent someone from attempting to plug in a 0Z4. These gas reg-
ulators also have a defined voltage drop, so you should consider
adding a power -dropping resistor to compensate for the increase
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in B+ when the silicon diodes are used.
You also must use fast recovery diodes;
regular 1N4007 diodes can not handle the
high switching speeds needed because of
the rise and fall times of the square waves
present in a vibrator supply! The NTE506
is a good candidate and is readily avail-
able. However, good OZ4s will give many
years of service and the tube is readily
available and inexpensive.

Vibrator: Fix, Replace, Or
Substitute?

While vibrators are well sealed against
the elements, even a car's interior is sub-
jected to dust, vibration, moisture, and
seasonal temperature extremes. Even so,
after sitting 50 years in a junkyard, few
vibrators will jump to life once voltage is
applied. Eventually all vibrators reach the
end of their serviceable life and will need
to be replaced.

This procedure appeared on the
Rec . A ntique .Rad i o+Phono new sgroup
for cleaning vibrator contacts: For 4 -
prong vibrators, connect pin 1 of the
vibrator (reed and one end of the vibrator
coil) to one side of the AC line. Connect
pins 2 (pull interrupter contact), 3 (iner-
tia interrupter contact) and 4 (free end of
vibrator coil) in parallel, and in series with
a 40 -watt 115 -volt light bulb to the other
side of the AC line.

I suggest using an isolation transformer
for safety. Figure 3 shows how this lash
up is put together. Run the vibrator for
more than a minute. The high voltage eas-
ily burns away any oxidation that may
have formed on the contacts, while the
lamp limits the current to a safe level. A
good six -volt vibrator should start with
less than five volts applied, and at 10 volts
for a 12 -volt vibrator. This is where a good
variable A battery eliminator comes in
handy for troubleshooting car radios.

Many folks have had luck using a bur-
nishing tool to rejuvenate vibrator con-
tacts. Unfortunately, unless you know
what you are doing you can often do more
damage than good. NOS (new old stock)
vibrators can be purchased from a variety
of sources, and new solid-state replace-
ments are available from Antique
Electronic Supply and other restoration
supply houses. I purchased a replacement
solid-state vibrator (the unit branded
Antique Automobile Radio, Inc. in Photo
3) to replace the dead Mallory vibrator. I
confess that I made no attempt to rejuve-

nate the old vibrator, and as with the OZ4
diode substitutions, my quest was geared
more towards long-term reliability rather
that authenticity. Note these replacements
are made and sold for both six and 12 -
volt, as well as positive and negative
ground vehicles! What's inside of these
units? I suspect nothing more than two
cross -coupled power transistors in a sim-
ple multivibrator circuit. Two transistors,
a few caps and resistors would probably
do the job. I didn't want to damage the
replacement by cutting it open, but I sus-
pect there is little magic to it.

Does anyone have info on circuits that
could be used for homemade solid-state
vibrator replacements they'd like to share
with us?

Well, I' m out of space, but we've cov-
ered the major portions of the power
restoration, an important first step!
Before electrification, windchargers or
rechargeable "A" batteries hit rural USA
areas, many powered two, six or 32 volt
farm radios with internal vibrator power
supplies.

In Part 2 we' 11 show the remainder of
the electrical and mechanical restoration
of this classic car radio. See you then! 

FREE
SAMPLE
COPY! ©

ANTIgUE RADIO CLASSIFIED
Antique Radio's Largest -Circulation

Monthly Magazine
Articles - Classifieds - Ads for Parts & Services

Also: Early TV, Ham Equip., Books,
Telegraph, 40's & 50's Radios & more...

Free 20 -word ad each month. Don't miss out!
[ 1-Year:$39.49 ($57.95 by 1st Class)

6 -Month Trial - $19.95. Foreign - Write.
A.R.C., P.O. Box 802-T14, Carlisle, MA 01741
Phone: (978) 371-0512; Fax: (978) 371-7129

Web: www.antiqueradio.com

VX-5
Leather pouch with pocket
on back for antenna tip &
sturdy clip. Many other
pouches available. Call us!

800-206-0115
www.powerportstore.com

Junghans Atomic Ceramic
sapphire lens, ceramic

band,LCD for day,date,zone
luminous, w -resistant 100ft,
all ceramic -harder then steel

$790

atomic radio with
2 alarms and
tempature,

day, date, LCD
39.95

Junghans Atomic Carbon
Fiber Watch, stainless bezel,
sapphire lens,LCD day, date,

time zone, carbon/leather
band. 7 models

$279

TM

ATOMIC TIME
...self setting

...correct time
...atomic clock

World's most exact time...
atomic clocks, atomic watches

and weather stations
 for any time zone
 synchronized to the u .s.

atomic clock in colorado
 accurate to 1sec. in 1 mil. years
 engineered in germany
complete line of atomic clocks
JUNGHANS MEGA CERAMIC Watch
luminous, never scratches, 5 models
JUNGHANS MEGA CARBON Watch
JUNGHANS MEGA CLOCKS $47-109
JUNGHANS SOLAR WATCHES $279
ATOMIC SPORTS WATCHES $129
ATOMIC SCHOOL/OFFICE CLOCKS
Oregon Scientific Weather Stations,
Weather Forecast, World Time, NOAA
Radios, Radio Controlled Clocks
Atomic Digital Wall Clocks $59...

call for our FREE Brochure

or go to www.atomictime.com
credit card orders call toll free

1-800-985-8463
30 Day Money Back Guarantee
send checks incl. s&h $6.95 to

ATOMIC TIME, INC.
1010 JORIE BLVD.

OAK BROOK, IL 60523

Atomic dual alarm clock
with temperature day and

date, 2AA Batteries black
3.5x4.5x2"

'.29.95

black arabic 12" wall
clock for home or

office  $59.95
wood $69.9

Atomic Sports Watch
Silver Polymer Case, LCD
for day, date or seconds

100 ft water resistant
black leather band

$129
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technology by Ken Reiss. <armadillo@aol.corn>

showcase new product performance analysis

RadioShack's PRO -2067 Trunk Tracking Scanner
The RadioShack PRO -2067 is a mobile/base
trunk tracking scanner with many new fea-
tures. It's also the first trunk -tracking mobile

scanner from RadioShack manufactured by GRE.
Let's see how it stacks up.

As a conventional scanner, the PRO -2067 stacks
up quite well. It has 500 channels in 10 memory
banks. The 2067 covers the standard bands includ-
ing VHF -Low (29-54 MHz), VHF Air (108-137
MHz), VHF -Hi (137-174 MHz), Federal and UHF
(380-512) and the 800 -MHz Public Safety bands
from 806-960 MHz (less cellular, of course).
Notably missing are the so-called UHF Air or
Military Air band from 220-380 and the new (most
scanners don't yet include it either) 700 MHz pub-
lic safety bands. There are very few allocations here
yet, but these bands will become more popular as time goes on.

"In addition to its trunking capabilities, the PRO -
2067 is one of few radios currently on the market
that fully supports both Continuous Tone Code
Squelch System (CTCSS) and Digital Code
Squelch (DCS)."

That missing frequency coverage is about the only thing miss-
ing from this radio. It will trunk track Motorola Type I and II
systems, EDACS, and Johnson LTR (which is not common for
public safety, but used extensively for business band systems).
All three trunking-type systems can be scanned at
the same time if you desire.

In addition to its trunking capabilities, the PRO -
2067 is one of few radios currently on the market
that fully supports both Continuous Tone Code
Squelch System (CTCSS) and Digital Code
Squelch (DCS). The documentation refers to them
by their Motorola trademarked names, PL or
Private Line for CTCSS and DPL or Digital Private
Line for DCS. Don't be confused, they are both the
same thing, and both CTCSS and DCS are used by
two-way system users to help reduce interference
and to make better use of available frequency space.
We can use them for this purpose, or we can also
use them to help us identify who is transmitting.
Either way, it's a very convenient feature to have,
and one that makes the PRO -2067 shine as a con-
ventional scanner.

It also appears in casual use that the PRO -2067 is reasonably
robust as a receiver. It appears to be fairly sensitive to weak sig-
nals, but not be overloaded by stronger ones. I did not do exten-
sive testing or comparison with other receivers in this regard,

It's a smart looking radio, with an easy to read display despite the large
amount of information presented. This unit fits nicely into a small spot
as a mobile unit, and is powered by 12 VDC. It even comes with

a DC power cord and mobile mounting bracket.

but my overall impression is a favorable one from the stand-
point of performance.

Programming

Probably the most daunting task of any trunktracking scan-
ner is getting it programmed. The PRO -2067 is no exception,
and it might possibly be slightly more complicated because of
the myriad of options available. One feature unique to the PRO -
2067 and its handheld brother, the PRO -92, is the concept of

41.1.111eli1.1.1.nom .10014.
1100.1Mit ......111ft 00.111111.1!alwal 101.11.111.e1111101.01110414111MOM..1.1,

ta*1111111141011. spawomm...011.1111.
.00.0...mOWNOOMI.1.1101malaMag

The rear panel is quite clean. The left round black jack (to the right
of the antenna BNC) is the PC interface connection. It requires a spe-
cial cable, which is included in the programming kit. If you buy two
2067s or a PRO -92, a cloning cable is included with the PRO -2067

so that you can copy the data from one radio to another.
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open and closed scanning modes. In the open mode, the radio
will stop on almost any active signal either in trunked mode or
conventional mode.

Closed mode is what we think of as tone squelch or trunk-
ed scanning mode. In closed mode, only signals received with
the previously stored CTCSS/DCS or Trunked system ID will
be received. This is the true tone squelch mode. While you
are able to enter a CTCSS or DCS tone in the open mode, it

Function Keys On The 2067

Function UP - Bank Select
Function DOWN - Bank Select
Function 1 (DELAY) - Turn off the delay. This is a

global setting. It's also the only function that is marked on
the keypad.

Function 2 - Change from Open to Closed mode. Use
Func. UP and DOWN to select the desired bank first.

Function 3 - Clear all talk group IDs in one bank. Select
the bank first.

Function 6 - Program the text label for a bank.
Function 8 - Program custom fleet maps for Motorola

trunked systems.
Function 9 - In the manual mode, access the options

menu for contrast. In the Trunking mode, Select an Offset
frequency for Motorola UHF -Lo systems.

Function Clear -Clears a memory channel or a talk
group ID, depending on mode.

Function PRI - Set the priority frequency.
Function L/OUT - Review the locked out frequencies or

channels in search mode or memory channel mode.
Function ENTER - Quick store a frequency tuned in the

manual mode into memory in bank 9 only.
Function SEARCH - Enter the search program mode.
Function TUNE -Store a frequency to a specific

memory.

The bank list from the GRE data manager
is where data entry starts. Note the bank
numbers, like channel numbers, start at 0.
All of the settings to program the radio are

conveniently accessible from this screen.

appears to have no effect whatsoever.
If you leave the tone empty, but put the
bank into the PL mode, the radio will
read the tone received. This is a very
convenient feature.

One final user interface note is that
several key functions, including the
switch from open to closed mode is hid-
den behind the function key and not
labeled on the keypad. With use, these
necessary functions become committed
to memory, but it makes for frequent
trips to the manual in the meantime.

Clone Mode

The saving grace to all this complicated programming is the
computer software available as an option. Available as an option
(RSU-12204327, but don't go to their site and look for that, as
you can't find it because RSU items are only available in the
store or by calling the special 800 number from the catalog) for
$69.95. It's also available from Scanner's Unlimited, an excel-
lent retail outlet in the San Francisco Bay area at (650) 573-
1624. Be sure to tell Glenn that Pop'Comm sent you.

The Scanner Data Manager is manufactured by Signal
Intelligence (ScanStar is their most popular product). It's a very
functional and easy to navigate program. The software kit does
include the special cable required to make the connection.

Overall, the PRO -2067 makes a very good mobile or base
scanner (it's slightly large for your pocket, although it's small-
er cousin the PRO -92 fits that bill). It might be a little difficult
for beginners to get used to all the features, but on the other
hand, being a beginner and not having pre -conceived notions of
how things are supposed to work could well work in your favor.
If you've been scanning for a while, you'll want to try and put
aside most of what you know about how to program a radio
when you work with this one.

The trunking system may not be as robust as other systems on
the market, however I was not able to verify this on the system
here in St. Louis. A key limitation that has been mentioned is
the limit of only one bank of 100 IDs in a trunking bank. There
is no facility to turn on groups of IDs within the bank as there is
on many of the Uniden and other RadioShack trunktracker scan-
ners. This can be overcome by re-entering a system into multi-
ple banks, and I suppose if your primary interest is trunking, that
might be a viable solution. But with only 10 banks, if you have
mixed conventional and trunked frequencies to scan, those banks
are very precious.

One good thing about RadioShack is their very fair return pol-
icy should you decide the radio is unacceptable. With its rich
feature set, the PRO -2067 is an excellent choice as a conven-
tional scanner, and many users I have talked with are quite happy
with it as a trunked system scanner as well. Check it out! It may
find a home in your shack or car!
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on -the -go by Harold Ort, Editor

10 around the block, around the world -personal radio keeps YOU in touch

The Latest On MURS

Multi-Use Radio Service (MURS)
is certainly one heck of a hot -
button topic not just among radio

enthusiasts, but users of the business radio
service as well. It's also quite the radio
secret. I stopped in a couple of local
RadioShack stores here in New Jersey
some distance from home where the Shack
personnel don't know me. They also
didn't know about MURS, although there
it is on pages 86 and 87 of their new
2002 catalog.

MURS Background

MURS was created as part of the FCC's
biennial review of its rules governing
Private Land Mobile Radio Service; the
order was adopted in June 2000, released
in mid -July and made official 30 days
after publication in the Federal Register,
on November 13, 2000. It's a license -free
CB -like communications service using

RadioShack's handheld MURS VHF
transceiver is $99.99.

And RadioShack's MURS Handheld

five VHF FM frequencies: 151.82,
151.88, 151.94, 154.570, and 154.600
MHz. These are so-called "color dot" fre-
quencies on standard business radios.
Ahhh, yes, there's the rub. As a result of
MURS implementation by the FCC, cur-
rently on those frequencies are three basic
groups of legitimate groups - all of
whom share the same turf: licensed busi-
ness users, unlicensed business users, and
private individuals. MURS is designed to
be a private, two-way, short -distance
voice, data, and image radio service for
the general public. Power output is max-
imum of two watts, which is more than
enough to reach across town - far
beyond FRS, and in some cases, yes, even
CB, depending on terrain, of course.

When MURS was getting some major
media attention last year we got plenty of
calls and letters - mostly from licensed
business users, from schools to contractors
who were, rightfully so, concerned about
unlicensed users causing interference with
their communications. But I jokingly told
the licensed users not to worry because the
FCC rules specifically state, "The chan-
nels authorized to MURS systems by this
part are available on a shared basis only
and will not be assigned for the exclusive
use of any entity." It continues, "Those
using MURS transmitters must cooperate
in the selection and use of channels in
order to reduce interference and make the
most effective use of channels in order to
reduce interference and make the most
effective use of authorized facilities." So
it goes - the ol' gentleman's agreement.
You don't bug me, and I won't bug you.
Right - on paper, at least.

Fact of the MURS matter is that the pub-
lic hasn't rushed out to buy these neat two -
watt radios. Motorola and RadioShack are
the major MURS players, and even in the
Shack's catalog the MURS handhelds
would appear to be more business band
than private, coming under the top heading
"Business Band" radios and accessories.

In a major reversal of its earlier anti-
MURS position, Motorola is now riding
the MURS bandwagon, basically asking
the FCC to limit MURS use to voice -only

communications (currently image and
data are also authorized). Now I'm all for
a good, solid unlicensed radio service -
which MURS appears to be; the power is
higher than FRS, it's unlicensed, there's
no exam, and there's currently no restric-
tion on external antenna use. So I decid-
ed to check out a pair of these handheld
radios. Are they a viable, personal, fami-
ly CB -like communications option? Even
so, would users have to contend with a lot
of business user interference? And
frankly, for example, is each handheld
RadioShack unit, model 19-1206, selling
for $99.99. worth the price tag?

Checking Them Out

Lich of the tested handheld transcciv ers
measures about 5 1/2" x 2 3/8" x 1 1/2." The
so-called flexible rubber duck whip anten-
na is, in this case, a very firm rubber anten-
na that attaches to the radio with a standard
BNC connector. This makes removal easy,
and attachment of a mobile antenna a sim-
ple process.

The 19-1206 transceiver comes with a
7.2 volt, 950 maH NiCd battery pack
that's recharged using the supplied wall
adapter. A replacement battery pack can
be special ordered at RadioShack stores
nationwide.

Accessing the radio's battery compart-
ment requires you to slide two side -
mounted tabs forward, and then you sim-
ply slide off the rear compartment cover.
I initially charged the pack (plug the
adapter into the side of the radio -there's
no provision for a drop -in charger) for
about 10 hours.

These RadioShack handhelds were, of
course, initially designed to look like
business band walkie-talkies; they're
rather plain, fit snugly in the hand, and
have a minimal number of controls. The
volume and squelch are top -mounted.
There's a weatherproof speaker/mic jack
on the top of the radio and the charging
jack is on the right side of the unit. A sim-
ple high/low slide power switch on the top
changes the radio's power output to either
600 milliwatts or two watts. A small
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receive/transmit light on the front of the
radio rounds out the features. On the back
there's the standard, but very profession-
al feeling, belt clip that's attached with
two screws. I used these radios without
the belt clip, choosing instead to put the
radio in my shirt pocket, not wanting the
belt clip to get in the way.

Since there's no "function" button to
toggle non-existent bells and whistles on
and off, the push -to -talk (PTT) button is
large, and has a solid "click" when keyed.
There's no fumbling to ensure you've
pushed the switch just right to transmit.

My radios came ready to operate on
154.600 MHz. No fuss, no fiddling with
programming - just charge the battery
and go - which is what we did. Our
downtown is about a mile away; the post
office is a little less distant. Now make no
mistake about it, these radios say "radio!"
- they're not toys and therefore pack a
pretty good punch. You're also visible
using one of these radios - certainly
today it depends on how visible you want
to be at any given moment, but please
know that you don't look like you're hav-
ing a chat on your cell phone.

My short walk to the post office,
through our suburban neighborhoods,
was thoroughly enjoyable, partly because
I didn't choose a sub -zero day to play
radio, but mostly because we had solid,
crystal clear copy the entire time. This is
no exaggeration, believe me! I thought a
couple of times that had this been a CB
walkie-talkie (and there's nothing wrong
with CB - it's just different than FM) the
copy probably would have been about as
good, but the antenna, unless you're using
a flexible antenna, would be long and
unwieldy, and there would be a fair
amount of background noise breaking the
squelch. Not so with these MURS -
well, ahhh, business band transceivers.
We even maintained solid contact once I
went inside the post office, which I real-
ly didn't expect. (My wife didn't actual-
ly say so, but I think she liked these radios,
mostly because we could talk without a
lot of dead spots, and there's no channel
changing if copy gets rough). Later that
night I was checking the radios and
preparing to charge each one when I
noticed that my radio was on high power,
hers was on the "low" power setting. Not
bad coverage with using the provided rub-
ber duck antennas!

If you don't need the extra features (that
frankly many operators tell me they sel-
dom use anyway), don't get especially
excited about GMRS or CB, and FRS'

range just doesn't cut it, check out
MURS. I'll be the first to say that last year
I was less than excited about this radio
service, expecting the worst with possi-
ble interference from licensed users and
CB -like behavior. I've had these radios
several months now and use them quite
regularly, and only once did a licensed
user hear me, and decide to move to
another channel. If you've already got a
rooftop or mobile 144 MHz (or scanner
discone antenna) your range can easily be
greatly increased using one handheld as
a "base" while communicating license -
free, airtime free with your kids or wife
downtown or even at the local shopping
center. I say, check 'em out!

The NiCD battery on RadioShack's 19-
1206 MURS transceiver typically lasts
about four hours using the radio about half
the time for actual transmitting on the high
power (two watt) setting. I recommend
charging the radio after each extended use,
or overnight.

On the negative side, I would have pre-
ferred the antenna fit more snugly to the
top of the radio; it gives the impression it
isn't making good contact, when in fact
it is, but my personal feeling is that there's
too much "play" in the antenna connec-
tion. This also requires you to double-
check the antenna connection before
walking out the door with the radio on
your belt.

Overall, I was quite pleased with The
RadioShack MURS transceiver. Range
was excellent, audio was loud and crystal
clear, and the squelch didn't require con-
stant adjustment. It's easy to operate and
you can even set your own CTCSS tones
to ensure you hear only your units. It's cer-
tainly a necessary feature in crowded areas
where there are lots of other licensed users
sharing your channel. Remember, MURS
is a great service that operates well only if
all users understand the concept of sharing
our radio spectrum.

For more information on the
RadioShack rechargeable VHF handheld
MURS/business band radio catalog No.
19-1206 visit your local RadioShack
store, and be sure to tell them you read
about it in Popular Communications.

Down The Road

In our new "On -The -Go" column, fea-
turing CB, FRS, GMRS, MURS and yes,
freebanding, we'll be talking about new,
exciting two-way radio products, anten-
nas, and installations (mobile and base)
in the coming months. I've just received

High Performance
CB Antennas

For decades, MACO has meant high-performance
CB base station and mobile antennas-made in
the USA! Call us or visit our website for more
information on our products.

 Base Station Antennas  Mobile Antennas
 Cable Assemblies  Mobile Hardware
 Power Supplies  Accessories
Call or write for free catalog and name of reseller
nearest you!

(800) 238-7258
MACO MANUFACTURING

4091 Viscount Avenue
Memphis, TN 38118

Ph. (901) 794-9494 Fax (901) 366-5736
www.majestic-comm.com/maco

Bill's 2 Way
CB Radio Equipment

uniden® KENWOOD AlIDLAIN
0
ICOM CS) bra(CHEROKEE")

Galaxy

FREE CATALOG!
"We are the DISCOUNT LEADER
in sales of scanners, FRS, CB,

GMRS radios and accessories."

Bill's CB & 2 -Way Radio Service
PO Box 306, Morgan Hill, CA 95038-0306

Tech Line: (408) 782.0064 FAX: (408) 782-2985

e-mail:sales@bills2way.com
Website: http://www.bills2way.com

the Bilal Isotron 11 -meter antenna for
a review, which will be coming up in a
month or so. This is probably the most
unusual CB antenna I've ever seen, but
preliminary tests indicate it's a pretty
good performer, and especially ideal for
limited space installations or where nosy
neighbors watch you like a hawk.

I invite your questions, comments,
photos, and suggestions for your two-
way radio column at popularcom
@aol.com or by mail to me at Popular
Communications, 25 Newbridge Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801. Please ensure you
place your return address in the upper
left corner of your mail. Not doing so will
delay your letter getting read. We appre-
ciate your understanding during these
trying times.
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washington by Laura Quarantiello <lauraq@cts.corn>

beatCapitol Hill and FCC actions affecting communications

Miami Bans Cell Phone Use While Driving
lin a now -familiar move, another area has banned the use of cel-
lular phones while driving, citing the danger of driver inatten-
tion behind the wheel. The Miami -Dade County Commission

has adopted an ordinance banning the use of cellular phones in
moving vehicles without the use of a hands -free device. The ordi-
nance, approved by a 6-5 vote, goes into effect in October of 2002.
Fines are expected to be $250 for a first offense (or a waiver of
the fine upon completion of a driver improvement course), and
$500 for a second or any subsequent violation. Ouch.

E91 1 Timeline Extended

Responding to requests by wireless companies, the FCC has
agreed to extend the timetable for rollout of E911 technology. The
new service, designed to help 911 operators more precisely pin-
point the location of cellular callers, was originally due to be offered
beginning October 1, 2001, with full operation by December 31,
2005. Though the December deadline is still holding, most wire-
less companies don't even have a handset on the market that can
provide the E911 service. "We can do better than this - we must
do better than this. Enhanced 911 will save lives," said FCC
Commissioner Michael Copps. The technology is slated to even-
tually allow location of 67 percent of cellular emergency calls with-
in a radius of 50-100 meters and 95 percent of calls within a radius
of 150-300 meters.

FCC Amends Freq Allocations For 3G

The FCC has amended its table of liequency allocations to open
up spectrum for possible use by 3G Third Generation wireless ser-
vices. A mobile allocation was added to the 2500-2690 MHz band
(ET Docket No. 00-258, RM-9911), which is currently used by
Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS) and Multichannel
Multipoint Distribution Services (MMDS). The Commission
specifically stated "in order to preserve the viability of the incum-
bent services, we are not relocating the existing licensees or oth-
erwise modifying their licenses." Currently, there are 190 MHz of
spectrum assigned to ITFS/MMDS stations in this band, transmit-
ting one-way analog video and two-way digital broadband services.

GMRS License Fee Change

The FCC has reduced the cost of a new or renewed GMRS
(General Mobile Radio Service) license to $75. The reduction is
the result of a change in the annual regulatory fee from $7 to $5
per year. The application fee remains at $50.

Got Your FRN?

Starting December 3, 2001, the Federal Communications
Commission is requiring an FCC Registration Number from any-
one seeking to do licensing business with the agency. The ten -digit
FRN, issued by the Commission Registration System (CORES)
will be mandatory in order to use the Universal Licensing System
(ULS). For more information on how to obtain your own FRN,
visit the FCC web site at www.fcc.gov.

FCC To Hams: "Don't Interfere" And
"Keep It Clean"

The FCC has warned five amateur repeater owners that their sta-
tions are causing interference and the problems must be resolved.
The Commission is cracking down on uncoordinated repeaters that
interfere with coordinated repeaters and will be levying fines or
taking other action as warranted. In California, an amateur opera-
tor who has been repeatedly warned about interference with the
W6IER repeater has now been told that the L.A. Field Office will
be specifically listening for interference from his station and will
issue fines if the trouble continues. In Utah, Steven Decho has been
accused of operating an uncoordinated repeater in California that
is intentionally causing problems with a coordinated repeater. FCC
Special Counsel for Enforcement Riley Hollingsworth has warned
Decho to cease or face license revocation or monetary forfeiture.

In related (and welcome) action, Hollingsworth cited two
California hams for violation of FCC rules against obscene and
indecent language. Shannon Ratigan, NOJAM, and Alan Cole,
N6TUA, were both warned that such behavior on the ham bands
is unacceptable. "There is no place in the Amateur Radio Service
for (this type of) conduct. It degrades the Service for other users
and will not be tolerated," wrote Hollingsworth.

Court Convicts FM Station Operator

The United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Virginia has convicted a Richmond man on four counts of unlaw-
fully operating an FM radio station. Khalid Kubweza had previ-
ously been the target of FCC and court actions for broadcasting on
91.7 MHz from his home. Even after coming to the attention of the
authorities, Kubweza continued to operate his station, forcing the
FCC, in conjunction with the U.S. Marshal's Service, to execute a
search warrant and seize his radio station equipment. The Virginia
Court found that Kubweza "did willfully and knowingly use and
operate an apparatus for the transmission of energy and commu-
nications and signals by radio from a place in Virginia to another
place in Virginia without a license." Unlicensed operation of a
broadcast station is a violation of Section 301 of the
Communications Act of 1934.

Cell Phone Manners

Forget about who's listening to your cellular calls on a scanner,
instead maybe you should be worried about a new group called
CellManners.com. The Boston -based web site that promotes cell
phone courtesy has said that it has released a band of volunteer cell
spies around the nation to watch for "egregious breaches of cell
phone etiquette." The spies - sorry, they're called operatives -
are listening for bad manners such as using your cell phone in bath-
rooms, funerals, and movie theaters, as well as loud behavior such
as shouting. Oh, and they'll be listening for good behavior, too.
Reports from six major cities will be posted online at www.cell-
manners.com.
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overheard by Ken Reiss, <armadillol@aoLcom>

strategies and techniques to keep YOU informed

Buying That First Radio

One of the most frequent topics of discussion among scan-
ner enthusiasts is "which radio should I buy?" I've had
several questions and E -mails lately relating to this

issue, so I thought we should take a look. This question comes
up very frequently on our weekly conference on AOL, and at
other times too.

Sometimes it almost comes down to "Tell me which radio to
buy." I can certainly understand the anxiety of committing to a
particular radio, especially for first-time buyers. But even for
those wanting to upgrade, there are so many options these days,
and it seems to be getting worse. My answer to this favorite
question is always - more questions.

First Radio?
111111111111111W

If this is your first scanner and you are just beginning, there
are a number of special considerations that you should look at.
If you're upgrading, then you probably have a better idea of the
features you're looking for. We'll approach this from the stand-
point of the beginner for our discussion this month.

Many of the questions I get are from people who are not new
to radio, but new to scanning. They've been a shortwave lis-
tener or AM broadcast listener for some time, but are just now
interested in venturing up the dials. A few are from hams or
other people who have been introduced to radio in some other
way and are curious as to what else there is. In either case,
you've picked a great part of the radio hobby. So let's have a
look at selecting that first radio.

Trunking?

This almost has to be the First question on the list these days.
If you live in an area that uses a trunked system, the trunk -
trackers should be at the top of your list. Many of these radios
make excellent regular scanners too, so don't rule them out even
if you don't need the trunking capabilities right away.

Trunking is a way of using a few radio "channels" or, more
correctly, frequencies, controlled by a computer system to cre-
ate virtual "radio channels." The advantage of a trunking system
is that it offers the users the ability to get a large number of these
"virtual channels" without requesting additional frequencies
from the FCC. These days, particularly in major metropolitan
areas, there simply aren't any extra frequencies to go around, so
anything that can help relieve the congestion is a good thing.

You can listen to a trunking system without a trunking scan-
ner, but it's difficult at best. If the system isn't too busy you will
probably be able to scan the actual frequencies the system uses
and hear a good deal of the action. On a busy system, howev-
er, it's almost impossible. What was the frequency for the police
department a second ago is now a conversation with the dog-
catcher. By the time that finishes and your scanner catches up
to the police again, the conversation you were listening to is
long since finished.

A trunking scanner can follow the computer signals put out
by the system so it knows where that police conversation went.

If you don't need trunking
capabilities, this RadioShack
PRO -79 handheld makes a
great starter radio. Priced at
less than $100, it makes a
great receiver to carry along
anywhere.

Don't forget the skyhook. Even
handheld antennas can often
benefit from third party
antennas, which offer improved
performance. If you're using
a base or mobile scanner,
antennas can be a major
consideration.

And it can be programmed to ignore the dogcatcher, street
department, and anything else you don't care about. Of course,
it can be programmed to ignore the police too, if you're inter-
ested in the dogcatcher or street department.

Trunking comes in different types and your scanner has to
know which type is in use so it can understand what the com-
puter signals mean. The most commonly used for public safe-
ty applications are Motorola type I, II or Iii or Ericson's EDACS.
There are a few others too, such as Johnson's LTR which is used
by many business band users. All these types can be received
with the newer generation of trunk tracking scanners. There are
still a few which cannot, so it's best to find out about your local
system before you make the decision on a scanner.

Learning to use a trunking scanner can be a bit challenging,
but it's certainly doable. In fact, I think that new users learning
about scanning for the first time might have the advantage over
experienced scanner listeners in this area. It's easier to learn
how a trunking system works from the beginning rather than
having to forget all your previous knowledge about other types
of scanning systems.
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While it may be tempting to start at the top with one of these
high -end receivers, they don't generally make good first
radios. Get comfortable with a regular scanner first and
then find out what makes a communications receiver like

Name

Address
City
State
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Price Level?

Probably the next most important question after the type of
radio is the price level that you're looking at. It's easy to spend
literally thousands of dollars on high -end receivers, but if that's

not what you had in mind, there's not much sense in throwing
those receivers into your selection mix. It's simply not fair to
compare receivers in the thousand -dollar class with high -end
scanners in the four or five hundred range. It's a different class
of radio, and the features are completely different. It is likewise
true, although perhaps not quite to the same extent, that com-
paring one hundred dollar scanners and four hundred dollar
scanners isn't really fair either. And if it doesn't make sense to
you as to why someone would spend that much on a receiver
like that, don't. There are legitimate reasons to have receivers
in that price range, but they generally make very poor first
receivers because they can be more complicated and less con-
venient to operate. If the scanner bug bites you, you'll come to
understand why those receivers can be justified when you're
ready to step up to that level. Unless you can explain to some-
one else (like your spouse) why you need that much of a receiv-
er, steer clear.

How Many Channels?

The next function most people are after is large numbers of
channels. Somewhere around 1000 seems to be about the right
number for folks to ask for, but 500 or so is also a very comfort-
able level. In reality, even folks with 400 channel radios don't
fill them all up. In fact, I'd guess there are a lot of 200 channel
units that aren't full either. I have a 1000 channel receiver with
all of 11 frequencies programmed into it, so don't get too wrapped
up in channel numbers. As long as the radio has enough to cover
all the basic things you'll want to listen to, it'll be fine. Even
entry-level receivers these days have 50 or 100 channels, which
will be enough to get you started. 200 to 500 channels are about
all anyone can listen to and keep track of anyway.

How Many Banks Do You Need?

This is probably a much more important consideration. The
whole idea of banks is to be able to organize and switch in and
out channels that are of interest at the time. By having large num-
bers of small banks, you can divide things up pretty well so that
you only have to scan what's of interest at the time. The best radios
in this regard have at least 10, but 20 banks are nicer. Only a few
of the high -end radios have this many banks that I'm aware of.
Computer control can eliminate both the banks and number of
channels barrier, so that's also something to think about.

Frequency Coverage!

It used to be that pretty much any scanner would cover the
frequency ranges that most of us were interested in. However,
in recent years that's changed a bit. One of the biggest areas to
have trouble is the military air region from 220 to 400 MHz or
so. There are simply not a lot of scanners on the market right
now that cover this area. If you're interested in this frequency
range, you can eliminate a lot of choices from your shopping
list quickly.

Another place to watch is the 800 -MHz range, particularly
on entry-level radios. No, I'm not talking about the cellular por-
tion of the 800 bands, as no current production radio is going
to offer that coverage, but rather the entire 800 range itself. A
lot of the introductory radios simply don't provide these fre-
quencies, and there is virtually no way to add a band to a radio
that doesn't have it built into the design in the first place. If
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The PRO -2067 from RadioShack is a base or mobile scan-
ner with trunktracking capabilities, and can display the
channel you're listening to with alphanumeric characters

instead of a channel number and frequency!

you're looking at trunking radios we discussed earlier, you're
all set. They have the 800 band by default, as that's where all
the trunking activity started.

The good news is that in many places in the country, VHF/UHF
is about all that's in use and you can live without the 800 bands.
You can certainly save a lot of money on the radio that way, and
might be an option for a second radio or other application where
you don't have a lot of 800 MHz activity anyway.

Computer Control?

Over the past few years, computer control has really become
a viable option for scanner enthusiasts. Both software and hard-

ware interfaces have improved considerably and can now make
the marriage of the computer and scanner seem almost a neces-
sity. If you have any leaning toward computer control, think
carefully about this as a major factor in your decision. It's easy
to spend lots of money on both the receiver and the computer
control portion of the system, so watch your budget. You can
have lots of fun with some of the medium range receivers by
spending a few extra dollars on better software.

It is virtually impossible to gain full functionality from many
receivers that simply don't have a built-in computer interface,
or an add-on system available for them. Make sure, if you're
interested in computer control, that the receiver you buy has that
as an option. You can always add it later if they make one, but
inventing one from scratch is a bit inconvenient, to say the least.
The bottom line is a system you're happy with, and a budget
you can live within.

Many of the high -end receivers, including those from AOR
and ICOM have computer interfaces built right in. The newer
receivers from Uniden and Radio Shack do as well. Several soft-
ware packages have been developed to support these radios and
can really overcome some of the built-in limitations of the radio.
A perfect example of this is the high -end ICOM receivers, which
tend to have either no banking capability, or a very inflexible bank
structure (the top of the line 8500 and 9000 are the exceptions to
this pattern). By using a computer control system, you can com-
pletely overcome this and have as many banks and channels as
your hard disk will hold. In addition, the computer allows you to
store information and groups of frequencies that are not in use
until they are needed. Rather than reprogramming the entire

getting started
Getting Started in Ham Radio- How to select equipment, antennas, bands, use
repeater stations, grounding, basic soldering.
Getting Started in VHF-Intro to VHF. Repeater usage, packet, satellites and more
exotic VHF op modes.
Getting Started in DXing- Top DXers share experiences with equipment, anten-

nas, op skills and QSLing.
Getting Started in Packet-De-mystify packet. Info on making contacts,
bulletin boards, networks, satellites.
Getting Started in Amateur Satellites- How ops set up stations.
Locate and track ham satellites.
Getting Started in Contesting- Advice and op tips from Ken Wolf,
K1EA, K1AR and others!
Ham Radio Horizons-Step-by-step instructions for the prospective ham
on how to get involved.

i21:9<each- Now $12.95 Buy more and save!
Buy 2 or 3 for $11.95 each Buy 4 to 6 for $10.95 each
Buy all 7 for your Club for only1.99;1!! Now $69.95!!

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Qty
Getting Started in Ham Radio
Getting Started in VHF
Getting Started in DXing
Getting Started in Packet Radio
Getting Started in Ham

Satellites

Getting Started in Contesting
Ham Radio Horizons
Total Videos X $

=$
Shipping/ handling $
Total

Also available in PAL format.
U.S. and possessions - add S4 shipping/handling.
Foreign - shipping/handling charges are calculated by order weight & destination.

Credit Card No. Expiration date Mr"'
Method of payment EI Check  Money Order El Visa  MasterCard El Discover El American Express
CO Communications, Inc., 25 Newbridge Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801/516-681-2922; Fax 516-681-2926
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receiver when something happens, you
can simply reload the file and scan away.

Currently, the number of handhelds
that support computer control is a bit lim-
ited. Many of the handhelds that do have
a computer interface are only able to
reprogram the radio with that interface,
not completely control the radio from the
computer. If you think about that for a
minute, that's really what you need in a
handheld, but you won't be able to take
advantage of many of the software fea-
tures that a true computer controlled
receiver will offer.

How About Alpha Tags?

If you don't want computer control, the
next best thing to have is the ability to
assign each channel an alphanumeric
label. Only a handful of high -end radios
currently have this feature, but it is very
valuable in larger capacity radios. The
BC-780XLT is the main base station
receiver that has this feature (leaving out
the high -end ICOMs once again). The
AOR AR -8200 handheld and a couple of
the ICOM handhelds have this feature to
one extent or another.

Do You Want CTCSS?

Continuous Tone Code Squelch
System, also known by the Motorola
trade name Private LineTM, is becoming
available on more and more units. If you
are in or near a metropolitan area, this is
a worthwhile option. Once again, this
function is only available on high -end
units, and even then may be an add on
option. It allows the scanner to avoid a lot
of interference that may be problematic
in major metropolitan areas where lots of
radios are in use.

Other Buying
Considerations

There are lots of other features available
from model to model. Some folks would

140.201, COMPAIWA21,1,

:Lps
GUIDE t CORNWNTB

nYtte111

These guides are handy to have, and
provide some good basic instruction
in their introductory pages as well
as frequency reference information
to get you started. Police Call is
available at RadioShack, Monitor
America is available at many book-
stores and many radio supply stores.

not own a scanner without search lockouts,
others never use a scanner's search func-
tion. Auto search and store is a handy fea-
ture too, if you do any searching.

Selectable attenuation, delay function,
priority operations, service search,
weather scanning or alert functions,
selectable modes, and tuning dials are
also features that have various amounts of
importance depending on who you talk
to. Look around and collect some cata-
logs and dive in. Once you've narrowed
the field a bit, start asking around and see
if you can find folks who have used the
receivers you're interested in. Join us on
the AOL Radio Listener's Conference

The Adventures of Scannej Deeb ATC Heaven
to

Lf-2 C,. Now this is the
equipment of a....

"Truely Dedicated"
Air Traffic Control
monitoring hobbyist..

www.sc pil.-

li
. a

and ask the "panel of experts" that fre-
quent the conference. But ultimately, only
you will have to live with your final deci-
sion. Good luck!

Frequency Of The Month

Our frequency this month is
462.6625. Have a listen and see what
you hear. It may be interesting to listen
over a few days, or you may not hear
much of anything. Depending on where
you are, you may not hear much of any-
thing no matter how long you listen, but
you might too. Let me know what you
find and we'll enter you into the draw-
ing for a free subscription.

Your Input Needed!

I' ill always looking for your input. Got
any search results to let us in on? How
about some pictures of your new radio in
operation? Send them in! E-mail at
armadillol@aol.com, or the normal stuff
to Ken Reiss, 9051 Watson Rd. #309, St.
Louis, MO 63126. Until next month,
Good Listening!

Vantage PRO
Wireless Weather Station

11

 On -screen gra

Pressure _I
 Optional UV &
Solar Radiation

ing, youeown local
forbcast, and m ch, moh more!

Our new
Vantage Pro®
stations let
you keep an
eye on critical
weather condi-
tions. Add our optional data logger and PC
software for even more analysis. Wireless or
cabled, starting at just $495!

Order now, or ask for your FREE catalog.

Davis Instruments
3465 Diablo Ave, Hayward, CA 94545
800-678-3669  www.davisnet.corn

POE0201
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pirate & by Edward Teach

alternative radio free radio broadcasting

KAOS: Your Mama?
Here we go again. Radio KAOS, 6955 USB at 0249 with
"White Bird," "Romeo and Juliet," IDs and mention of
Belfast drop at 0300. Then a Rolling Stones song. At 0308:

"You are listening to Radio KAOS - K. A. 0. S. - your mama."
Then another song. (Silvi, OH)

Borderhunder Radio, 15795 at 2148 with IDs, Fleetwood Mac,
Queen, and others. Started out with a fair signal but then some
deep fades by 2208. (Silvi, OH)

WVDA, 6955 at 0253. A couple of songs, IDD as "WVDA, the
Voice of Distorted Audio," and gave E-mail address of wvdapi-
rate@yahoo.com. (Silvi, OH)

Classic Rock Radio, 7470 USB at 0410 with many IDs, songs
by the Animals, Springstein, Pink Floyd and many others.
(Silvi, OH)

Radio Doomsday, 6955 USB at 0332 with many IDs, Address
as c/o SRS News, Ostra Porten 29, DS -442 Ytterby, Sweden. Also
an E-mail address I couldn't catch. (Silvi, OH) 6955 USB at 0230
mentioning, "Radio Doomsday is effective for affecting ineffective
tools" and "Welcome to the psychic connection on Radio
Doomsday." Off or lost at 0230. (Bill Short, MS)

Psycho Radio, 6955 USB at 0120 and 0235. (Silvi, OH)
United Patriot Bingo Radio, 6955 USB at 0138. (Silvi, OH)
KRAQ, 6940 at 0420 with the Carl and Frank Show and some

very noisy music, profane talk. (Bill George, TN)
KRMI, 6955 USB at 0430 with rock and pop and rap numbers.

IDs as Radio Michigan International and a mention that they were
located in Port Huron, Michigan. (George, TN) 0200 with
"Welcome Back" and some other number. Talking about having a
new transmitter. (Don Bagley, PA)

Radio Three, 6955 at 0253 hosted by Sal Amoniac with music

Here's another big, wild, full color QSL from KIPM. There
are at least nine different designs.

KIPM Outer Limits
Illuminati Prima Materia

Listing of show titles:

Show 1: Traffic Report Obscure

Show 2: God, Thominator of Our Lives

Show 3: Primordial Time Journey

Show 4: Rambilnp From the Heart of Darkness

Show 5: Entropy

Show 6: Electromagnetic Madness

Show 7: Arecibo Alpha 1

Show 8: Reverend Maxwell's High Frequency Church

Show 9: The Saga of Wally Hymen

Show 10: The Truth

Show 11: Strange Cargo

Show 12: Secret Boons Show

Show 13: The Dead /one

Show 14: The War Hounds

Show 15: Questions

Show 16: The Hollow Earth

Show 17: The Hollow Earth Bonus Show

Show 18: The Adversary

Show 19: The HAARP Show

Show 20: He Who Shrank

Show 21: Monsters of the Mind

Show 22: The Clockwork

Show 23: He Who Evolved

Show 24: The Accreted Galaxy

9 + Unique QSI. designs are currently available from KIPM to our listener writer andience

CD studio copies of past shows available fora donation you feel worthy of the material
This ism help further support K1PM pirate broadcasts In the future

You can reach KIPM at: KIPMOtaetilmitaghotroaiLt000

KIPM has an intriguing line up of shows, all available on tape.

and mentioning "3 Rock" Didn't hear any mail drop announced.
Went off about 0310. (George, TN)

WHYP, 6950 USB at 0212 with Sal Amoniac again and talk of
playing croquet. Several WHYP IDs. (George, TN)

Boredom Radio, 6955 USB at 0648 with song "Waiting for the
Sky to Fall." Said he was using just five watts. No mail address
given but asked that reports be sent to Pop'Comm. (That's a sure
ticket to no reply! - Ed) (Bagley, PA)

Crunch Radio, 6950 at 0352 with really old songs from the
Stephen Foster period. Another one who didn't give any info on
how to contact them. (Bagley, PA)

WAAR - American Anti -Terrorist Radio, 26500 at 1741
with patriotic songs and fake, odd -sounding IDs. Very poor and
soon lost. (Bagley, PA)

Unidentified - 6955 at 0159 to 0247 close. Possibly Radio
Bingo. Giving bingo numbers plus clips of Radio Tornado, Captain
Ron, music and other stuff. (Silvi, OH)

Z-100, 6955 USB at 2350 rock old rock numbers and man
announcer plus jingle IDs. No address heard. (Bagley, PA)

And that's all you wrote! Nice to see a couple of new folks check-
ing in this month. I am sending out a search party for the no-show
pirate regulars!

Please keep those reports coming. You can send them through
the regular mail to Pop'Comm HQ or to my attention at popular-
com @ aol.com. And how about some copies of QSLs or station
pics to use as illustrations?

I'll be back with more reports for you next month!
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Tap into secret Shortwave Signals
Turn mysterious signals into exciting text messages with the MFJ MultiReaderT m!

Plug this self-contained MFJ MultiReadeem
into your shortwave receiver's earphone jack.

Then watch mysterious chirps, whistles and
buzzing sounds of RTTY, ASCII, CW and AM -
TOR (FEC) turn into exciting text messages as
they scroll across an easy -to -read LCD display.

You'll read interesting commercial, military,
diplomatic, weather, aeronautical, maritime and
amateur traffic . .

Eavesdrop on the World
Eavesdrop on the world's press agencies

transmitting unedited late breaking news in
English -- China News in Taiwan, Tanjug Press
in Serbia, lraqui News in Iraq -- all on RTTY.

Copy RTTY weather stations from Antarctica,
Mali, Congo and many others. Listen to military
RTTY passing traffic from Panama, Cyprus, Peru,
Capetown, London and others. Listen to hams, diplo-
matic, research, commercial and maritime RTTY.

Listen to maritime users, diplomats and
amateurs send and receive error -free messages
using various forms of TOR (Telex -Over -Radio).

Monitor Morse code from hams, military,
commercial, aeronautical, diplomatic, maritime

Super Active Antenna
"World Radio TV Handbook" says

MFJ-1024 is a "first-rate easy -to -op-
erate active antenna ...quiet... excell-
ent dynamic range... good gain... low
noise... broad frequency coverage."

Mount it outdoors away from elec-
trical noise for maximum signal, mini-
mum noise. Covers 50 KHz-30 MHz.

Receives strong, clear
signals from all over the
world. 20 dB attenuator,
.gain control, ON LED.

Switch two
receivers and
auxilary or

MFJ-1024 active antenna.
813995 6x3x5 inches. Remote
has 54 inch whip, 50 feet coax.
3x2x4 inches. 12 VDC or 110
VAC with MFJ-1312, $14.95.

Indoor Active Antenna
Rival outside

long wires with
this tuned indoor

.:4 41-0-

-- all over the world --
MI -J --162B

Australia, Russia, Japan, etc.
Printer Monitors
24 Hours a Day

MFJ's exclusive TelePrinterPort' lets you
monitor any station 24 hours a day by printing
transmissions on an Epson compatible printer.

Printer cable, MFJ-5412, $9.95.
MFJ MessageSaverT"

You can save several pages of text in an 8K
of memory for re -reading or later review.

High Performance Modem
MFJ's high performance PhaseLockLoopT"

modem consistently gives you solid copy -- even
with weak signals buried in noise. New thresh-
old control minimizes noise interference --

Eliminate power line noise!
MFJ-I026
$17995

New! Completely eliminate
power line noise, lightning crashes
and interference before they get into
your receiver! Works on all modes

SSB, AM, CW, FM, data -- and on
all shortwave bands. Plugs between
main external antenna and receiver.
Built-in active antenna picks up
power line noise and cancels unde-
sirable noise from main antenna.
Also makes excellent active antenna.

MFJ Antenna Matcher
MFJ-959B
$9995
Matches your antenna to your

receiver so you get maximum sig-
nal and minimum loss.

Preamp with gain control boosts
weak stations 10 times. 20 dB atten-
uator prevents overload. Select 2
antennas and 2 receivers. 1.6-30

active antenna. MFJ-10208 MHz. 9x2x6 in. Use 9-18 VDC or
"World Radio TV 7995 110 VAC with MFJ-1312, $14.95.
Handbook" says MFJ- Dual Tunable Audio Filter1020B is a "fine value... fair
price... best offering to date... per- MEI-752C
forms very well indeed." 89995

Tuned circuitry minimizes inter -
mod, improves selectivity, reduces
noise outside tuned band. Use as a
preselector with external antenna.
Covers 0.3-30 MHz. Tune, Band,
Gain, On/Off/Bypass Controls. De-
tachable telescoping whip. 5x2x6 in.
Use 9 volt battery, 9-18 VDC or
110 VAC with MFJ-1312, $14.95.

Compact Active Antenna
Plug MFJ-1022

this corn- $4995
pact MFJ
all band active antenna into your
receiver and you'll hear strong, clear
signals from all over the world, 300
KHz-200 MHz including low, med-
ium, shortwave and VHF bands.

Detachable 20 inch telescoping
antenna. 9 volt battery or 110 VAC
MFJ-1312B, $14.95. 31/gx11/4x4 in.

Two separately tunable filters let
you peak desired signals and notch
out interference at the same time. You
can peak, notch, low or high pass
signals to eliminate heterodynes and
interference. Plugs between radio
and speaker oryhones. 10x2x6 in.

High -Gain Preselector
MFJ-$99950

greatly improves copy on CW and other modes.

Easy to use, tune and read
It's easy to use -- just push a button to select

modes and features from a menu.
It's easy to tune -- a precision tuning indicator

makes tuning your receiver easy for best copy.
It's easy to read -- the 2 line 16 character LCD

display with contrast adjustment is mounted on a
brushed aluminum front panel for easy reading.

Copies most standard shifts and speeds. Has
MFJ AutoTrak' Morse code speed tracking.

Use 12 VDC or use 110 VAC with MFJ-1312B
AC adapter, $14.95. 5V4Wx21/2Hx51/4D inches.

No Matter WhaITM One Year Warranty
You get MFJ's famous one year No Matter

What limited warranty. That means we will
repair or replace your MFJ MultiReader' (at
our option) no matter what for one full year.

Try it for 30 Days
If you're not completely satisfied, simply

return it within 30 days for a prompt and cour-
teous refund (less shipping). Customer must
retain dated proof -of -purchase direct from MFJ.

CW, RTTY, ASCX Interface WI Antenna Switches
MFJ-1214PC MFJ-1704 MFJ-1702C

1"- 43 $149"
Use your computer and radio to

receive and display brilliant full
color FAX news photos and incred-
ible WeFAX weather maps. Also
RTTY, ASCII and Morse code.
Frequency manager lists over 900
FAX stations. Auto picture saver.

Includes interface, easy -to -use
menu driven software, cables, power
supply, manual and JumpStarem guide.
Requires 286 or better computer
with VGA monitor.
Ifigh-C1 Passive Preselecter

High -Q
MFJ-956passive LC $4991

preselector
boosts your
favorite stations while rejecting
images, intermod and phantom sig-
nals. 1.5-30 MHz. Preselector
bypass and receiver grounded posi-
tions. Tiny 2x3x4 inches.

Super Passive Preselector
MFJ- 1 046

$9995
Newt Improves any receiver!

Suppresses strong out -of -band sig-
nals that cause intermod, blocking,
cross modulation and phantom sig-
nals. Unique Hi -Q series tuned
circuit adds super sharp front-end
selectivity with excellent stopband
attenuation and very low passband
attenuation and very low passband
loss. Air variable capacitor with
vernier. 1.6-33 MHz.

Easy -Up Antennas
How to build

High -gain, high -Q receiver pre- and put up inex-

seletor covers 1.8-54 MHz. Boost ! pensive, fully
tested wireweak signals 10 times with low

! I la" antennas using
noise dual gate MOSFET. Reject v-si readily available
out -of -band signals and images with MFJ-38' parts that'll
high -Q tuned circuits. Push buttons $1645 bring signals in
let you select 2 antennas and 2 like you've
receivers. Dual coax and phono never heard before.
connectors. Use 9-18 VDC or 110 Antennas from 100
VAC with MFJ-1312, $14.95. KHz to 1000 MHz.

$6495 $2495
MFJ-1704 heavy duty antenna

switch lets you select 4 antennas or
ground them for static and lightning
protection. Unused antennas auto-
matically grounded. Replaceable
lightning surge protection. Good to
500 MHz. 60 dB isolation at 30
MHz. MFJ-1702C for 2 antennas.

World Band Radio Kb
Build this regen- ...--,

erative shortwave a 4 a
receiver kit and lis- ''. T 'It%
ten to signals from all irFJ-8 100K
over the world with just licit

a 10 foot wire antenna. MFJ-8100W
Has RF stage, vernier 899Ivired
reduction drive, smooth regenera-
tion, five bands.

21 Band World Receiver
MFJ's MFJ-8121
new 21 83991
Band
World Receiver
lets you travel the world from your
armchair! Listen to BBC news
from London, live music from
Paris, soccer matches from
Germany and more! Covers 21
bands including FM, Medium
Wave, Long Wave and Shortwave.
Sony' integrated circuit from
Japan, multicolored tuning dial,
built-in telescopic antenna, perma-
nent silkscreened world time zone,
frequency charts on back panel.
Carrying handle. Operates on four
"AA"s. Super compact size!

( Free MFJ Catalog )
and Nearest Dealer . . . 800-647-1800

http://www.mfjenterprises.com
I Year No Matter Whatm warranty  30 day money

back guarantee (less s/h) on orders from MFJ
MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC.
Box 494, Miss. State, MS 39762
(662) 323-5869; 8-4:30 CST. Mon. -Fri.
FAX: (662) 323-6551; Add s/h
Tech Help: (662) 323-0549

Prices and specifications subject to change. 101998 WI Enierprises. Inc.



world band
your monthly international radio map

This listing is designed to help you hear more shortwave broadcasting stations. The list includes a variety of stations, includ-
ing international broadcasters beaming programs to North America, others to other parts of the world, as well as local
and regional shortwave stations. Many of the transmissions listed here are not in English. Your ability to receive these

stations will depend on time of day, time of year, your geographic location, highly variable propagation conditions, and the
receiving equipment used.

AA, FF, SS, GG, etc. are abbreviations for languages (Arabic, French, Spanish, German). Times given are in UTC, which is
five hours ahead of EST, i.e. 0000 UTC equals 7 p.m. EST, 6 p.m. CST, 4 p.m. PST.

UTC Freq. Station/Country Notes UTC Freq. Station/Country Notes

0000 21740 Radio Australia 0300 13675 UAE Radio, Dubai, UAE AA
0000 4717 Radio Yura, Bolivia SS 0300 11675 Radio Kuwait AA
0000 4755 Radio Educacao Rural, Brazil PP 0300 11980 Radio Rossii, Russia RR
0000 11955 Radio Nacional, Angola PP 0300 17675 Radio New Zealand Intl
0000 13650 Radio Japan/NHK 0300 11920 RTV Marocaine, Morocco AA
0000 15150 Voice of Indonesia 0300 4976 Radio Uganda
0000 3280 La Voz del Napo, Ecuador SS 0300 9870 Radio Prague, Czech Republic
0000 9737 Radio Nacional, Paraguay SS 0300 6536 Radio Huancabamba, Peru SS
0000 5770 Radio Miskut, Nicaragua SS 0300 9965 Voice of Russia, via Armenia SS
0030 6040 Radio Clube Paranaense, Brazil PP 0300 9780 Republic of Yemen Radio AA
0030 11690 Radio Vilnius, Lithuania 0300 4819 La Voz Evangelica, Honduras SS
0030 15425 Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corp. 0300 17725 Radio Jamahiriya, Libya AA
0030 12015' Radio Free Asia, USA via Sri Lanka unid 0320 15435 Voice of Africa, Libya EE/other
0100 11885 Voice of Turkey TT 0330 7265 Sudwestfunk, Germany GG
0100 15485 Radio Pakistan Urdu 0330 12050 Radio Cairo, Egypt AA
0100 6025 Radio Amanacer, Dominican Republic SS 0330 12095 BBC, England, via Cyprus
0100 6190 Radio Slovakia Intl, Slovak Republic 0330 12040 Radio Ukraine Int'l
0100 5015 Radio Pioneira, Brazil PP 0330 7200 Republic of Sudan Radio AA
0130 9870 Radio Austria Intl 0330 9795 Voice of Vietnam, via Canada
0130 21550 Christian Voice, Australia 0330 6940 Radio Fana, Ethiopia Amharic
0130 6155 Radio Telefis Eireann, Ireland, via England 0330 3240 Trans World Radio, Swaziland unid
0130 9640 Radio Studio/Radio Gardarika, Russia RR/EE 0330 7215 Trans World Radio, South Africa unid
0130 3250 Radio Luz y Vida, Honduras SS 0345 7290 Voice of America, via Sao Tome
0130 15295 RDP Intl, Portugal PP 0345 5010 Radio Tanzania unid
0200 6180 Radio Nacional Amazonia, Brazil PP 0400 17690 Voice of Russia
0200 7210 Radio Minsk, Belarus 0400 7175 Radiodue, Sicily (Italy) II
0200 9625 CBC Northern Service, Canada 0400 11665 Voice of Tartarstan, Russia RR
0200 15340 Radio Romania Int'l 0400 4991 Radio Apinte, Surinam
0200 9605 Vatican Radio SS 0430 9420 Voice of Greece Greek
0200 11710 Radiodifusion Argentina al Exterior 0430 9570 Radio Budapest, Hungary
0200 6185 Radio Educacion, Mexico SS 0430 4770 Radio Nigeria
0200 6973 Galei Zahal, Israel HH 0430 9635 Radio Nacional, Colombia SS
0200 11620 All India Radio Hindi 0430 6235 Trans World Radio, via Albania Slovak
0230 7160 Radio Tirana, Albania 0500 7110 RTV Tunisienne, Tunisia AA
0230 17875 Radio Japan/NHK 0500 7255 Voice of Nigeria
0230 9820 Radio Havana Cuba 0500 5960 Adventist World Radio, via South Africa
0230 4965 Christian Voice, Zambia 0600 5100 Radio Liberia Intl
0230 9885 Swiss Radio Int'l 0600 4760 ELWA, Liberia
0230 9985 Radio Denmark, via Norway DD 0600 5025 Radio Rebelde, Cuba SS
0230 9665 Voice of Russia, via Moldova 0630 15135 YLE - Radio Finland FF/EE
0245 6165 Zambia Broadcasting Corp. 0630 9895 Radio Netherlands DD
0245 9770 BBC, England, via Seychelles 0645 12070 Radio Tikhy Okean, Russia RR
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UTC Freq. Station/Country Notes UTC Freq. Station/Country Notes

0700 9870 Trans World Radio, Monaco 1330 15395 UAE Radio, Dubai, UAE

0700 6350 Radio Union, Peru SS 1430 11905 Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corp.

0730 3290 Voice of Guyana 1430 21600 Broadcasting Service of Kingdom

0730 9530 Magadan Radio, Russia RR of Saudi Arabia AA

0800 11765 KNLS, Alaska 1500 13765 Vatican Radio
0800 11925 Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil PP 1500 15445 YLE - Radio Finland ' Finnish

0900 15210 Radio Cairo, Egypt AA 1500 12075 Radio Netherlands, via Uzbekistan
0900 4980 Ecos del Torbes, Venezuela SS 1500 13800 Radio Norway NN

0900 9675 NBC, Papua New Guinea 1500 13760 Voice of Korea, North Korea
0900 6115 La Voz del Llano, Colombia SS 1630 17795 Qatar Broadcasting Service AA
0900 3325 Radio Maya, Guatemala SS 1700 17705 Voice of Greece, via Delano, CA Greek
0930 9280 Voice of Asia, Taiwan CC 1730 21720 Swiss Radio Int'l
0930 5020 Solomon Is. Broadcasting Commission Pidgin 1730 15475 Africa Number One, Gabon FF
0930 6060 Radio Nacional, Argentina SS 1730 17805 Radio Romania Int'l
0930 4389 Radio Imperio, Peru SS 1730 17535 Kol Israel HH
0945 4875 Radio Difusora Roraima, Brazil PP 1800 21700 Radio Exterior de Espana, Spain SS
1000 4824 La Voz de la Selva, Peru SS 1800 17870 Channel Africa, South Africa
1000 3905 Radio New Ireland, Papua New Guinea Pidgin 1900 15190 Radio Pilipinas, Philippines
1000 6150 Radio Singapore 1900 15475 Radio Salama, Nigeria, via England
1000 3300 Radio Cultural, Guatemala SS 1930 9960 Voice of Armenia
1030 6798 Ondas del Rio Mayo, Peru SS 1930 15445 Voice of America relay, Botswana
1030 5954 Radio Casino, Costa Rica SS 2000 17560 Radio Exterior de Espana, Spain AA
1030 6348 Armed Forces Network, Hawaii USB 2000 15345 RTV Marocaine, Morocco AA
1100 7260 Radio Thailand VV 2030 15530 Radio Ukraine Intl SS
1100 4890 NBC, Papua New Guinea 2030 17580 Swiss Radio Int'l GG
1100 7260 Radio Vanuatu 2100 12689 Armed Forces Network, Florida USB
1100 12085 Voice of Mongolia 2100 15195 AWR - Voice of Hope, via Austria
1100 6155 Radio Fides, Bolivia SS

2100 21740 HCJB, Ecuador
1100 3945 Radio Tampa, Japan JJ

2130 11900 Radio Bulgaria
1100
1100
1130
1130
1130

4960
4052.5
9600
4840
6520

Radio Federacion, Ecuador SS
Radio Verdad, Guatemala SS

Radio Singapore Int'l
Heilongjiang People's Radio Stn., China CC
Voice of Korea, North Korea KK

2200
2200
2200
2200

15545
11845
15084
9735

Radio Prague, Czech Republic
Voice of Turkey
Voice of Islamic Republic of Iran
Sultanate of Oman Radio

FF

Farsi
AA

1200 7340 Petropavlovsk Radio, Russia RR 2215 15760 Kol Israel HH

1200 9965 Voice of Hope/IU-IBN, Palau
2230 6249 Radio Nacional, Equatorial Guinea SS

1200
1200

15625
11675

Radio Pakistan EE/unid
Radio New Zealand

2230 11820 Broadcasting Service of Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia AA

1200 7270 Radio Malaysia unid 2230 11830 Vatican Radio CC

1200 7130 Radio Taipei Int'l JJ 2230 5985 Radio Congo FF

1200 15515 Radio France Int'l FF 2230 11785 Deutsche Welle, Germany GG

1200 15295 Radio Tashkent, Uzbekistan 2230 12065 Far East Broadcasting Co., Philippines

1200 9930 KWHR, Hawaii 2230 11800 RAI Int'1, Italy

1200 15125 Radio Republik Indonesia II 2230 11975 China Radio Int'l, via Mali CC

1200 11710 All India Radio Burmese 2230 21550 Voz Cristiana, Chile SS

1200 11820 Radio Polonia, Poland 2230 11630 China National Radio, China CC

1215 7260 Voice of America relay, Thailand unid 2230 7125 RTV Guineenne, guinea FF

1230 5765 Armed Forces Network, Guam USB 2300 12020 Voice of Vietnam VV

1230 11580 Far East Broadcasting/KFBS, Saipan, 2300 13640 Deutsche Welle, Germany

N. Marianas 2300 5990 Radio Senado, Brazil PP

1230 15585 Voice of Islamic Rep. of Iran Farsi 2300 6150 Radio Record, Brazil PP

1230 15495 Radio Sweden Swedish 2300 12085 Radio Damascus, Syria SS

1230 15445 Far East Broadcasting Corp., Seychelles unid 2300 15575 Radio Korea Int'l KK

1300 7265 Radio Veritas Asia, Philippines unid 2300 15345 Radio Nacional, Argentina SS

1300 7445 Voice of Asia, Taiwan CC 2300 11775 Radio Romania Int'l

1300 11690 Radio Jordan AA/EE 2300 9945 Radio Norway NN

1300 6937 Radio Yunnan, China CC 2330 9705 Radio Mexico Int'l SS

1300 15385 Adventist World Radio/KSDA, Guam 2330 17695 Radio Canada Int'l

1330 13670 Radio Korea Int'l 2330 4815 Radio Burkina, Burkina Faso FF

1330 6570 Myanmar Defense Forces Station, Burma vern. 2330 11905 Swiss Radio Int'l, via Fr. Guiana
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radios & high-tech gear
Alinco Introduces DJ -596 Dual Band HT -

First Amateur HT To Support Optional Digital
Voice Comms

Alinco is introducing the DJ -596
VHF/UHF HT, a compact unit that can
transmit up to 5 watts output on the 2 -meter
and 70 -cm bands in analog wide or narrow
FM and the optional EJ-43U digital board,
digital voice communications are possible.
The announcement of the new unit was
made by Craig Cota of ATOC Amateur
Distributing, which distributes Alinco prod-
ucts to dealers in the USA and Canada.

The DJ -596 has 100 memory channels,
full coverage of the 2 -meter and 70 -cm USA
amateur bands, extended receive capabili-
ties, CTCSS and DCS encode+decode, three
scan modes, the ability to work and save in
memory any number of "odd split" trans-
mit/receive offsets and it can transmit and
receive in both the wide and narrow FM
modes. A nickel metal hydride battery is
standard and the unit will accept and oper-
ate on a wide range of input voltages, from
6-16 Vdc. Illuminated keys and display add
to operator convenience in low -light condi-
tions. The large display can also show
alphanumeric designations for each memo-
ry channel. A theft alarm and experimental
"mosquito repelling sound" are among the
unique features, along with more tradition-
al items such as nine autodial memories. A new feature is
External Terminal Control, which can output 5 VDC at 5 mA
from the mic jack, which can be used by experimenters to con-
trol external devices.

Alinco is also introducing an optional Digital Voice
Communication Board, EJ-43U, that can be used in conjunc-
tion with similarly equipped DJ -596 to achieve digital voice
communications. Simultaneously, Alinco is introducing the E.1-

40U Digital Voice Communications Board for use in its new
line of mobile radios, the DR -135/235/435 series.

The digital boards allow the operator to easily select between
analog FM communications and digital voice operations. The
Alinco digital boards use the open ITU-TV.32 protocol. This
processed signal modulates the VCO in GMSK direct frequen-
cy modulation using a GMSK-Modem. It is then transmitted as
a 20F3E conventional FM signal.

Alinco terms these boards as a "first step" in the use of dig-
ital communications by an Amateur Radio manufacturer. It
acknowledges that the digital audio has a "processed" sound
due to several limitations, specifically restrictions on band-
width, the ability of the transceiver to switch between analog
and digital operations and cost constraints that keep the unit

Alinco's brand
new DJ -596 ama-
teur dual band HT
carries a suggest-
ed retail price of
$301.95.

review of new, interesting and useful products

affordable for the widest possible audience. It added that com-
mercial digital radios have price tags in the thousands of dol-
lars, while the DJ -596 is very competitively priced in the dual -

band amateur radio marketplace, with an MSRP of $301.95.
("Street" prices set by dealers are often lower than the MSRP.)

Alinco emphasizes that the digital protocol used is an open
format and is no different in principle from the use of other
widely used digital protocols such as AX.25, Pactor, GTOR,
PSK 31 and the like. Signals transmitted from the units are not
encrypted and can be monitored by any similarly equipped unit
or any station able to receive and decode the ITU-TV.32 proto-
col. Alinco has posted a detailed FAQ about its digital opera-
tions at its website, www.alinco.com.

The DJ -596 is designed in accord with Alinco's "Simple,
Clean, Dependable" philosophy. As such, controls are kept to
a minimum with an emphasis on easy operations. The frequen-
cy can be input directly from the keypad, then saved into mem-
ory. The volume and squelch levels are set by pressing the
appropriate key then turning the dial to the desired level, which
is preserved electronically, reducing the chance that settings
could be unintentionally be changed. The 100 memory chan-
nels are easily programmed and can be allocated in any combi-
nation of VHF or UHF frequencies. The transceiver can also
operate in a split -band mode. Additional user -activated options
include time-out timer, busy channel transmit lockout, battery
save, scan modes, and more. The DJ -596 can also be used for
1200 bps packet operations with an external TNC.

The DJ -596 can output a full five -watt signal yet weighs just
11 oz. It has a standard BNC antenna connector and has an amaz-
ing ability to accept a wide range of input voltages, from 6-16
VDC. While connected to an external DC power source the
NiMH battery is recharged but not overcharged.

New Cobra Radar Detector With Weather
Alert System

Cobra Electronics announces the availability of the industry's
"first," breakthrough radar detection product designed with the
safety needs of drivers in mind. The 9220WX continues Cobra's
tradition of innova-
tion with a 9 -band
product that fea-
tures 10 NOAA
(National Oceanic
Atmospheric
Administration)
weather channels
and a weather alert
system.

Cobra's new ESD-
9220WX radar
detector is a full -
featured system with
weather alert.
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 Two Scanning modules:

- A Simple Basic Module - for beginners
Plus

- An Advanced Scanning System for the
"experts".

 New "Folder Tabbed" GUI puts everything at
your fingertips

ST LL T E SAME GREAT PRICE:
Scancat-Gold for Windows
Scancat-Gold for Windows -SE

$99.95
$159.95

Upgrades: Scancat-Gold for Windows $29.95 + S&H
Scancat-Gold for Windows -SE $59.95 S&H*

'$79.95 AFTER 1 YEAR OF PURCHASE SAN $5 U.S. $7.50 FOREIGN

The 9220WX is now available for a suggested retail price of
$189.95 and can be found at major retail outlets across the nation
including Cabella's, Circuit City, Fingerhut, K's Merchandise,
Sears, Spiegel, and Stereo Advantage.

"Cobra continues to redefine and lead the radar detection
market with the addition of new features like the 10 NOAA
weather channels and the weather alert system that keep drivers
aware of weather conditions," said Tony Mirabelli, senior vice
president, marketing and sales for Cobra Electronics. "This is
yet another example of how Cobra designs products to increase
the awareness and safety of drivers and passengers.

"The addition of a 10 -channel weather radio and weather alert
system distinguishes the 9 -Band Cobra ESD-9220WX as anoth-
er market leader. To keep drivers aware of impending weather
conditions such as hurricanes or tornadoes, the ESD-9220WX
weather radio has 10 frequencies, as well as NOAA (National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration) Weather Alert. The
ESD-9220WX also includes the standard eight monitoring sys-
tem (X, K, KA, VG -2, Ultra Lyte Laser, LTI 20-20, ProLaser,
ProLaser III), plus Safety Alert and Strobe Alert.

Cobra Electronics is a leading global manufacturer of two-
way mobile communication products, holding the number one
or strong number two position in every market in which it does
business. The Family Radio Service business is one of the fastest
growing segments of two-way mobile communications and
Cobra is a leading provider in the U.S., Canada, and Europe.
Cobra has a 40 -year track record of innovation and award -win-
ning products, and leads the industry in developing technology
applications that serve the market. To learn more about Cobra
Electronics and its products, please visit the Cobra site at
http://www.cobra.com.

C. Crane Company's New
QuickChargerTM Battery Charger

.41111MINI

C. Crane Company announces a new standard in battery
chargers - their QuickChargerTM. With digital camera sales
expected to top the 40 million mark by 2005, more consumers
than ever are going to need an advanced battery charger.
Designed to prevent memory effect and over -charging, the
QuickChargerTM keeps NiMH and NiCd batteries running
longer and more efficiently. Its sophisticated microprocessor
eliminates guesswork.

Bob Crane, president of C. Crane Company said, "We tested
a lot of battery chargers before we went with this one. Once you
see the performance and realize it does all sizes of batteries, you
know there's just no other battery charger like it."

The QuickCharger's features include:
 Recharges up to four D, C, AA, AAA batteries
 Analyzes batteries for their charge and capacity, rejecting

damaged batteries
 Negative pulse charging and Intelligent Discharge System

(IDS) prevents memory effect and overcharging
 Soft Start function prevents overheating of battery - help-

ing to extend battery life
 Can fully charge 2 AA Nickel Metal Hydride batteries in

about 2 1/2 hours
 Batteries may be stored in the charger in a topped -off state

without having to worry about over charging.
The new charger retails for $49.95 and is available from C.

Crane Company at 800-522-8863 or on the web at ccrane.com.

DEDICATED TO THE SCANNING ANDAORTWAVENEMUSIOT*WE'RE NORPTHAN 'UST SOFTWARE!

SCANCAT' GOLD for .inclaws
".* '41111M1-Since 1989, The Recognized Leader in Computer Control

rove H
LIMITED OFFERHot 1000

IF E Frequencies
w/Software Purc a e

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio, you'll NEVER use your radio again WITHOUT
SCANCAT supports almost ALL computer controlled radios by: AOR. DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU and JRC (NRD) Plus PRO -2005/6/35/42 (with 0S456/535), Lowe HF-150, and Watkins -Johnson .

Announcing Scancat-Gold for Windows Version 8.0
We've added a lot of new features to our latest Scancat. AND...We have made it EASIER than EVER!

Scancat-Gold for Windows -New Features for Ver 8.0
Supports all radios in ONE program -  Faster scanning speeds

share files with all radios.  Extensive on screen help

 Completely revised printed manual
- Over 160 pgs.

 EXPANDED trunking support for BC780,
BC895, BC245 and Pro2052

 Monitor and log all TalkGroup activity - Export
to other files.

 Completely revised trunking database
management with expanded capabilities.
Makes programming your radio a breeze!

 Expanded import from databases such as
EXCEL.

 NO ONE supports your "Trunk Tracker' with
more features!

Scancat-Gold for Windows -SE - improved Features for Ver 8.0
All the features of our "Standard Scancat" plus these additional functions:

 Long term logging of frequencies to your
hard drive.

 Record Audio to hard drive using your computer's
soundcard.

MAGIC for Windows
ammo It You're Not Using MAGIC,

vur rows', You're Only Enjoying Half The Hobby.
A Super File Conversion Utility-

Reads & Writes to over 10 database formats.
 Creates databases from plain ASCII text.

 Converts most popular file formats 04.95
(plus $5.00 S 6 H)

LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Limited Time Thru 2/1/2002

Soonest Gold
for Windows $99.95
Magic for Windows 34.95
Disk of Frequency Files 15.00
Regular Price
SPECIAL
For "SE- Add:

S149.90
$124.95

$59.95
"SPECIAL SCGM"

 NEW - Records audio when "Trunktracking" or
conventional scanning.

 Improved spectrum analysis with several great
graphical analysis screens.

HOKA CODE -3 GOLD

Basic $425.00

Standard $595.00

Professional $795.00
Plus $10 s&h ($30 Foreign)

( FREE FREQ FILES WEBSITE - www.scancat.com E-MAIL - info@scancat.com FREE DEMOS )

Order direct or COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138
contact your

favorite dealer Phone: (318) 687-4444 FAX: (318) 686-0449 Info/Tech Support: (318) 687.2555 (9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Central M -F)

Simulated Speed Measurement Module

=
OSCANCAT is a registered trademark of

Computer Aided Technologies.

Toll -Free Orders
888-SCANCAT

888-722-6228
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lane By Bill Hoefer <flacap388 hotmail.com>

senseyour link to global aviation communications monitoring

In The Aftermath: Aircraft Monitoring Basics
Welcome to a rather solemn article written in the shad-

ows of the recent terrorist attacks on our soil. I' m writ-
ing this less than four weeks after the attacks while

our military is in their initial phases of the armed war on ter-
rorism. Originally my article was going to be on monitoring air
refueling, but that will be delayed for a few months. This col-
umn will be devoted to monitoring of airliners and some mis-
conceptions of what is heard. The next few columns will be
devoted to returning to the basics of monitoring aviation.

When tragedies occur, such as what happened in New York,
D.C. and Pennsylvania this past September, many, though not
all, in the news media wish to get as much information as pos-
sible out to the public in order to "scoop" the competition.
Invariably questions arise such as, "Was there a bomb on board?"
or, "Was there controller error?" The problem with such ques-
tions being asked immediately after such a tragedy is that there
can be no immediate answers. All sources of information must
be looked at in order to explain what happened. As a result, I
had to deal with an acquaintance on a message board on the day
of the hijackings. I am placing here the exchange that took place
over a couple of days. The only things changed were the iden-
tifications of the two of us, and a little bit of spelling. Be advised
that at the time of this exchange we had no official clue as to
who was involved.

Major Tom:
They got cockpit recordings now of the hijackers with the bro-

ken English and Arabic accents. Anybody still DECEIVED with
this "maybe it's McVeigh -like stuff'??!!??

Mr. ATC, Major, and all:
As of this moment the Cockpit Voice Recorders (CVRs) have

not been recovered and accordingly, no tapes of what occurred
in the cockpit have been released by the appropriate authorities.
All radio and landline communications at all U.S. civilian and
military air traffic facilities are recorded, usually on 24 -hour
multi -channel tape recorders. Each day these tapes are removed
and replaced with blank tapes. Tapes removed are archived for
a minimum of 15 days, then, should there be no inherent need
to keep them for a further amount of time, are erased and placed
back in circulation. After a few months these tapes will be per-
manently removed from service.

In the event of accidents, incidents, terrorism, etc. the tapes
are removed from service immediately and placed in storage for
use by the appropriate authorities in investigating the acci-
dent/incident, etc. These tapes, and any written transcripts of
the tapes, are public record, but are not normally immediately
released. These tapes, which are from all airport traffic control
towers, approach controls, air route traffic control centers, and
flight service stations if they were the least bit involved, are now
in the hands of the Department of Transportation and/or the FBI.

If there is anything released as of today, September 12, 10:30
p.m. EDT it is from 911 tapes where certain passengers using
their cell phones had called 911. You can be assured that, in light

of the terror of yesterday, these air traffic control tapes and tran-
scripts as well as the audio and transcripts of the CVRs will be
released, but not yet!

I've been involved with numerous incidents and a handful of
accidents over my 29+ years of air traffic control, including a
fatal accident in August of 1989 when a Beechcraft Queenair
65 crashed in front of the tower I was working in Albany, GA.
I do not wish to relive that. I also know that it was a week or
two before the tapes and transcripts were released. But they were
released. This is time consuming, I know, but all of the investi-
gating authorities wish to ensure the accuracy and validity of
the tapes and transcripts. More information will be forthcom-
ing, but being in the business for nearly 30 years, I will not jump
to conclusions.

Major Tom:
Sir, the MICROPHONE in the cockpit of one of the planes

was on for a while, it was on the news.

Mr. ATC:
I understand that. The only way, at this time, that the tape

could be available would be if someone with an aircraft scan-
ner was taping it. These scanners are available at all
RadioShacks and many other electronics stores. They range
from just about $100 to literally close to $10000, depending on
the source.

Shameless Plug
I'm going to blow my own horn here. To get as much infor-

mation as possible on listening to pilots and air traffic controllers
get either Popular Communications magazine or Monitoring
Times magazine. The columns are "Plane Sense" in Pop'Comm
and "Plane Talk" in MT. I ought to know, cause I'm the avia-
tion editor for Pop'Comm and write the "Plane Sense" column.

If you wish to listen to pilots and controllers get a scanner
that covers frequencies 118.0-134.975 MHz. Frequency lists
are usually available at RS and I update frequencies monthly in
Pop'Comm is a hobby of mine. Been listening to shortwave since
the 1960s, have a second-class radio telephone license for when
I was a DJ at an AM Christian radio station in Albany, Georgia,
and am an amateur radio operator - KG4KGC, formerly
KBOULJ. I'm also a certified Communications Officer for the
Civil Air Patrol - FLORIDA CAP 388 (thus my i.d. of fla-
cap388). Be glad to answer any questions.

B ill
KG4KGC
ex-KBOULJ
FLORIDA CAP 388
WPE4JZZ
flacap388@hotmail.com
mr-atc@att.net

Major Tom:
So what's your message, then? Don't watch the Zapruder film,

it hasn't been "cleared" yet???!!??
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Mr. ATC:
No, there is no conspiracy to keep

information from the public. I encourage
people to listen to their radios and scan-
ners. But when you get only a short taped
radio blurb then you cannot get the full
picture. It must come from various pieces
to see the whole puzzle. Only the CVR's
can give what is actually occurring, or
what actually occurred, in the cockpit.
Only the tapes made by the ATC facili-
ties can show the coordination and other
radio transmissions being made. Only the
second black box located in the vertical
stabilizer with the CVR can give the infor-
mation on what controls, buttons, dials,
and levers were used. Then, and only
then, when all these pieces of the puzzle
are available and put together, can we see
what happened. A few seconds recorded
by a fellow scanner enthusiast can only
give the briefest of glimpses as to what
happened.

We live in a society that allows you and
me to listen. There are some states, such
as Michigan, which attempt to implement
laws like in Nazi Germany, in order to
keep scanner radios either out of the
hands of law-abiding citizens, or at the
very least severely restrict them. The var-
ious Federal Communications Acts over
the years give you and me the right to lis-
ten to anything that is transmitted, with
the exception of cordless phones, cell
phones, and encrypted transmissions.
You are authorized to listen to anything
else, including transmissions made in the
clear to Air Force 1, any Airborne
Command Post or AWACS aircraft, or
any in the clear military command post.

When the tapes are released, and they
will be, the only things that will be edit-
ed out will be expletives. This is under
Federal law. Say what you wish. When
they are released the only thing that you
can say is "sanitized for your protection"
will be the expletives. Glad to know this
brief transmission was recorded, just keep
in mind it is far from being the complete
picture. And that will take weeks, or even
months to finish.

Bill

How It Works
WehatIMISIMIMMMIX

These few previous statements were
made over a two-day period following the
hijackings. Since then I've been asked
about ATC procedures involving hijack-
ings, i.e. how do we know a hijacking is
in progress and about pilots' and con-
trollers' responsibilities. To make terse I

won't say much. It's not that I cannot, but
I won't. The reasoning is though the infor-
mation is not classified in the classic sense
- "Confidential," "Secret," "Top Secret,"
"Top Secret - NOFORN", or any other
classification, it is considered FOUO -
"For Official Use Only."

Suffice it to say that ATC uses two dif-
ferent types of RADAR. The first type is
called primary or raw radar. This is the
actual "blip" that returns to the RADAR
antenna. The size of the "blip" is deter-
mined by the size and reflectivity of the
target and the distance from the RADAR
antenna. Approach controls use this with

secondary RADAR, which I will discuss
in a moment.

Primary RADAR returns are what are
used in separating aircraft laterally -
three to 20 or more miles, again depend-
ing on size of the aircraft and its distance
from the RADAR antenna. I even recall
during my Air Force days that the
Lockheed C5A Galaxy transport (at the
time the largest aircraft flying) was so
large that it would return two "blips" -
one for the fuselage and one for the hor-
izontal stabilizer. The span of the hori-
zontal stabilizer was longer than some air-
craft's full wingspan.

CALL TOLL -FREE

C & S(800) 292-7711
Orders Only

Se Habla Espanol Secure On-line Ordering @ cs-sales.com

CALL OR WRITE
FOR OUR

FREE
64 PAGE CATALOG!

(800) 445-3201
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Test Equipment
Elenco Four Functions in One Instrument

Model MX -9300B
Features:
 1.3GHz Frequency Counter
 2MHz Sweep Function Generator
 Digital Mule meter '450 Digital Triple Power Supply

Elenco 3MHz Sweep Function Generator

with built-in 60MHz Frequency Counter
Model GF-8046

$199.95
Generates squarescow
tnangle. and 9ne I a 44",
waveforms. a. -
TTL. CMOS pulse

GF-8025 - Without Counter mese

Elenco Handheld
Universal Counter

1MHz - 2.8GHz
Model F-2800

Sensitivity:
<1 SmV @
100MHz

 <5mV @
250MHy

 45rnV @
IGH4

 <100mV
@ 2 0GF14

Features 10 riga display. 16

segment and RF signal strength
loargraph
Includes antenna. NiCad bat.
wry. and AC ad..

Deluxe Soldering Stations
Elenco SL -5 Series

eCtronirally controlled, deal for prolessronals. slide:Ms. and Nth,
Is Available in lee form or assembled

As Low As

iron: turn
any sokienng

iron into a
variable iron

Quantity
Discounts
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Elenco Quad Power Supply

Model XP -581
4 Fully Regulated Power Supplies in t Unit

1:,u_ $75
4 DC Voltages 3 N. r var.,
2 5 20V@ 20  Gully Regular. 3
Shoe Protected  Voltage a Current
Meters  All Metal Case

$24.95

Features:
 CuSbion Grip Handle

sod., ng Iron /000n.) ..10
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Ordering Information:

Model SL -5 - No iron.
(Kit SL -5K) '24."
Model SL -5-40  Includes 40W UL iron '29."(Kit SL -5K-40)

Elenco Power Supply
Model XP -603

$75

 0.308DC g 3A Output
 3A Fused Current Protection
 Current Linen° Short Protection
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with Frequency Counter Model 4040A
0 2414 to 20MHz
 AM 8 FM Modulation
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Counter to 30MHz
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10MHz Model 4017A 5325
5MHz Model 4011A 5259
2MHz Model 4010A 5225

5445

Elenco RF Generator
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Model SG -9500
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The other type of RADAR is secondary radar. Most Air Route
Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC's or Centers) use this as their
primary method of RADAR control and do not use raw RADAR.
Most aircraft controlled by Centers must be assigned a transpon-
der code that is unique to that particular aircraft at that time.
The transponder is a small transmitter found in the cockpits of
all airliners and most, but not all, smaller aircraft. There are
4096 possible codes with some being reserved for special
flights. All transponder equipped aircraft not flying under ATC
control (VFR flight) put their transponders on code "1200." This
tells all RADAR controllers that the particular aircraft is flying
visually using terrain features to navigate. All pilots learning to
fly start with VFR rules.

Should the pilot be flying under IFR (Instrument Rules)
he/she will be assigned a specific "discrete" code, such as 4352.
This code is also entered into the computers that the controllers
use. Many of the Air Force ATC RADAR systems use the TPX-
42 secondary RADAR system. The information in the "data
block" on the RADAR screen is minimal, showing the transpon-
der code and altitude (if the aircraft is so equipped) adjacent to
the primary RADAR return. The FAA ARTS systems give the
controller a larger picture to work with. Depending on the ARTS
system in use the controller will use some, if not all, of the fol-
lowing: aircraft call sign, type aircraft, altitude, ground speed,
and destination. Both secondary systems will alert the con-
trollers if the pilot dials in the codes for hijack, loss of com-
munications, and/or emergency. This will be visually, either by
blinking lights next to the RADAR screen and/or on the screen
itself, and audibly by a beep or buzzer. The three codes are not
"discrete" so pilots are advised to take care when changing
transponder codes that they don't inadvertently place one of

these three codes in their transponder which could, of course,
set off the alarms at the approach controls or centers.

When the codes appear on the RADAR screen, the controller's
first responsibility is to verify its validity. Only then when it is
determined the transponder code is legitimate will specific
emergency procedures come into effect. Again, I must reiter-
ate, these procedures are FOUO and I will not go into them.

Student pilots, and there are many throughout the country,
must know what their responsibilities are concerning emergen-
cies and hijackings. It's apparent that these hijackers of
September 11th knew. What happens now to student flying as
well as the rest of the flying world is anybody's guess. I will
attempt to keep you informed. I will also attempt to answer some
questions in next month's column as I return to the basics of
aviation scanning. Keep listening to your scanners.

NEW/CHANGED/DELETED FREQUENCIES

Changed
CA
El Centro - NAF El Centro (NJK)
GC was 263.4, now 254.35

CHANGED AIRPORT IDENTIFIERS

AZ
Aguila - Flying Dare's Ranch Airport was 6E9, now 26AZ

VA
Fort Monroe - Walker Army Heliport was FYT, now VG35
Keysville Airport was W85, now VG36
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Pending WEGF
WPEZ

Macon, GA
Macon, GA

107.9
93.7

WPEZ
WMGB

New Call Location Freq. Old Call WMGB Montezuma, GA 95.1 WEGF

WYCH Genoa, IL 106.3 WSQR-FM KFIF Soda Springs, ID 100.1 KFIS
WXTW Auburn, IN 102.3 WEJE
KVJZ Ankeny, IA 106.3 KLYF

Changes KKNL New London, IA 97.3 New
KBEB-FM Rayne, LA 106.7 KLTW-FM

New Call Location Freq. Old Call WCLZ Brunswick, ME 98.9 WTPN
WQAH Priceville, AL 1310 WJRA WJJB-FM Topsham, ME 95.5 WCLZ
KDB V Salinas, CA 980 KCTY WQSR Baltimore, MD 102.7 WXYV
WREY Mulberry, FL 780 WPPD WXYV Catonsville, MD 105.7 WQSR
WZQZ Trion, GA 1180 WSAF WKMZ Williamsport, MD 95.9 WLTF
KB NZ Honolulu, HI 1170 KZEZ WMUT Grenada, MS 101.3 New
KRUD Honolulu, HI 1130 New KBUD Sardis, MS 102.1 New
WOAM Peoria, IL 1350 WTAZ KFLL Great Falls, MT 100.3 New
KYEA Monroe, LA 1680 KRJO KBLR-FM Blair, NE 97.3 New
WEMG Camden, NJ 1310 WSSJ KKYY Blair, NE 101.5 KISP
WWIT Canton, NC 970 WBCG WMID-FM Cape May, NJ 102.3 WSAX
KLIS Holdenville, OK 1370 KCNB KXBL Henryetta, OK 99.5 KCKI
KMUR Pryor, OK 1570 KMYZ KKRI Pocola, OK 88.1 New
WURD Philadelphia, PA 900 WEMG KFIS Tillamook, OR 104.1 KJUN
WSHV South Hill, VA 1370 WJWS WCRG Williamsport, PA 90.7 New
WQAH-FM Addison, AL 105.7 WYAM-FM KNFX-FM Bryan, TX 99.5 KBMA
KFLI Des Arc, AR 104.7 New KCOL-FM Groves, TX 92.5 KTFA
KCJF Earle, AR 103.9 New KMJR Portland, TX 105.5 KRAD
KKDU El Dorado, AR 88.9 New KMMG Pearsall, TX 104.1 New
KHDV King City, CA 93.9 KZSL KQVT Victoria, TX 92.3 KVLT
KEBV Salinas, CA 97.9 KHMZ KPEB Huntsville, UT 103.1 New
KMJV Soledad, CA 106.3 KHNZ WKSK-FM South Hill, VA 98.9 WSHV-FM
KWCA Weaverville, CA 101.1 New KYWL Spokane, WA 103.9 KWHK
WTMP-FM Dade City, FL 96.1 WMGG-FM WCMX-FM Clarksburg, WV 92.7 WVHF-FM
WINT Sebastian, FL 95.9 WBKM WLTF Martinsburg, WV 97.5 WKMZ

EAS was a good judgment call, even at the local/civil EAS lev-
els. We truly believe using EAS would have resulted in greater
anxiety and uncertainty - exactly what we did not need on
Tuesday (September 11). When the threat is not quantified, what
do you tell people to do to protect themselves? The answer is
that sometimes a warning can make things worse. Based on what
I know at this point, that would have been the case on Tuesday."

Rudman cited the immediate response of the broadcast media
covering events as they unfolded; "Everyone in fact was alert-
ed to the rapidly changing situation and rapidly became glued
to a radio or TV." The advisory committee has been looking at
ways to build on the EAS infrastructure to create an advanced
warning system for those who need it in silent hazards to life,
health, and safety that do not announce themselves.

Satellite Radio Update

XM has officially launched their satellite digital radio service
in Dallas, Texas, and San Diego, California. XM Satellite
Radio offers 100 channels of music, news, sports, and talk, some
commercial -free. XM is a subscription service, charging $9.99

per month. XM's only competitor, Sirius, plans to launch its
service shortly at $12.95 per month promising more commer-
cial -free broadcasts. The success of both Sirius and XM hinges
on partnerships with the major automakers. General Motors
plans to have XM receivers available as a factory -installed
option in 2002 vehicles. Sirius has teamed up with Daimler

Chrysler and Ford to offer receivers beginning in the 2003 model
year. The monthly subscription fee would become invisible by
including it in the automobile financing or lease. Satellite -ready
receivers are already appearing on electronics store shelves, but
beware that it just means the receiver has a satellite input. A
separate decoder will be required to receive satellite digital radio
broadcasts. Visit www.siriusradio.com and www.xmradio.com
for more information.

QSL Information

1060 KYW Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, received station
QSL card in 30 days for reception report and SASE, signed by
the chief engineer. Address: 101 S. Independence Mall East,
Philadelphia, PA 19106. (Harrington, PA)

1130 KWKH Shreveport, Louisiana, received station let-
ter in 28 days for reception report and SASE, signed Mr. Kester,
Assistant Engineer. Address: 6341 Westport Ave., Shreveport,
LA 71129. (Harrington, PA)

1290 CJBK London, Ontario, a QSL card in 45 days signed
Jeff Guy, VP of Engineering. Address: 743 Wellington Rd.,
South London, Ontario N6C 4R5. (Harrington, PA)

1420 WCOJ Coatesville, Pennsylvania, a QSL card in 10
days signed Chuck Harrington, volunteer QSL manager for
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WCOJ. An SASE is required. Address: P.O. Box 56, Westtown,
PA 19395. (Harrington, PA)

1700 WEUV Huntsville, Alabama, verification letter on
WEUP stationary and WEUP sticker in 15 days, says they are
100% simulcast with WEUP 1600 and WEUV call letters are
only used at the top of the hour, signed Mark Goodwin. Address:
2609 Jordan Lane NW, Huntsville, AL 35816. (Griffith, CO)

Broadcast Loggings

After days of continuous crisis coverage. Don Hallenbeck in
Maine was looking for some relief and discovered Radio
Disney. "I got tired of hearing the constant repeat of the news
about the disasters in Washington, DC, Pennsylvania, and NYC,
so I began to surf the AM dial and I came across 1560 AM,
Radio Disney (WQEW New York). I copy the station from about
6 p.m. to about 6:30 a.m. on a Sangean ATS-818CS. I enjoy the
music. We here in Maine have no Radio Disney station that I
know of, but we could use one. I guess the nearest Radio Disney
station to us is the one in New York."

I'm sure many parents and children appreciated the diversion
from the news as well. There is a Radio Disney outlet in Boston,
1260 AM WMKI, but you might experience interference from
CKHJ "Classic Country" Fredericton, New Brunswick, on the
same frequency.

Auroral absorption events due to solar activity produced some

unusual reception conditions for DXers across the U.S. This
month's selected logs tell the story. All times are UTC.

555 ZIZ Basseterre, St. Kitts & Nevis, at 0135 good with an
ad for Community Festival 2001, Calypso and Soca music, and
at 0928 "World Update from the BBC in London," then nation-
al anthem and sign -on announcement. (Conti, ME)

567 KGUM Agana, Guam, at 1359 after logging KTWG, I
checked 567 and I heard some network commercials and "You
are tuned to KGUM, Agana, Guam," before being lost behind
JOIK. Conditions affected by solar storm, much different than
in the past few days. (Martin, OR)

640 Pointe-Pitre, Guadeloupe, at 2357 fair at 2215 with a dis-
cussion in French not parallel RFO France 162 kHz or St. Pierre
1375 kHz, soon lost to Union Radio -Venezuela, and at 0900 in
French with Radio Nacional ID and Salsa music, then news,
Radio Guadeloupe IDs, and Caribbean music. It seems that they
no longer carry RFO. (Conti, ME)

720 RJR Kingston, Jamaica, at 2330 fair with "Beyond the
Headlines on RJR 94 FM" news and public affairs program over
Oriente 720 -Venezuela. (Conti, NH)

760 RCN Barranquilla, Colombia, at 2329 an RCN ID and
Spanish talk about U.S. Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, loud.
(Connelly, NH)
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770 RCN Bogot, Colombia, at 2355
parallel 760 kHz with Spanish news inter-
view, over/under WABC. (Connelly, NH)

801 KTWG Agana, Guam, at 1355 fair
and alone on the channel with soft
Christian music, then sign -off announce-
ment mentioning Trans World Radio
owned KTWG, operating with 10,000
watts of power, and ending with a thought
for the day. I have logged this several
times in the past, but never at sign -off.
(Martin, OR)

810 WGY Schenectady, New York, at
0830 fairly good mixing and under KGO
briefly with news and ID, "News every
30 minutes all night long on Radio 810
WGY." This is the first time I have
ever logged WGY with KGO on! I have
heard WGY with KGO off in the past.
(Martin, OR)

950 R. Popular, Sto Domingo,
Dominican Republic, at 0255 good with
romantic vocals and "Noticiero Popular,
las noticias de la hora," over R. Reloj-
Cuba. (Conti, ME)

1060 XEEP Mexico at 1040 received
on top of KDUS Arizona with CKMX
very poor during auroral conditions,
heard with romantic ballads and light
jazz, announcements every 20 or so min-
utes including many "Radio Educacion"
IDs. I never thought I would ever get a
copy on this. It's easier for me to hear a 2
kW Aussie than a 50 kW Mexico City sta-
tion! Really nice to hear this
station. (Martin, OR)

1160 VSB3 Hamilton, Bermuda, at
2316 parallel 5975 kHz with BBC news
about Afghanistan, excellent over an
unidentified 1160.17 kHz Latin
American growler. (Connelly, NH)

1180 R. Rebelde, Villa Maria, Cuba,
at 2346 parallel 5025 kHz with Spanish
news about U.S. military action in
Afghanistan, loud and dominant over
Canaries -1179 kHz het. (Connelly, NH)

1500 KUMU Honolulu, Hawaii, at
0855 fair above KSJX with ID, "Koo Moo
AM 1500" into Jerry Vale nostalgia.
(Martin, OR)

1530 WUPR Utuado, Puerto Rico, at
2335 fair with a National Guard PSA

from the Broadcasters Association of
Puerto Rico, talk and romantic ballads.
(Conti, ME)

1550 RASD Clandestine, Tindouf,
Algeria, at 2236 parallel 7460 kHz with
rabble -rousing type speech, then a much
calmer in -studio Arabic announcer,
through phased WNTN daytimer.
(Connelly, MA)

1680 KYEA Monroe, Louisiana, at
0630 with the Black Gospel program
"Rejoice," good on top with KAVT
phased, some WTIR interference at
times. Per my phone call a couple months

back to the station, they were due to sign
on anytime with Black Gospel according
to the GM. (Martin, OR)

Best wishes to radio talk show host
Rush Limbaugh who revealed to his lis-
teners that he had suffered almost total
hearing loss. Rush told listeners that if
medication doesn't help, then he would
be left only with the risky option of
cochlear implant surgery to restore
hearing. Again, let's hope for the best.
Thanks to Mark Connelly, Patrick
Griffith, Don Hallenbeck, Charles
Harrington, Patrick Martin, and Paul
Walker. 73 and good DX!
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utility radio by Joe Cooper <ur-review@proycomm.net>

news, information, and events in the
utility radio service between 30 kHz and 30 MHz

World Terrorism And Our Radio Monitoring Ethics
While our magazine's publication date is the first month
of the New Year, the actual time that I am writing this
column is one month after the terrible events of

September 11th. At this point in time people are beginning to
recover from the shock of that infamous day. However, it is very
apparent that the world did change, and the effects of that change
are being felt in every aspect of our lives.

Radio monitoring, particularly ute monitoring, is not isolat-
ed from the events that have been taking place. Plain and sim-
ply, we are at war with terrorism, and this has some real impli-
cations for how we conduct ourselves.

What this column will be looking at are the some of the legal
and ethical issues surrounding the monitoring of non -broadcast
radio communications on the frequencies reviewed in this col-
umn. A great deal of the traffic that is heard, logged, and report-
ed here is military and intelligence related. Likewise the com-
munications taking place between commercial airplane pilots
and ground control are also logged and reported here.

Given the seriousness of the situation, many of our previous
practices must be re-examined in view of new security require-
ments. However, in saying that, it is equally important that we
maintain the basic elements of an open society that character-
izes one that is free and democratic.

There are many examples from the history of different polit-
ical regimes on both the right and the left that have suppressed
or prohibited the unsupervised or unrestricted monitoring of
radio frequencies. Any of us can remember different periods
when broadcast signal were blocked or jammed by different
governments in order to keep "undesirable" information from
being heard by their citizens.

However, the traffic generated by the transmissions of utility
service radio stations is different. They are, by law and conven-
tion, private information. By what amounts to a "gentleman's
agreement" that has been codified in law, we can listen to these
transmissions. What the law is very clear about our monitoring
of those transmissions is that we cannot divulge the contents to
anyone, nor use the information for our own personal benefit.

This compromise between the complete (and unenforceable)
outlawing of general coverage receivers, and the need for a sense
of privacy when one is making a point-to-point transmission,
has worked for decades. Given the alternatives, these laws are
a reasonable restriction upon our democratic rights.

The reason I say that they are a reasonable restriction is that
current laws allow us listen to what is taking place in the pub-
licly owned airwaves. This ability to monitor and listen in to
utility service transmissions is entirely appropriate in an open
society. In the same way that we can listen in to a private con-
versation in a public place, or take pictures of people found
there, so it is that we also have the right to monitor radio fre-
quencies because they are a public place as well.

Likewise, we must never forget that government and armed
forces (including all security services) are accountable to us
because we pay for their existence through voluntary taxes. The

limiting factor here is a condition called "national security."
That is something that I want to address in this column, because
while we are at war, it is a very peculiar one.

The fact of the matter here is that the ultimate decision regard-
ing what level of monitoring activity we perform will be deter-
mined by the events that take place during this period of time.
Given the instability of the times that we live in, my words may
become ironic at any time as situations change.

Still, we need to discuss these issues now, and look at the sit-
uation seriously and cautiously. Can our monitoring logs be
misused? Should we voluntarily restrict which services we log
and report in publication? Or, should we simply continue on as
we have, using the existing legislation on radio monitoring as
our guide?

What I do not want to see is some hysterical response on the
part of an ill-informed government official or citizen who sees
threats to national security where none exist due to their lack
of sophistication and knowledge about our radio monitoring
interests. There are precedents for such actions taking place that
go back to the earliest days of commercial radio, and I will out-
line how those events came to shape our current laws govern-
ing radio monitoring of utility services in future columns.

I am sorry to have to be so serious when I have tried in the
past to make the column informative and entertaining. However,
as we know, the world changed - possibly forever - on a
bright and sunny Tuesday morning at about a quarter to 9 in the
morning in New York City and DC.

Now we have to do something about that change in order to
keep from being swept up in it.

Radio Monitoring And The Law

have to start oil this section by saying that I am not a lawyer,
nor have I consulted a lawyer about the points of law raised
here. What I intend to do here is outline the legal framework
that I believe is the one that current radio monitoring practice
is governed by. Likewise I will cover the law as it applies in the
United States of America and Canada. Readers in other coun-
tries must consult their own laws covering this subject.

Remember, that given the schedule of publication for this col-
umn, the situation may change rapidly. Therefore you must
undertake to consult current laws, rules, and regulations, rather
than depending upon what I have written here as being the ulti-
mate authority in radio monitoring practice.

In the United States the laws governing radio monitoring are
covered in Public Law No. 416 - The Communications Act
of 1934 (47 U.S.C. Section 151 n 714), title VI, section 605. In
Canada the laws governing radio monitoring are the General
Radio Regulations Part I, section 9 and General Radio
Regulations Part II, section 32, with additional information

The law, be it in the United States or Canada, basically says
this; you cannot divulge the content of a non -broadcast radio
transmission that you have monitored to another person by
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any means, except under special circumstances outlined in
those laws.

At this point I strongly suggest that each of you who is
engaged in the monitoring of non -broadcast radio transmissions
get a copy of the laws that apply to you, and read them over.
Yes, they are written in legalese, but they are not that obscure
in their meaning.

What is very clear is that currently it is not illegal to monitor
non -broadcast radio transmissions. However, it is illegal to
divulge the content of that transmission. In fact, the title of the
Communications Act of 1934 section 605 is "Unauthorized
Publication of Communications."

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) produced
a very good current (1999) document that clarifies what section
605 means. It is called "Interception and Divulgence of Radio
Communications" and it is part of their "Fact Sheet" series.

What is clearly stated in that document is that " . . . the
Communications Act generally does not prohibit the mere inter-
ception of radio communications . . . ". However, what section
605 does prohibit is the publication or use of intercepted infor-
mation for your own or someone else's benefit.

The example that is given by the FCC in the document to
illustrate how someone could be in violation of section 605
would be the case of a commercial tow truck company listen-
ing to emergency service reports on a scanner, and then send-
ing a tow truck to the site of an accident in order to make money.

Still, there are concerns about privacy and security, and the
FCC makes it clear that other laws - be they state or federal
statutes, may supercede the provisions of section 605. The pri-
mary example given there are the laws specifically prohibiting
the monitoring of cellular phones or descrambling pay per view
satellite transmissions.

In Canada the law is much more forthright on the mater of
radio monitoring. It says in Section 9(2) of the General Radio
Regulations, Part I:

"Except as prescribed, no person shall intercept and make use
of, or intercept and divulge, a radio communications, except as
permitted by the originator thereof."

In the Canadian case, the regulations are more black and
white, reflecting the fundamental differences between the polit-
ical and legal cultures of the two countries. The United States
Constitution does place citizen's needs ahead of those of the
government, while the Canadian system reflects the subservient
role of the citizen to the requirement of an ordered society.

However, for the radio monitor in the United States, there is
a very important law contained in the Communications Act of
1934 that must be understood as it is directly related to current
events. Section 606, which is entitled "War Emergency -
Powers of the President," gives the President very important
powers over radio communications. Specifically, in part C of
Section 606, it says:

"Upon proclamation by the President that there exists war or
a threat of war or a state of public peril or disaster or other nation-
al emergency, or in order to preserve the neutrality of the United
States, the President may suspend or amend, for such time as
he may see fit, the rules and regulations applicable to any or all
stations within the jurisdiction of the United States as prescribed
by the Commission . . ."

The section goes on to say that the President can order any
radio station closed, and have their equipment confiscated (hav-

ing been compensated for the costs) if they are found to have
interfered in some way with national security and defense.

What's important here is what constitutes the definition of
the term "station." Under Section 3 part K of the Communi-
cations Act of 1934, it offers this definition:

"Radio station" or "station" means a station equipped to engage
in radio communications or radio transmission of energy.

The Canadian regulations are much more specific, recog-
nizing the existence of commercial receiving stations under
Section 65(1) of the General Radio Regulations. More impor-
tantly, the interception of signals intended for those receiving
stations are only allowed with written permission from the
transmitting station, and that permission is registered direct-
ly with the government.

So, given the fact that President George W. Bush of the United
States of America has declared a state of war against terrorism,
it appears that the provisions of Section 606 are now in effect.
Likewise, since Canada has also chosen to stand beside the
United States in this war, then section 9 of the General Radio
Act Part I is now in full force.

Again, what I am doing here is not giving you a legal inter-
pretation of the laws as they now stand. All I wish to do is remind
you of what the laws are, particularly in view of the global sit-
uation. At the time of writing, we are at war, and everything has
changed, including, it appears, the way that we will be doing
our radio monitoring.

Radio Logs And This Column

So how will the declared state of war affect the way that logs
are reported in the column?

As is outlined in the Communications Act of 1934, and as
has been recently clarified by the FCC, radio monitoring is not
illegal unless specifically prohibited by law. What the law does
prohibit is the use of the information contained in a transmis-
sion for personal benefit, or the benefit of another persons.

Likewise during this time of declared war, the President of
the United States, or his designated agent, or the FCC itself, can
change the laws governing radio communications in order to
give preference to national security.

Again, these are only my views based upon my reading of the
law, and the actual interpretations should be made by a legal
specialist, or determined through the judgment of a court of law.
Likewise, statements made by the President, or his agents or
government officials, may clarify what our actual radio moni-
toring practices may be.

In view of my reading and personal interpretation of the law,
the publication of reader's ute monitoring logs will continue,
but with certain common sense restrictions. As the Commun-
ications Act says, the information contained in the transmis-
sions, rather than the monitoring of transmissions, is what is at
issue, particularly if that information can benefit someone.

Obviously the question that must then be asked is; what spe-
cific information heard during radio monitoring of utility sta-
tions can be of benefit to the declared enemies of the United
States of America?

The obvious answer is that we cannot know. That is the dilem-
ma that we face in this new war with a new type of enemy. That
is what makes this entire situation so difficult for all of us -
the unknowingness of it all.

So upon first examination we have two extremes of response
that we can take in our radio monitoring practices. One is to
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eliminate all possibilities of the terrorists gaining information
by eliminating all sources of this, which has been seriously
suggested. The other is to just go on as we always have, because
the enemy is very capable of gathering their own information
without relying upon the scraps that we contribute through
our hobby.

I reject both of these approaches because they are so extreme.
What I suggest we do is the following.

Ethical Radio Monitoring In Wartime

In the United States, the monitoring of utility stations is not
currently illegal. Until such time as the status of monitoring
activity changes under law, this column will continue to collect
and publish radio -monitoring logs supplied by the readers.

While the monitoring of utility stations is legal, there are
restrictions on how the information that is heard while moni-
toring is used. If that information is used for a personal bene-
fit, it is being used illegally. As certain information can be of
benefit to the designated enemy of this current war, then this is
a matter of concern.

Likewise, as it is impossible to determine if certain informa-
tion is of benefit or not, then the best choice is to not publish
any specific content information. What this means for this col-
umn is that while I will continue to publish user's logs, they will
no longer contain any information about the content of the trans-
mission heard.

What the column will continue to do is follow its original
mission, which is to provide "news, information, and events in
the utility radio service . . ." as stated on the masthead of the
column. Readers will continue to be encouraged to monitor util-
ity stations, including military and security services.

If you are submitting a monitoring log for publication, please
follow this format:

Frequency in Kilohertz
Station ID (Callsign)
Location of station at time of transmission
Brief summary of type of traffic and mode of transmission
Time of transmission in universal time
Personal comments
Name in short form

So an example of that would be:
10000: WWV, Fort Collins, CO, Time Signal/ AM at 2000Z,

heavy fading (JC)

If you do not know the callsign:
5555: UNID, off Atlantic Coast, Coast Guard/ USB at 0000Z,

rescue in progress (JC)

Likewise, if you simply don't know:
5555: UNID, UNID, USB at 0000Z, distress call (JC)

You can also report information that is broadcast, such as in
the following:

5555: UNID, UNID, CW at 0000Z, sending "CQ de ?"/ Heavy
fading made copy impossible (JC)

It is important to keep in mind what function these logs are
supposed to provide for the readers of this column. Plain and
simply, they are presented to assist you in finding, and listen-
ing to, utility radio stations on your own equipment, rather than
reporting the content of the transmissions themselves.

From this column on I am going to be reading over the sub-
mitted logs more carefully in order to ensure that this rule of
content is followed. I hate to call it censorship, but I will remove
anything from a log that I feel reveals the contents of a trans-
mission. Likewise, if I feel that a log is simply too sensitive and
may violate security of our fighting forces, then it will not
be published.

In this regards, I want to hear from you, the readers of this
column. What is your opinion on this very important matter?
You've read my opinions and observations, now what do you
think? It is your hobby, but it is also your country. What is more
important; your ability to monitor your radio or national secu-
rity? I want to hear from you - now!

This Month's Logs

Frankly there were few letters from readers this month as
everyone was recovering from the shock of the events of
September I lth. So we will go directly to the reader's logs.

Please read over the logs carefully, as I have formatted them
to conform to the criteria that I have outlined above. They should
serve as a good template for your future submissions. As you can
see, there is still a lot of excellent information contained in them.

Again, when you are submitting logs, do so in the format
shown in the first template log placed at the beginning of the
list. I have been spending a lot of time re -formatting submis-
sions in order to ensure that as many logs as possible can be
placed on these pages. Please help me by taking a little extra
time to format them as I have requested.

As usual, we have a good group of people submitting logs
this month, even as the events have drawn people's attention
away from many of their normal activities. Thank you one and
all for your good work.

Note: All frequencies in kilohertz (kHz)

00000: STATION, Anytown, USA, summary of traffic heard in
MODE at 0000 Z (Z), personal comments here (JC)
196: DIW, NDB Dixon NC 0336 CW w/id. Listed as 198 kHz.
(MADX)
212: ESN, NDB Easton MD 0341 CW w/id. (MADX)
216: CLB, Carolina Beach NDB Wilmington, NC 0347 CW w/id.
(MADX)
237: EZF, Shannon NDB Fredericksburg, VA 0355 CW w/ID. 25
watts. (MADX)
246: IL, UNID NDB 0400 CW. No "IL" listed on this freq. (MADX)
248: UL, Montreal NDB 0406 CW w/id. (MADX)
284: 430 MIZEN HD LT DGPS/MSK//100BPS Stn ref 660. Post freq
realignment. (DW)
288.5: 435 TORY ISLAND LT DGPS/MSK//100BPS Stn ref 670.
Post freq realignment. (DW)
290.5: 447 FLAMBOROUGH HD LT DGPS/MSK//100BPS Stn ref
687. Post freq realignment.(DW)
291: 439 WORMLEIGHTON DGPS/MSK//100BD New stn. Ref stn
691. (DW)
293: 432 LOOP HEAD DGPS/MSK//100BPS Stn ref 665. Post freq
realignment. (DW)
297.5: 442 POINT LYNAS LT DGPS/MSK//100BPS Stn ref 682. Post
freq realignment. (DW)
299.5: 448 NORTH FORELAND LT DGPS/MSK//100BPS Stn ref
688. Post freq realignment. (DW)
307.5: 440 ST CATHERINES PT LT DGPS/MSK//100BPS post freq
realignment. Ref stn 680 (DW)
309.5: 449 NASH PT LT DGPS/MSK//100BPS Post freq realignment.
Ref stn 689. Beacon almanac - adj stns 441/442/430 (DW)
414: BC: Baie Comeau NDB Canada 0416 CW (MADX)
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490: E CORSEN SITOR/B//100/E/170 WX
bdcast in FF followed by nays. (DW)
518: A CORSEN SITOR/B//100/E/170 Nays
(DW)
518: D GRIMETON SITOR/B//100/E/170
Baltic WX (DW)
518: P IJMUIDEN SITOR/B//100/E/170 nay
wng (DW)
518: R MONSANTO SITOR/B//100/E/170
Nav warnings. (DW)
518: X VALENCIA SITOR/B//100/E/170
Nays (new dgps freq in E Spain), WX fcst,
further nays (DW)
518: W VALENTIA SITOR/B//100/E/170
WX forecasts (DW)
518: VBA, Canadian Coast Guard, Thunder
Bay 0630 NAVTEX w/broadcast. [P].
(MADX)
710: UNID, Unknown loc. 18.12 ITA2
104/170 Sends continuous RYRYs for a cou-
ple of hours then shuts down. (PT)
2187.5: UNID, GMDSS ALERT CHANNEL
DSC//100/E/170 8 packets in Ihr20 mins.
(DW)
2250: OWK DAF HQ VEDBAEK MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng OWF/
Skrydstrup (DW)
2250: OWF DAF SKRYDSTRUP MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Responding to OWK
(DW)
2250: OWE DANISH AF KARUP MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Responding to
OWP/DAF ?loc (DW)
2250: OWF DANISH AF SKRYDSTRUP
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Cing
OWC/ ?loc (DW)
2250: OWP DANISH AF ?LOCMIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng OWE/DAF
Karup (DW)
2582: UNID, Bermuda harbor radio marine
info and WX broadcast in USB 0435-45 (RW)
3345: MVNHF424, UNID USACE 0221
MIL -STD 188-141A/USB w/sounding call.
(MADX)
4083: UNID, N. American user 0307 VFT
BR6028 7x75/170. Also on 5344 and 8019.
(MADX)
4232: FUF, FN Ft de France 0342 RTTY
75/850 RY/ID test tape (RH2)
4235: NMF, USCG Boston 0346 fax 120/576
Looked like Satpix (RH2)
4273: FU012: French Navy, Toulon 0424
BAUDOT 75/710 w/test tape. (MADX)
4278.7: UNID, UNID, 0350 RTTY 100/850
Online crypto! Genuine Baudot (RH2)
4295: HWN?, FN Paris? 0358 RTTY 75/850
Crypto (RH2)
4354: Prefectura Naval Mar del Plata,
Argentina, messagges of position ship, report
position to base, USB, 2245Z (EW)
4445: S85 SWEDISH EMB ?LOC MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng ?/UNID (DW)
4610: GFA22, Bracknell METEO 0408 fax
120/576 Poor WX chart! Wasn't Bracknell
renamed?? (RH2)
4650: UNID, 0226 CODAR Seasonde Radar
System (MADX)
4742: ARCHITECT, Upavon, England 20.30
USB YL with selcal check, AJLM, to British

a/c call sounds like Grand Central 5 (PT)
4812: UNID, UNID 0425 RTTY 150/850
Unable decode (RH2)
4841: OWK DANISH AF HQ VEDBAEK
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
?/UNID (DW)
5000: UNID, loc unknown 18.50 ITA2
100/850 RYRYRYRY... for about half an
hour then shuts down. (PT)
5097: CFH, CF Halifax 0431 RTTY 75/850
ID string. (RH2)
5121: UNID RUSSIAN MIL CW Tfc in
offline encrypt. (DW)
5154: C CISN MOSCOW CW Single letter
[C] hf beacon. (DW)
5159: 4XZ IN HAIFA CW Marker "vvv de
4XZ ==" (DW)
5159: 4XZ IN HAIFA CW Marker "vvv de
4XZ ==". Very weak. (DW)
5300: S88 SWEDISH EMB BUENOS AIRES
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
5394.5: S88 SWEDISH EMB BUENOS
AIRESMIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
Sounding. (DW)
5405: Appears to transmit in parallel some-
times. Shuts down before any chance to find
mode, but sounds like ITA2. (PT)
5419: V02, Atencion Numbers Station 0229
AM YL/SS/SFGs weak and already in
progress. (MADX)
5429: S85 SWEDISH EMB ?LOC MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
5696: CAMSLANT, 0525 USB wkg 2114,
USCG HU-25A (ATC Mobile). Group
Mobile requests that you drop a DMB (Data
Marker Buoy) between S and 0 tower."
(MADX)
5708: REACH 511R, UNID Pope AFB C-141
0429 USB wkg LAJES w/ALE-originated pp
w/ROTA AMC Terminal. MIL -STD 188-
141A id's, PLA (Lajes) and 200 (Reach
51 I R). (MADX)
5711: HHS, Health and Human Services 0235
MIL -STD 188-141A w/sounding call.
Followed by AAT3BFMARS, US Army
MARS Delaware w/sounding call. (MADX)
5732: TRC, US Customs Service (poss
Service Center/DAICC) 0426 SELSCAN +
MIL -STD 188-141A/USB. Would first signal
using SELSCAN then sounded using MIL -
STD 188-141A. Stepped up to 7527 and 8912
as well. (MADX)
5920: CFH, CANFORCE Halifax 1519 BAU-
DOT 75/810 w/zkr list. (MADX)
6340.5: NMF, USCG COMSTA Boston 0300
FAX 120/576 w/broadcast schedule. (MADX)
6340.5: NMF, USCG Boston 0438 fax
120/576 Poor chart (RH2)
6348: FUE, French Navy Brest 0308 BAU-
DOT 150/850 w/test tape. (MADX)
6358.5: PBC, Royal Dutch Navy, Goeree
0314 BAUDOT 75/828 w/CARB. (MADX)
6360: KFS, San Francisco R. 0447 ARQ
Marker (RH2)
6415: 7TF, Boufarik Radio 0321 CW w/call
tape. (MADX)
6458.5: AFRTS Feeder 0324 USB w/discus-
sion of roller coasters. (MADX)

6496.4: CFH, CANFORCE Halifax 0328
FAX 120/576 w/distorted signal. (MADX)
6496.4: CFH, CF Halifax 0455 RTTY 75/850
WX codes. (RH2)
6496.4: CFH, CF Halifax 0510 fax 120/576
Nice chart. (RH2)
6532: 007 ARINC SHANNON HFDL// on
USB. Squitters. (DW)
6697: MKL: RAF Kinloss 0404 USB wkg
X4S w/radio checks. "Nothing heard, out."
Both stations audible here. (MADX)
6766: S85 SWEDISH EMB ?LOC MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
6770: SIL FBI SPRINGFIELD IL MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng COT CFB
(DW)
6770: BISB4 ROMANIAN MIL/MOI
BISTRITA MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on
USB. Responds to TIMB4/Timisoara (DW)
6770: TIMB4 ROMANIAN MIL/MOI
TIMISOARA MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on
USB. Clng BISB4/Bistrita BEQ/UNID (DW)
6770: UNID MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on
USB. Responds to SIL. 0354 and 0639 clng
SIL. (DW)
6770: 9HH UNID MIL.STD 188-141A ALE
on USB. Clng TMUB4/Romanian Mil/Moi
Targu Mures (DW)
6945: BOTB2 ROMANIAN MIL/MOI
BOTOSANI MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on
USB. Clng BRLB2/Brailia (DW)
6945: F2LB2 ROMANIAN MIL/MOI ?LOC
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. (DW)
6980: S84 SWEDISH EMB WASHINGTON
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
7390.5: 90v4 UNID MIL.STD 188-141A
ALE on USB. Clng 90T1(DW)
7508: ZSJ, SAN Navcomcen Silvermine 1553
fax 120/576 super chart - as usual! // 13538.0
& 18238.0 kHz (RH2)
7535: THEODORE ROOSEVELT TECH
CONTROL, USS Theodore Roosevelt CVN-
71 1217 USB wkg NORFOLK SESEF
w/radio checks. (MADX)
7595: UNID, French Mil. 18.00 ARQ-E
72/400 Idling with alphas all night (PT)
7650: PAR PARIS MIL.STD 188-141A ALE
on USB. Sounding(DW)
7650: PAR PARIS MIL.STD 188-141A ale
on USB. Sounding. (DW)
7650: TOU TOULOUSE MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
7650: TOU TOULOUSE MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding regularly thru
0617z. (DW)
7776.5: OST33 OOSTENDE RADIO
SITOR/B//100/E/170 Tfc list. (DW)
7972: S12 SWEDISH EMB BOGOTA
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
(DW)
7972: S93 SWEDISH EMB HAVANA
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
8010: BOT ROMANIAN MIL/MOI BOTO-
SANI MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
Cing BU1/Bucharest (DW)
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8010: BU1ROMANIAN MIUMOI BUCH-
AREST MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
Responds to BOT/Botosani (DW)
8020: UNID, Ukraine?? 19.35 ITA2 50/250
KRIPTOGRAMA BURAN etc then encrypt-
ed tfc (PT)
8025.4: WPC PINE OAK GLADSTONE NJ
CW Periodic marker after short data burst.
(DW)
8040: GYA RN NORTHWOOD FAX//120/
576/N/800 850. Noisy. (DW)
8051.7: UNID EGYPTIAN EMB PARIS
SITOR/A//100/E170 in irs mode till 1953 then
brief opchat in AA(ATU80) revert to irs for
spell. Followed by long msg in AA. (DW)
8060: AAA UNID MIL.STD 188-141A ALE
on USB. Sounding. (DW)
8060: AAA UNID MIL.STD 188-14IA ALE
on USB. Sounding (DW)
8060: AAA UNID MIL.STD 188-141A ALE
on USB. Sounding (DW)
8094: FDC, French Air Force, Metz 0524 CW
w/channel marker (MADX)
8103: 4XZ IN HAIFA CW Tfc - in Hebrew?
[21wpm]. 2201 revert to marker "vvv de 4XZ
==" (DW)
8122: CANBERRA CONTROL, RAN COM-
STA Canberra 1158 USB wkg LAUNCES-
TON, Fremantle -class Patrol Boat 207
w/communications servicing. (MADX)
8152: UNID, station, call "relay", coordinating
the cruiseheimers net in USB at 1240z. sever-
al yachts also heard. Found on www.mouse-
herder.com/xapic/freq.html .(RW)
8188: 9MR MN JOHOR BAHARU RTTY//
50/R/850 Poor copy but tfc in Malaysian.
Reverts to marker "9MR 5/2lrmmj mrb ry's
sg' s" (DW)
8302: UNID: Russia/Cuba? 0403 81-81
81/185 (MADX)
8335.5: DHJ59, German Navy Wilhelms-
haven 0110 USB wkg DRAE, Type 103B
Destroyer FGS "Luetjens" (D-185) then into
3-ch VFT. (MADX)
8420: KHF Agana Radio, Guam, traffic
CW/SITOR, 1420Z (EW)
8420.5: HEC18 BERN RADIO SITOR/B//
100/E/170 Notice to ships re registering for
Autotelex. Tfc list. Reverts to chan free mark-
er "HEC" (DW)
8448: Hamala Radio, Bahreim, ID + traffic
CW, 1428Z (EW)
8453: FUG, French Navy Le Regine 0544
BAUDOT 75/788 w/marker tape. (MADX)
8478.5: FUF, French Navy, Fort de France
0547 BAUDOT 75/800 w/test tape. (MADX)
8496: CLA, 0550 CW w/channel marker.
(MADX)
8503.9: NMG, USCG COMSTA New
Orleans 1200 FAX 120/576 w/0600z Tropical
Surface Analysis chart. (MADX)
8573: CLA, 0557 CW w/channel marker.
(MADX)
8612: KPH, Globe Wireless San Francisco
0603 CW/ARQ Free marker. (MADX)
8640.3: MGJ, Royal Navy Faslane 0612 4ch-
VFT. CARB on 8642.085 in BAUDOT
75/340. (MADX)

8686: IRM, Rome Radio 0618 CW w/channel
marker. (MADX)
8903: Libreville, Gabon, "call to BATA -
Guinea Equatorial", USB, 2220Z (EW)
8942: 007 ARINC SHANNON HFDL//on
USB. Squitters. 0926z uplink logon confirm
to ICAO 17070155 as Air ID 21 (DW)
8983: CAMSLANT 1929 USB wkg COAST
GUARD 217, UNID (prob USCG Auxiliary
Aircraft) . (MADX)
8983: USCGC Sweetbrier 0203 USB wkg
CAMSPAC for datalink frequency.
CAMSPAC directs Sweetbrier to 11167.3
kHz USCGC Sweetbrier was decommis-
sioned in late August, but may be in use due
to current security environment.(MADX)
8983: CAMSLANT, 1433 USB wkg RES-
CUE 1719, USCG HC -130H7. (MADX)
8983: CAMSPAC, 0440 USB wkg RESCUE
1703, HC -130H7 (CGAS Barbers Point)
"D14 is on the phone. They say that you did
not report to the RCC when you left."
(MADX)
8992: DEARTAG with p/p via Andrews AFB
to unknown party (QSYed from 11175).
DEARTAG transmitted message in USB from
0021-0029Z (CG).
8992: REACH 8053 called by Andrews AFB.
USB at 2137Z (CG).
8992: Offutt AFB transmitting message (CG).
8992: Andrews AFB transmitting message
USB at 2148Z with heavy audio echo (CG).
8992: REACH 8053 called by Andrews AFB
several times with no joy. USB from 2150-
2153Z (CG).
11175: JW370 with p/p to unknown party via
Offutt AFB, reporting departure time, ETA.
USB from 2139-2146Z (CG).
8992: OTIS 10 with p/p to OTIS BASE via
Puerto Rico (QSYed here from 11175). USB
from 2252-2258Z (CG).
8992: THULE 0637 USB w/28 -character
EAM (VYGBNW ANDREWS' operator was
VERY unprofessional throughout the xmsn.
ANDREWS was parallel on 8992 and 6712.
No other freqs noted. (MADX)
9007: HALIFAX MILITARY 1358 USB wkg
UNID w/WX actuals. (MADX)
9044.9: 5YE NAIROBI MET FAX//180/
576/N/800 Blurred chart for Europe, N and
central Africa. (DW)
9050: PAR UNID PARIS ? MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
9050: TOU UNID TOULOUSE ? MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
9070: S93 SWEDISH EMB HAVANA
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
10000: 186, UNID (PRC MFA?) 1901 MIL -
STD 188-141A/USB w/sounding call. Half-
hour sounding schedule. (MADX)
10024: LIMA RADIO, 0455 USB wkg UNID
a/c. (MADX)
10150: S00 MFA STOCKHOLM MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. Also
1753z (DW)
10151.5: T159 US MIL ?LOC MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding regularly thru
0704z (DW)

10200: SIL FBI SPRINGFIELD IL MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng COT/? (DW)
10200: SIL FBI SPRINGFIELD IL MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng COT. Also at
0536. (DW)
10200: COT UNID MIL.STD 188-141A ALE
on USB. Responding to SIL/FBI Springfield .
(DW)
10200: COT UNID MIL.STD 188-141A ALE
on USB. Sounding. Also 0517. 0527, 0536
clng SIL. (DW)
10235: TI59 UNID MIL.STD 188-141A on
USB. Sounding. (DW)
10235: T159 US MIL ?LOC MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding regularly thru
0705z (DW)
10248: 8BY, French Intelligence (Enigma
M16) 0448 CW w/call tape. (MADX)
10261.5: UNID, UNID LOC PICC//On stand-
by until offair 0945z (DW)
10335: KIN ANGOLAN EMB KINSHASA
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
(DW)
10375: BU3 ROMANIAN MIL/MOI
BUCHAREST MIL.STD 188-14IA ALE on
USB. Responds to TIM/Timisoara. Short
exchange of s/tone psk modem. (DW)
10375: TIM ROMANIAN MIL/MOI
TIMISOARA MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on
USB. Clng BU3/Bucharest, Short exchange of
psk s/tone modem (DW)
10518: S94 SWEDISH EMB GUATEMALA
CITY MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
Sounding (DW)
10536: UNID, station sounding like fax on at
2100z. assumed to be Halifax which is sched-
uled here with weather, along with 4271,
6496.4 which were not heard (RW)
10566: M8, Cut numbers station 1304 CW in
tfc. (MADX)
10581: S94 SWEDISH EMB, GUATE-
MALA CITY MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on
USB. Sounding (DW)
10581: S12 SWEDISH EMB, BOGOTA
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
0128 responds to Washington/S84. 0246
sounding (DW)
10581: S93 SWEDISH EMB HAVANA
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
(DW)
10581: S84 SWEDISH EMB WASHING-
TON MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
Bogota/S12 (DW)
10587: S84 SWEDISH EMB WASHING-
TON MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
(DW)
10600: PAR PARIS MIL.STD 188-141A
ALE on USB. Sounding (DW)
10600: TOU TOULOUSE MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding, also at 0728z
(DW)
11045: S53 SWEDISH EMB AMMAN
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
(DW)
11110.5: RFLI, Fort de France, Martinique
10.30 ARQ-E 192/400 CdeV to self, no cct ID
seen (PT)
11125: HZN, Jeddah Meteo 0439 BAUDOT
100/776 w/WX tfc. (MADX)
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11125: HZN, Jeddah Meteo 1642 RTTY
100/850 WX \EE then AAXX codes (RH2)
11157: 94 SWEDISH EMB GUATEMALA
CITY MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
Sounding. (DW)
11175: KING 21 requesting radio check,
answered by Andrews AFB and Offutt AFB
in USB at 0041Z (CG).
11175: REACH 173T with p/p via Puerto Rico
requesting WX info for San Juan in USB from
0049-0055 (CG).
11175: KING 31 with p/p via Andrews AFB
with unknown party. KING 31 reported depar-
ture from Arizona with take -off and expected
return time in USB from 0056-0059 (CG).
11175: REACH 173T with p/p via Puerto Rico
with unknown party, informing the party
about shutdown of #2 engine and diversion to
Puerto Rico. USB from 0106-0110 (CG).
11175: Andrews AFB calling DEARTAG
with no joy in USB at 0111Z (CG).
11175: REACH 221 requesting radio check,
answered by Andrews AFB in USB at 0111Z
(CG).
11175: REACH 6002 requesting radio check,
answered by Puerto Rico in USB at 0113
(CG).
11175: REACH 11 with p/p to METRO via
Andrews AFB. Needed WX information for
2355. USB at 2304Z (CG).
11175: REACH 251Y with p/p via Puerto
Rico with unknown party concerning some
type of mechanicalproblem with the aircraft.
USB at 0035Z (CG).
11175: REACH 173T (a C130) with p/p via
Puerto Rico to Puerto Rico Nat'l Guard com-
mand post. USB from 0037-0049Z (CG).
11175: RANGER 33 calling Andrews AFB
for radio check in USB at 2310Z (CG).
11175: JW614 with p/p to METRO via
Andrews AFB requesting WX info for 0730.
Andrews had to relay due to poor copy. USB
from 2312-2322 (CG).
11175: ASCOT 71 requesting radio check,
answered by Andrews AFB in USB at 2257Z
(CG).
11175: OVERLORD with p/p to Offutt Metro
via Andrews AFB, requesting WX info for a
2230Z landing. USB from 2114-2121Z (CG).
11175: REACH 611 with p/p via Andrews
AFB, a personal call in USB from 2123-2129
(CG).
11175: Andrews AFB calling REACH V9A
for radio check with no joy. HOBO 77
answered Andrews but Andrews did not
respond. USB at 2352Z (CG).
11175: REACH 6014 with p/p to "McGuire"
(not sure of spelling) AFB via Andrews AFB.
REACH 6014 reported his ETA USB from
2250-2251 (CG).
11175: REACH V9 radio check on 2 xmitters
with Andrews AFB. USB at 1920 (CG).
11175: REACH 70463 radio check with
Andrews AFB. USB at 1921. (CG)
11175: Andrews AFB with "RA7XRA stand
by" 3X followed by message: "RA7XRA for
AUTOSAIL" 2X. Transmission repeated by
Offutt AFB one minute later. USB at 1938
(CG).

11175: REACH 5409 p/p via Offutt AFB to
Buckeye Control at Wright -Patterson AFB re
ETA of 2245. USB from 2007-2012. (CG).
11175: REACH 5409 p/p via Offutt AFB to
METRO requesting WX at 2245Z at Wright -
Patterson AFB. USB from 2015-2017. (CG).
11175: RANGER 162 radio check answered
by Andrews AFB. Both reported poor copy.
USB at 2053Z. (CG).
11175: GLOBAL 213 requested p/p via Offutt
AFB. Party (unknown) was reached, but p/p
not completed due to poor copy by GLOBAL
213. USB from 1535-1542 (CG).
11175: Andrews AFB with "VYYBXE stand
by" 3X. Retransmitted by Offutt AFB one
minute later. USB at 1903 (CG).
11175: OTIS 10 p/p to OTIS BASE via
Andrews AFB re 1830 local time ETA. USB
from 1915-1919. (CG).
11175: REACH 6175 p/p via Puerto Rico
needing weather info. USB at 0010 (CG).
11175: RANGER 785 radio check, answered
by Offutt AFB. USB at 1441. (CG).
11175: REACH 6947 p/p via Offutt AFB.
Gave ETA of 0045. USB from 2249-2258.
(CG).
11175: REACH 113T p/p with HILDA WEST
via Offutt AFB USB from 0053-0120.(CG).
11175: YANKEE 311 radio check, answered
by Andrews AFB. USB at 1704. (CG).
11175: "ALPHA" 50 (unsure of call sign) p/p
to Offutt AFB via Andrews AFB re landing at
Offutt in 1.5 hours and needing customs
forms. USB from 1725-1730. (CG).
11175: REACH 5103 in QSO with Andrews
AFB re flight plan info. USB at 1910. (CG).
11175: REACH 5103 p/p via Andrews AFB
with unknown ground party re arrival at
Homestead AFB. USB from 1913-1918 (CG).
11175: Andrews AFB calling SAM 9002 for
radio check,no joy. USB at 2016. (CG).
11175: Offutt AFB calls COUNT 21 for p/p
from HILDA EAST USB from 2018-2025.
(CG).
11175: Andrews AFB calling SAM 9002 for
radio check, no joy. USB at 2020. (CG).
11175: Andrews AFB requesting radio check.
Answered by Offutt AFB. USB at 1936. (CG)
11175: COUNT 21 p/p via Offutt AFB ETA
2100Z.. USB from 1941-1950. (CG).
11175: COUNT 21 p/p via Andrews to
HILDA EAST, advising they will land
Andrews at 2100 as directed by Bluegrass.
USB from 1950-2011. (CG).
11175: KING 21 requesting radio check.
Answered by Andrews. USB at 1957. (CG).
11175: SAM flt. called by Andrews for radio
check. USB at 2007. (CG).
11175: KING 21 calls Andrews for radio
check. USB at 2010. (CG).
11175: COUNT 21 p/p via Offutt AFB USB
from 2011-2018.(CG).
11175: REACH 6192 calling Andrews AFB
to advise that the aircraft had taken off, and
requesting Andrews to advise destination.
Directed to Offutt AFB. USB at 1816. (CG)
11175: NAVY LY103 requested p/p from
Andrews, but number was busy. USB at 1849.
(CG)

11175: REACH 6192 calling Andrews AFB,
requesting p/p to HILDA EAST. USB from
1852-1904. (CG
11175: Waterbuck 762, with radio check via
Puerto Rico GHFS in USB at 2235. (RW)
11175: Comet 21 and Bluegrass calling
Andrews. Offutt with Y/L operator making
general call at 1956 USB 1944 pp to 202-xxx-
xxxx. (SW)
11175: RAZOR calls Mainsail, 2106 USB
open mike, jet idle, Very heavy traffic at this
time with many stations walking all over each
other. REACH 5001 calls Andy for a PP to
Andrews CP. (SW)
11214: ROUGHRIDER 96 with p/p via
Andrews AFB (QSYed here from 11175).
USB from 2132-2138. (CG).
11247: HAVEN, RAF Ascenscion Island
0345 USB wkg UNID w/radio check then into
WX actuals. (MADX)
11253: RAF Real Fuerza Aerea, traffic for YL,
USB, 2003. (EW)
11300: Yemen Airlines, aeronautic traffic,
USB, 1950. (EW)
11330: New York Radio, traffic c/ aerolines
+ Alitalia 637, USB, 2240. (EW)
11330: AMERICAN 657, 1550 USB wkg
New York Radio w/position and sc chk
(BPEH). AIREVAC 1533 1552 USB wkg
New York Radio FL260. (MADX)
11384: 007 ARINC Shannon HFDLllon USB.
(DW)
11384: UNID FLIGHT LH8382 HFDL//on
USB. Downlink to Shannon. (DW)
11384: UNID FLIGHT LH8447 HFDL//on
USB. Downlink. (DW)
11406.7: FLJK, Rome, Italy 18.05 ARQ
Egyptian embassy with 5-1g tfc to Cairo (PT)
11439.5: T159 US MIL ?LOC MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding (DW)
11439.5: T159 US MIL ?LOC MIL.ALE 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
11439.5: T159 US MIL ?LOC MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding regularly thru
0635 when [CMD] (DW)
11443: S00 MFA STOCKHOLM MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng S97/Abidjan,
also at 0257 0330 0348 0602 0625 (DW)
11443: S97 Swedish Emb, Abidjan MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng S97/Abidjan
(self?) and S17/Maseru (DW)
11452: PE1 BRAZILIAN AF ?LOC
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
BA 1 /Brasilia(?)(DW)
11455: LIN UNID ALE on USB. Clng Turbo
(DW)
11455: Londono UNID MIL.STD 188-141A
ALE on USB. Clng TURBO (DW)
11465: 055 ALGERIAN MOI ?LOC
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
(DW)
11466: ALR AO+G ALGIERS MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB.
11466: ALR AO+G ALI BEL RIDA
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
(DW)
11466: OHT AO+G OHANET MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding (DW)
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11492: 6137 UNID MIL.STD 188-141A ALE
on USB. Sounding. (DW)
11550: SIL FBI SPRINGFIELD IL MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Cing COT, also at
0321 (DW)
11550: COT UNID MIL.STD 188-141A ALE
on USB. Responding to SIL/Illinois (DW)
11550: T159 US MIL ?LOCMIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding regularly thru
0658z when [CMD][NENCEot (DW)
11647: S53 SWEDISH EMB AMMAN
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Cing
S00/Stockholm (DW)
12060: UNID CW Offline encrypt (5 fig grps)
in slow [16wpm] CW. Ends 1404z "cfm nil
ar" (DW)
12086.6: RFTJ FF DAKAR ARQ/E3//
192/E/400 8rc. Betas. Poor sync. Tfc corrupt.
(DW)
12086.6: RFTJ FF DAKAR ? ARQ/E3//
192/E/400 8rc. Bdcst QRM, poor sync, Betas.
(DW)
12087: MMANGBUS NAT GUARD ?LOC
MIL.STD 188-141A on USB. (DW)
12090.2: RFTJ FF DAKAR? ARQ/E3//
192/E/400 8rc. Betas. Bdcst QRM, poor sync.
Signal fading by 1036z (DW)
12101: S00 MFA STOCKHOLM MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. 1734.
Cing S53/Amman (DW)
12101: S61 SWEDISH EMB NEW DELHI
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
(DW)
12152.5: GXQ, London, England 10.00
Piccolo 6 Op chat to GYU, Gibraltar. (PT)
12176: UNID, UNID RTTY//75/R/500. (DW)
12186: OWI DANISH AF AALBORG
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. ALE on
USB. (DW)
12216: UNID, SS YL counting station with
five number groups in am at 0235. (RW)
12225: S73 Swedish Emb, Lagos MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
12260: S12 Swedish Emb, Bogota MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Responds to
Washington/S84 (DW)
12260: S94 Swedish Emb, Guatemala City
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
12260: S93 Swedish Emb, Havana MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
12260: S92 Swedish Emb, Managua MIL.STD
188-I41A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
12260: S84 Swedish Emb, Washington
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Cing
Bogota/S12. (DW)
12348: PNG ANGOLAN CNSL POINTE
NOIRE MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
Cing LUA/Luanda. (DW)
12412.5: NOJ USCG KODIAK FAX//120/
576/N/800 End of test pattern. 1809z sfc
analysis - grainy pix. (DW)
12489: UBFX TR Ivan Polzundov 0935 ARQ
tfc to Vladivostok (ML)
12489: UEHC TH Antonina Nedzhdanova
1109 ARQ tfc to Vladivostok (ML)
12491: UDQX TH Bulunkan 1117 ARQ msg
to Kholmsk (ML)

12491: UDRI TH Ivan Strod 1137 ARQ. (ML)
12510: UGNS STM Oksu 1043 ARQ. (ML)
12510: UIXC RTMA Mramornyj 0958 ARQ
tfc to unkwn (ML)
12561.5: UHEX SHIP APMGRA4EW
3SC//50/R/170. (DW)
12561.5: UAUC SHIP Marcel Wasilewskij
3SC//50/R/170 BATM KLD. Tfc in 3sc.
(DW)
12570: Batm Oriental Diskoverer 0918 ARQ
tfc to Vladivostok. (ML)
12570: UEJW TK Silute 0942 ARQ w/67669
UEJW log on & msg for Vladivostok. (ML)
12570: UHWA STM Vima 1023 ARQ crew
msgs to Vladivostok (ML)
12575: UNID SHIP UNID SITOR/A//
100/E/170. (DW)
12577: UNID GMDSS ALERT CHANNEL
DSC//100/E/170 46 pkts in 2hrs, 17 illegals.
27 safety/tests. Cst stns logged - Brisbane,
Lyngby, Madrid, Perth, Taupo. (DW)
12579: NMF, USCG COMSTA Boston 1630
SITOR-B 100/170 w/N. Atlantic WX bulletin.
(MADX)
12581.5: XSV TIANJIN RADIO CW Chan
free marker "XSV" (DW)
12585: NRV USCG GUAM CW Chan free
marker "NRV" (DW)
12586: UDK2 MURMANSK RADIO CW
Chan free marker "UD K2." (DW)
12587: LZW VARNA RADIO SITOR/B//
100/E/170 Tfc list. Reverts to Chan free mark-
er "de LZW LZW." (DW)
12588: HEC13 BERN RADIO CW Chan free
marker "HEC." (DW)
12590.5: RRR34 MOSCOW RADIO CW
Chan free marker "RRR34." (DW)
12591.5: UFL VLADIVOSTOK RADIO CW
Chan free marker "de UFL." (DW)
12592.5: NMN USCG PORTSMOUTH CW
Chan free marker "NMN." (DW)
12593: ESA TALLINN RADIO CW Chan
free marker "ESA" (DW)
12593.5: UDB2 KHOLMSK RADIO CW
Chan free marker "UDB2." (DW)
12594.5: A9M BAHRAIN RADIO CW Chan
free marker "de A9M tlx." (DW)
12598: SPA62 GDYNIA RADIO CW Chan
free marker "SPA." (DW)
12599.5: UAT Moscow Radio CW Chan free
marker "de UAT." (DW)
12602.5: IAR ROME RADIO CW Chan free
marker "IAR." (DW)
12603.5: SVO OLYMPIA RADIO CW Chan
free marker "de SVO." (DW)
12606: UIW KALININGRAD RADIO CW
Chan free marker "de UIW K LD." (DW)
12610.5: VCT GW NODE NEWFOUND-
LAND CW Chan free marker (Globe) "VCT."
(DW)
12613: XSQ GUANGZHOU RADIO
SITOR/A//100/E/170 QSL to UNID ship.
Reverts to chan free marker "XSQ." (DW)
12615: USU MARIUPOL RADIO CW Chan
free marker "USU" (DW)
12616: LZW VARNA RADIO CW Chan free
marker "de LZW LZW." (DW)

12623.5: UEA Preobrazheniye rdo RUS 1130
ARQ crew msgs to ukwn ships. (ML)
12624.5: UCE ARKHANGELSK RADIO
CW Chan free marker "UCE" - spur? (DW)
12625.5: UCE ARKHANGELSK RADIO
CW Chan free marker "UCE" - constant mark
tone. (DW)
12634.5: TAH ISTANBUL RADIO CW
Chan free marker "TAH." (DW)
12635.5: LZW VARNA RADIO CW Chan
free marker "de LZW LZW." (DW)
12639.5: OST50 OOSTENDE RADIO CW
Chan free marker "OST." (DW)
12649.5: XSG SHANGHAI RADIO CW
Chan free marker "XSG." (DW)
12654: TAH ISTANBUL RADIO CW Chan
free marker "TAH" (DW)
12660: LFI GW NODE ROGALAND CW
Chan free marker (Globe) "LEL" Wknbg ship
in Globedata. (DW)
12664.5: FUO12 FN TOULON RTTY//75/
N/850 Marker "NAWS de FUO12 znr uuuuu
zui testing ry's sg's" (DW)
12664.5: FUM FN Papeete 0850 RTTY
75/850 w/DE FUM - VVV - RYs tape. (ML)
12664.5: FUOI2 FN Toulon 0750 RTTY
75/850 w/NAWS DE FUO12 ZNR UUUUU
ZUI TESTING RYs SGs tape (ML)
12666.5: FUG FN LA REGINE RTTY//
150/N/850. (DW)
12673.5: A9M GW NODE BAHRAIN CW
Chan free marker (Globe) "A9M". Wkng ship
in Globedata (DW)
12678: LFI GW NODE ROGALAND CW
Chan free marker (Globe) "LFI." Wkng ship
in Globedata. (DW)
12678: LFI Rogaland Radio, Norge, traffic
CW/SITOR, 1945Z (EW)
12702: CKN CF Victoria BC, Canada, traffic
RTTY/Baudot, 1955Z (EW)
12709: A9M Bahrain Radio CW Marker "cq
de A9M" (DW)
12709: A9M Hamala Radio, Bahreim, ID +
traffic CW, 2010Z (EW)
12711: PWZ33 BN RIO DE JANEIRO
RTTY//75/N/850 Nay wngs. Rough note,
poor copy. (DW)
12712: HLF GW NODE SEOUL CW Chan
free marker (Globe) "HLF." (DW)
12730.5: NMF, USCG Boston 1535 Fax
120/576 Nice clean chart! (RH2)
12801: TAH Istambul Radio, Turquia, ID +
traffic CW, 1953. (EW)
12831: 9MG Georgetown Radio, Malasya,
traffic SITOR, 2015. (EW)
12840.5: PBC312 DN Goeree Island, traffic
RTTY/Baudot, 2005. (EW)
12857: RFTJE FN Dakar, Senegal, traffic
RTTY/Baudot, 1958. (EW)
12917: KLB Seattle Radio, USA, ID + traffic
CW, 2015. (EW)
12935: HLG Soul Radio, Corea, ID + traffic
CW, 2020. (EW)
12984: 4XZ IN Haifa, Israel, ID + traffic CW,
2025. (EW)
13002: Berna Radio, Suiza, traffic CW/
SITOR, 2006 (EW)
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13022: SPE63 Szczecin Radio, Polonia, traf-
fic CW/SITOR, 2009. (EW)
13042.5: FN Jibuti, Djibouti, traffic RTTY/
Baudot, 2005. (EW)
13050: UDK Murmansk Radio, Rusia,
CW/RTTY, 2030. (EW)
13197: UUI Odessa Radio, Ucrania, USB, sta-
tion cost, traffic for YL, 2020. (EW)
13200: EAM from Andrews GHFS in USB at
2240z. several echos. (RW)
13270: Gander VOLMET 0356 USB w/avia-
tion WX. (MADX)
13395.7: LKZGCG, Egyptian Embassy,
Wash., DC 2105 SITOR-A 100/170 w/tfc to
MFA Cairo (KDJFKQOR). QRT at 2109.
(MADX)
13396.7: UNID, Egyptian Emb Washington
SITOR/A//100/E/170 Tfc in AA(ATU80)
also EE sections. (DW)
13452: UNID, UNID MIL.STD 188-141A
ALE on USB. Calls to SY6_HQ (DW)
13452: DUA UNID MIL.STD 188-141A
ALE on USB. (DW)
13464: CGE VA CARACAS MIL.STD 188-
14IA ALE on USB. Clng CRM4. (DW)
13479.7: UNID, FF PARIS ? ARQ/
342//200/E/400 8rc. 2 chan tdm. Chans A: B:
betas. Poor sync, no app tfc thru 1520z. (DW)
13510: CFH CF Halifax FAX//120/576/
N/800 Sfc analysis (DW)
13510: CFH CF Halifax RTTY//75/N/800
Met tfc. Poor copy. (DW)
13510.1: CFH, Canforce Halifax 1655 BAU-
DOT 75/836 w/WX tfc. (MADX)
13527.9: S CISN ARKHANGELSK CW
Single letter HF beacon (DW)
13528: C CISN MOSCOW CW Single letter
[C] hf beacon (DW)
13530: CESYP, Colombian Navy Special
Command San Andres and Providencia
Islands 2313 MIL -STD 188-141A/USB clg
ESPARTANA, Colombian Coast Guard
Cormoran-class patrol craft "Espartana."
(PM -41) (MADX)
13544.2: D2Z, Prague, Czech Rep. 14.40
FEC-A 192/400 French Embassy with service
tfc to P6Z, Paris (PT)
13550.5: ZKLF AUCKLAND MET
FAX//120/576/N/800 Sfc analysis. Weak pix
in noise floor. (DW)
13565: UNID, poss UK military cyprus 1657
MFSK 4 -tone 195.3/300. QRT at 1658.
(MADX)
13570: HLL SEOUL MET FAX//120/576/
N/800 Textual fcst in Korean. Noisy. (DW)
13593.8: UNID.FF PARIS ARQ/E3//192/
E/400 8RC. Betas. No app tfc thru 1933. (DW)
13597: JMH4 TOKYO MET FAX//120/
576/N/800 24 hr sfc pressure prog. (DW)
13600.5: HEC23 BERN RADIO CW Chan
free marker "HEC." (DW)
13855: OXT COPENHAGEN MET FAX//
120/576/N/800 ice chart - Cape Farewell.
(DW)
13882.5: DDK6 HAMBURG MET FAX//
120/576/N/800 End of chart. 0831. Global
chart, fuzzy due m/path (DW)
13900: BMF TAIPEI MET FAX//120/576/
N/800 Textual fcst in Chinese, Blurred. (DW)

13920: AXM35 CANBERRA MET FAX//
120/576/N/800 Sfc pres analysis. 0845 MSL
analysis. (DW)
13954: HBD20/3 MFA BERN SITOR/A//
100/E/170 Tfc in offline encrypt, ending (hb)
d30/3. (DW)
13956.5: UHT MFA TUNIS SITOR/B//100/
E/170 Opchat in FF, and tfc in offline encrypt.
NXZ de UHT int qsl." Tfc to RDZ - routine,
offline encrypt, numbered lines. (DW)
13956.5: RDZ Tunisian Emb SITOR/B//
100/E/170 Clng UHT/Tunis with "qru". After
response fm UHT gives "qrv" and receivest-
fc (DW)
13956.5: PLR Tunisian Emb LOC SITOR/
B//100/E/170 Clng UHT/Tunis with "qru"
who responds with "qru" (DW)
13975: RBL62 UNID CW "de RBL62 er qrj".
Advised "as" (DW)
13985: UNID UNID FAPSI RTTY//75/R/500
Tfc in offline encrypt (5 fig grps). Sign -off
1457 with "cfm tks gb sk sk" (DW)
14350.5: S85 Swedish Emb MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Clng S88/Buenos
Aires who responds (DW)
14353.5: S12 Swedish Emb, Bogota
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding,
also at 0327z (DW)
14353.5: S93 Swedish Emb, Havana MIL.
STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
14367: BAF8 BEIJING MET FAX//120
576/N/800 Weak, grainy chart. (DW)
14367.7: kdakrfzhm, MFA Cairo 1634 ARQ
Msg \AA to All embassies. (RH2)
14395: FEMA net with CAP check in, USB
2117, Day the War started - very tough copy.
(SW)
14400: OLZ69, 1701 MIL -STD 188-
141A/USB w/sounding call. (MADX)
14404: S00 MFA STOCKHOLM MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng S72 Kinshasa,
also at 1601, 1712, 1746, 1758,1812, 14467.3
DDH3 HAMBURG MET RTTY/50/N/440
WX in GG (DW)
14467.3: DDH8, Hamburg Meteo 1926 BAU-
DOT 50/428 w/call tape. (MADX)
14481.7: RFTJ FF DAKAR ARQ/E3//
48/E/400 8rc. Betas. 1016 cct [TJF] Controle
de voie svc RFTJ de RFTJ14626.7 (DW)
14505: UNID, French Forces 1936 ARQ-E
72/340 idle then fading out. (MADX)
7937.5: UNID, French Mil 18.41 ARQ-E
72/400 Idling with alphas (PT)
14550: H6L, Algiers, Algeria 14.34 FEC-A
192/400 French Embassy calling P6Z, Paris.
(PT)
14585.7: prob RFPT, French Forces
N'Djamena 1952 ARQ-E3 200/400 idle.
(MADX)
14653: MMMANGB U.S. Nat Guard ALE on
USB. Clng HQ1 Arlington (DW)
14670: CHU TS OTTAWA CW Time sigs on
USB. Vocal announcement and data bursts.
(DW)
14812.5: S84 Swedish Emb, Washington
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
Bogota/S12 (DW)
14876.7: RFLIG, French Forces Cayenne

1938 ARQ-E3 192/386 w/plaintext FF report.
(MADX)
14926.7: RFTJ FF DAKAR ARQ/E3//192/
E/400 8rc. Betas. 1309z cct [TJD] RFTJD de
RFTJ svc "zah JDJ630 format ligne 2". 1408
Controle de v svc RFTJ de RFTJ (DW)
14959.8: RFTJ FF DAKAR ARQ/E3//
192/E/400 8rc. Betas. Frequent motorboating
type QRM. Poor sync. (DW)
14996: RWM TS MOSCOW CW Time sig-
nals. (DW)
15016: Offutt AFB calling MAINSAIL. USB
at 2041. (CG).
15016: REACH 6192 called by Puerto Rico,
no joy. USB at 2101. (CG).
15016: REACH 6192 called by Offutt AFB
for radio check, no joy. USB at 2102. (CG).
15016: REACH 6192 p/p with HILDA EAST
via Andrews AFB. USB from 2103-2106.
(CG).
15016: OFFUTT 0454 USB w/EAM.
/13200/11271/11244/11175/ 9057/9025/.
(MADX)
15025: 003 ARINC REYKJAVICK HFDL//
on USB. Squitters. 1552 uplink to logon con-
firm to ICAO 52160602 as ID11. (DW)
15633: HMF26 KCNA PYONGYANG
RTTY//50/N/250 Press in EE. 300 Hz high.
(DW)
15647.7: RFTJF, FF PORT BOUET ?
ARQ/E3//48/E/400 8rc. Betas. No app tfc,
eventually fading/no sync by 0900. (DW)
15682: SNN299 MFA WARSAW CW(F I A-
250HZ) Periodic marker "vvv de SNN299 pse
ga" buried in beast QRM. (DW)
12666.7: PWX?, Brasil Navrad 1910 fax
120/576. (RH2)
15682: UNID, MFA Warsaw 1535 Pol-ARQ
100/240 Claris/Consul Msgs \Pol. (RH2)
15760: SIL FBI SPRINGFIELD IL MIL.STD
188- I 41A ALE on USB. Sounding, also at
0317. (DW)
15794: UNID, pons UK military, Cyprus 1714
MFSK 4 -tone 195/3/300. (MADX)
15820: S53 SWEDISH EMB AMMAN
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
(DW)
15860: S00 MFA STOCKHOLM MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng S97/Abidjan.
(DW)
15860: S85 Swedish EMB LOC MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng S88/Buenos
Aires (DW)
15860: S97 Swedish Emb, Abidjan MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. Clng
S00/Stockholm 2246, 2350. (DW)
15898: RFGW MFA PARIS FEC/A//
192/E/400 Cct [NKT] to Z4D/Nouakchott.
Idling RQ's and tfc in FF and in offline encrypt.
(DW)
15920: CFH CF HALIFAX RTTY//75/N/850
Marker "NAWS de CFH zkr fl 3287 4161
6236 8312 12380 16552 ar." (DW)
16014.2: RFVI FF LE PORT ARQ/E3//
100/E/400 8rc. Betas. 2125 cct [RUN]
Controle de voie svc RFQP de RFQP. (DW)
16026.9: BAF9 BEIJING MET FAX//120/
576/N/800 Vague outlines in noise. (DW)
16027: NPN, Apra Harbor, Guam (???) 19.40
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FAX 120/576 Very poor rx of WX chart. No
ID but NPN prey. reported this freq. (PT)
16027.7: NPN USN GUAM FAX//120/
576/R/800 (USB of 16029.6) Graining pix.
Offair 0956z (DW)
16035: 9VF252, Singapore 18.37 FAX
60/576 KYODO press agency with news sheet
in EE, about Afghan refugees and anti -US
protests in Indonesia. In parallel with 16971
and 17430 (PT)
16056.7: UNID, Egyptian Emb, Riyadh
SITOR/AJ/100/E/170 Tfc in AA(ATU80).
Off air 1121. (DW)
16098: HBD20, Bern, Switzerland 10.55
ARQ 5-1g tfc to Teheran embassy. (PT)
16105: S00 MFA Stockholm MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding and at 1813.
(DW)
16125.2: RFQP FF DJIBOUTI ARQ/342//
200/E/400 4rc. 2 chan tdm. A: B: betas.
Variable signal, no app tfc thru 1509. (DW)
16168: UNID, UNID RTTY//75/R/500 End
of transmission. 8bit. Offline encryption? then
"sk" and off air. (DW)
16181: S53 Swedish Emb, Amman MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Cing S00/
Stockholm. Sounding at 1409. (DW)
16213.7: UNID, MFA Cairo SITOR/All
100/E/170 Tfc in AA(ATU80). Occ stops,
restarting with selcall XBVF(Madrid). Tfc
thru 1109. (DW)
16227: UNID,UNID FAPSI RTTY//75/
R/500 Tfc in offline encrypt. Next header
"1117740034097311099409419" then stops
followed by cw opchat "qsy 1728(?) " then
"qsl cfm qsg(?) sk." (DW)
16260: RFGW, MFA PARIS FEC/A//192/E/
400 Tfc in offline encrypt ("c" procedure in
use) to H6L/Algiers. (DW)
16280: OWK DANISH AF HQ VEDBAEK
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
OWI/DAF Aalborg. (DW)
16280: OWK DANISH AF HQ VEDBAEK
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
Responding to OWP/?loc. (DW)
16280: OWP DANISH AF LOC MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng OWK/HQ
Vedbaek. (DW)
16281.8: UNID, Egyptian Emb ALGIERS
SITOR/A//100/E/170 In irs mode followed by
tfc in AA(ATU80) to Cairo. (DW)
16315.5: UNID, FAPSI 1641 Crowd36 40bd.
(RH2)
16324.7: RFTJD FF LIBREVILLE ARQ/E3//
192/E/400 8rc. Betas. Pr sig/sync. 2012z cct
[JDJ] Controle de v svc RFTJ de RFTJ. (DW)
16327: OWF DANISH AF SKRYDSTRUP
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB.
Responding to OWP/DAF ?loc. (DW)
16327: OWP DANISH AF MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Cing OWF/DAF
Skrydstrup. (DW)
16347: GYU, Gibraltar 18.09 ITA2 75/850
DE GYU LOLOLOLO + test + foxes. (PT)
16710.5: UFLP TR Voudal 1146 ARQ
w/66082 UFLP log on & msg to Kaliningrad .
(ML)

16710.6: UBKS RTMS Sokrat 0649 ARQ
msg to Kaliningrad .(ML)
16713: UHXS MN Refrigerator -204 0843
ARQ svc & crew msgs to Vladivostok. (ML)
16717.5: UBPC TH Nikolaj Smelyakov 0732
ARQ msg EE to unkwn. (ML)
16787.5: SNVX SHIP HOMAR
SITOR/A//100/E/170 Tfc in Polish followed
by OPR+ and query. (DW)
16801.5: ESME BMRT Soela 0931 RTTY
50/170 clg Kaliningrad to crew msg. (ML)
16803.5: UDHY BATM Zamoskvoretchie
0732 RTTY 50/170 LANGERU msg to
Kaliningrad. (ML)
16808: SPA81 GDYNIA RADIO CW Chan
free marker "SPA." (DW)
16812.5: NRV USCG GUAM CW Chan free
marker "NRV." (DW)
16813: UAT Moscow Radio CW Chan free
marker "de UAT." (DW)
16814: WLO Mobile Radio CW Chan free
marker "WLO." (DW)
16814.5: CBV VALPARAISO RADIO CW
Chan free marker "CBV." (DW)
16816: ZSC GW NODE CAPETOWN CW
Chan free marker. (Globe) "ZSC" (DW)
16816.5: NMC USCG PT REYES CW Chan
free marker "NMC" (DW)
16817: WCC GW NODE DELAWARE CW
Chan free marker (Globe) "WCC" wkng ship
in Globedata (DW)
16819.5: NMN USCG PORTSMOUTH CW
Chan free marker "NMN" (DW)
16820: IAR ROME RADIO CW Chan free
marker "IAR" (DW)
16825: VCT GW NODE TORS COVE CW
Chan free marker (Globe) "VCT", wkng ship
in Globedata (DW)
16830.5: SVU6 OLYMPIA RADIO
SITOR/B//100/E/170 Greek shippress (DW)
16841.5: 8PO GW NODE BARBADOS CW
Chan free marker (Globe) "8PO" and wkng
ship in Globedata (DW)
16842.5: KEJ GW NODE HAWAII CW Chan
free marker (Globe) "KEJ" and wkng ship in
Globedata (DW)
16847: UGH2 Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk rdo RUS
0920 ARQ msg to UIKR TBS Neftegaz-70,
QSX was 16724.0, (ML)
16881.5: A9M Bahrain Radio CW Chan free
marker "de A9M tlx" (DW)
16971: JJC, Tokyo, Japan 18.07 FAX 60/576
KYODO press agency with news sheet in EE.
In parallel with 16035 and 17430 (PT)
17166: CLA, Havana Radio 1506 CW
w/channel mkr. (MADX)
16997.5: WLO, Mobile Radio 1510 SITOR-
B 100/170 w/tfc list. (MADX)
17045.9: 9MG, Penang R 1630 ARQ marker.
(RH2)
17132: MGJ RN Faslane 0900 RTTY 75/850
CARBS + 60P 80P 92P 96P. (ML)
17314: SPO81, Szczecin Radio 1149 USB
w/news broadcast in Polish. (MADX)
17415: S00 MFA STOCKHOLM MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng S31/Algiers.
Also at 1643 1646 and 1754. (DW)

17427: S73 SWEDISH EMB LAGOS
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. sounding.
(DW)
17430: 9VF209, Singapore 19.30 FAX
60/576 KYODO press agency with "JJC
FACSIMILE NEWSPAPER BROAD-
CAST" with content in JJ. In parallel with
16035 but 16971 faded away by this time
(28Se01). (PT)
17484: CCM, Chilean Navy Puerto
Magellanes 1637 RTTY 100/850 5LG. (RH2)
17973: DL0002DAT, UNID Rockwell
Collins 1603 MIL -STD 188-141A/USB
w/sounding call. (MADX)
17982: Planes of de Varig, aeronautic traffic
USB, 2000. (EW)
18036: W3S French Emb Islamabad 0950
FEC-A 192/850 5LG msg to Paris. (ML)
18040.5: HGX?, UNID 1600 Dup-ARQ
125/170 5LG ends-"IAR-92." (RH2)
18183.4: GMC, Algiers, Algeria 09.40
Coquelet 8 MFA with tfc in FF to Lagos.
Calling "LGS DE GMC" and "LAGOS DE
ALG." (PT)
18183.4: 7RQ20, MAE Algiers 1613 Coq8
26.67 Nx \FF to "All Stations." (RH2)
18183.4: 7RQ20, MAE Algiers 1613 Coq9
26.67 Super Flash Msg\FF to Ambalg
Niamey. (RH2)
18183.4: UNID, Ambalg Dar-es-Salaam 1623
Coq8 26.67 Msg\FF to MAE cc Ambalg
Kampala. (RH2)
18185.6: S73 Swedish Emb, Lagos MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. Also at
1715. (DW)
18185.6: S73 Swedish Emb, Lagos MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng S00/
Stockholm. (DW)
18203.7: UNID MFA Cairo SITOR/
A//100/E/170 Selcals KKXT/Nairobi. tfc in
AA(ATU80) and in offline encrypt. (DW)
18203.7: MFA Cairo (JG 74) 0710 ARQ 5LG
msg to Nairobi. (ML)
18204: GAO Algerian Emb, Garoua
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
MAE/Algiers. (DW)
18204: NMY Algerian Emb, Niamey
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
MAE/Algiers. (DW)
18220: JMH5 Tokyo MET FAX//120
/576/N/800 Weak, noisy pix. Wave progno-
sis? (DW)
18225: BMLV1 AUSTRIAN MOD MIL.
STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng 11111/
UNID. (DW)
18239.8: KDQIKEF, UNID Egyptian Emb.
15.15 ARQ Tfc in AA to Cairo. (PT)
18241.7: UNID Egyptian Emb. Bamako
SITOR/A//100/E/170 End of msg and sign -
off opchat in AA. (ATU80) (DW)
18243.7: UNID Egyptian Emb, Asmara
SITOR/A//100/E/170 Tfc in AA(ATU80) and
sign -off 1616. (DW)
18258.5: HBD20, MFA Berne 1728 SITOR-
A 100/170 w/endless 5LGs. QRT at 1825.
(MADX)
18268: HBD20, Bern, Switzerland 13.00
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ARQ to HBD88, Tripoli embassy. (PT)
18270: OLZ88 MFA PRAGUE MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Cing OLZ84/UNID
emb. (DW)
18326.7: UNID MFA CAIRO SITOR/A//
100/E/170 Tfc in AA(ATU80). Loss of qso,
selcalls TVVX/Algiers. Tfc (Urgent) in
offline encrypt to multiple addressees. (DW)
18326.7: UNID, prob MFA Cairo 1458
SITOR-A 100/170 signal too weak to copy.
(MADX)
18447.7: RFPTA FF NDJAMENA ? ARQ/
E3//200/E/400 8rc. Betas. Offair with no
app tfc thru 0920. (DW)
18667.7: UNID Egyptian diplo SITOR/
A//100/E/170 irs mode then switches to fec
and short section of AA(ATU80). Reverts to
ARQ/irs but no further tfc. (DW)
18667.7: JMFS M, Madrid, Spain
14.30 ARQ 100/65 Egyptian embassy with tfc
in AA to Khargia Cairo. (PT)
18686: S00 MFA Stockholm MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Cing S53/Amman. (DW)
18686: S53 Swedish EMB AMMAN
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
18686: S61 Swedish EMB NEW DELHI
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
18756: S00 MFA Stockholm MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Clng Kinshasa/S72 and
at 1158z. Sounding 1053. (DW)
18945: S00 MFA Stockholm MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Clng S97/Abidjan. (DW)

18945: S97 Swedish Emb AbidjanMIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. Also at
1819. (DW)
19031.7: UNID Pakistani Emb Algiers
SITOR/A//100/E/170 Loss of QSO, selcals
KMEU, reestablish QSO. Each over termi-
nated with "$p algiers an A37." (DW)
19043: 055 Algerian MOI ALE on USB.
Sounding, also at 1358. (DW)
19051.8: UNID FF UNID ARQ/E3//
192/E/400 8rc. Poor signal/sync. (DW)
19101.7: RFLI FF FORT DE FRANCE
ARQ/E3//192/E/400 8rc. Betas. 1337 cct
[BFL] C de v svc RFLI de RFLI. (DW)
19131: 32C, USCG HH-60J #6032 1430 USB
wkg ATLAS w/position report. At 1431,
PANTHER, DEA Nassau clg 32C. (MADX)
19131: PANTHER 200, DEA Grand Inagua
1435 USB wkg ATLAS w/radio checks.
(MADX)
19141.4: UNID Algerian Diplo UNID
COQ/8//-/I/- Giving qsl's and other occ op
chat in FF. (DW)
19204.7: RFVI FF LE PORT ARQ/E3//
100/E/400 8rc. Betas. 1419 cct [VII] C de V
svc RFVI de RFV.I. (DW)
19216: S00 MFA Stockholm MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Cing S31/Algiers (DW)
19216.7: UNID FF FT DE FRANCE
ARQ/E3//96/E/400 8rc. Betas. No tfc thru
1543. (DW)
19225.2: UNID FF UNID ARQ/E3//200/
E/400 8rc. Weak, little sync. Betas. No app tfc
thru 1556. (DW)

19241.9: UNID, loc. UNID 10.20 Pactor
200/200. (PT)
19359.6: UNID MFA Cairo SITOR/A//
100/E/170 Tfc in AA(ATU80) to UNID (cor-
rupted). Con tone btwn bursts. Off air 1608
(DW)
19423.5: S53 Swedish Emb, Amman
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
S00/Stockholm. (DW)
19655: HEC GW NODE BERN CW Chan
free marker (Globe) "HEC." (DW)
18888.5: 9HIP6 TK Grigorij Nesterenko 0850
ARQ tfc to Novorossiysk. (ML)
19571.7: MFA Cairo 0750 ARQ msg, in ATU-
80, to unkwn. (ML)
19640: C3P French Emb. Tokyo 0750 FEC-
A 192/850 clg Paris w/P6Z DE C3P RYs 1-0
& op chat, then off -air. (ML)
19652: S5F, Brasilia, Brazil 18.16 FEC-A
192/850 French embassy with 5-1g tfc to Paris
(PT)
19675.2: UNID FF UNID ? ARQ/342//
200/E/400 4rc. 2 tdm. A: B: Weak, little sync.
(DW)
19692.5: ZSC Capetown Radio SITOR/B//
100/E/170 WX for S African High seas and
coastal areas followed by Nay wngs. (DW)
20010: S00 MFA Stockholm MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
20010: S60 Swedish Emb, Islamabad
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding
and at 1644 (DW)
20035.4: HGX21 MFA BUDAPEST
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ARTRAC//125/N/170 Tfc in HH - news bul-
letin. (DW)
20120: S12 Swedish Emb, Bogota MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
20120: S92 Swedish Emb, Managua
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
20179.7: RFFA FF Paris ARQ/E3//
100/E/400 8rc. Weak sig, Cct [IRE] tfc in FF
and in offline encrypt. (DW)
20596: A25, Latvian military 1529 USB clg
PAMATS, Latvian Military. At 1624, SIRDS,
Latvian military w/sounding call. (MADX)
20631: GUA USAF ANDERSON GUAM
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
20633.7: RFVI FF LE PORT ARQ/E3//
100/E/400 8rc. Betas. 1347 cct [REI]. (DW)
20698: S94 Swedish Emb, Guatamala City
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
20698: S92 Swedish Emb, Managua MIL.
STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
20805.2: RFQP FF Djobouti ARQ/342//
200/E/400 4rc. Weak sync, no app tfc thru
1535. (DW)
20942: S97 Swedish Emb, Abidjan MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
20958: S12 Swedish Emb, Bogota MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. Also at
1738. (DW)
20958: S92 Swedish Emb, Managua
MIL.STD 188-14IA ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
20958: S61 Swedish Emb, New Delhi
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
20958: S92, Swedish Embassy Managua 1613
MIL -STD 188-14 I A/USB w/sounding call.
(MADX)
20985: S85 Swedish Emb MIL.STD 188-
141A ALE on USB. Clng S88/Buenos Aires,
also at 1741. (DW)
22316.5: UGSN LK Admiral Makarov 0751
ARQ w/55074 UGSN log on & tfc to
Vladivostok. (ML)
22316.5: UHLR TH Mikhail Sholokhov 0812
ARQ svc msg Vladivostok. (ML)
22320: VTP. Indian Nvy Vishakhapatnam
0820 RTTY 50/1200 id tape & 4LG msgs.
(ML)
22407.5: UAT, Moscow, Russia 11.00 FEC
CQ CQ DE UAT and tfc list. (PT)
22537: FUF, French Navy Fort de France
2008 BAUDOT 75/836 w/test tape. (MADX)
22924: MTS, Port Stanley, Falkland Is. 14.00
Piccolo 6 Op chat to GXQ. (PT)
22928.6: S00 MFA Stockholm MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng S97/Abidjan
(DW)
22928.6: S97 Swedish Emb Abidjan
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng.
(DW)
22928.6: S79 Swedish Emb LusakaMIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
S00/Stockholm. (DW)
22928.6: S97, Swed Emb, Abidjan 1317
Ale/USB SND. (RH2)
23016.7: Eygptian Emb Beijing (JG YWS-

-G) 0630 ARQ msg, in ATU-80, for Cairo.
(ML)
23337: Andrews AFB 1731 Ale/USB SND
Several repeats. (RH2)
23337: CRO, USAF Croughton 1726
Ale/USB SND repeats. (RH2)
23337: HAW, Ascension 1730 Ale/USB
SND. (RH2)
23337: MCC, West Coast USA1829 Ale/USB
SND. (RH2)
23370: HZN50, Jeddah Meteo 1921 BAU-
DOT 100/660 w/metar WX tfc. (MADX)
23526: S73 Swedish Emb , Lagos MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding. (DW)
23591: S85, Swedish Emb, Brasilia 1851
Ale/USB SND. (RH2)
24332: UNID UNID PICC// Very weak, on
standby. (DW)
25012.4: MGJ, Faslane, UK 14.50 ITA2
75/400 CARBS transmission on old MTO
freq. (PT)
25022: MGJ RN FASLANE RTTY//75/
N/850 CARB. Channel desigs 02d 03b 04b
16c 22d 25d 60p 80p 92p 96p MGJ" (DW)
25222: S93 Swedish Emb, Havana MIL.STD
188-141A ALE on USB. Responds to
Washington/S84. (DW)
25222: S84 Swedish Emb, Washington
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
Havana/S93. (DW)
26331.7: RFVIT, Comterre St. Denis 0638
ARQ-E3 100/400 to Region Paris Les Loges.
(RH2)
26331.7: RFFVIRES, Comar La Reunion
0650 ARQ-E3 00/400 to Zen/Cosru Port de
Galets. (RH2)
26331.7: RFVIC, Basenav Port des Galets
0654 ARQ-E3 100/400 to RFVIT/Dirsante St.
Denis. (RH2)
26331.7: RFVIBDS, La Boudeuse 0707
ARQ-E3 100/400 to RFFLCVM/Serflotrans
Toulon. (RH2)
26331.7: RFVIBDS, La Boudeuse 0714
ARQ-E3 100/400 5LG to RFFKNPN & many
others. (RH2)
26331.7: RFVI, Comar La Reunion 0732
ARQ-E3 100/400 to ZOC/AIG 1946 &
RFVITT/Mayotte & RFQP/Jibouti - Navarea
VI 1 WX. (RH2)
26660: S92 Swedish Emb, Managua
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
26660: S84 Swedish Emb, Washington
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Sounding.
(DW)
26895.5: UNID UNID PICC// 26895.510 on
standby. No tfc thru 2025 when offair or faded.
(DW)
29940: S84 Swedish Emb, Washington
MIL.STD 188-141A ALE on USB. Clng
Havana/S93 (DW)

This month's contributors are:
CG - Chris Gray
RW - ColonelDX
DW - Day Watson
EW - Enrique Wembagher
MADX - Midatlanticdxer

ML - Murray Lehman
PT - Peter Thompson
RH2 - Robert Hall
SW - Sue Wilden

Thanks to all of you for your continued
good work. As always, it is very much
appreciated.

Next Month

Next month I am going to be looking
at the history of radio regulation in the
United States and how it has affected peo-
ple who have wanted to monitor radio
transmissions.

This history is particularly important to
the readers of this column, as it was not
until the early days of the 1920s that radio
broadcasting - that is the deliberate
transmission of signals for anyone to hear
- was begun. Prior to that time all trans-
missions were made point to point, and
both commercial and military officials
were not happy about the fact that ordi-
nary citizens could listen in.

Likewise our current laws and regula-
tions came directly out of an incident that
echoes the destruction of the World Trade
Towers on September 11th. That was the
sinking of the British passenger ship
Lusitania by German submarine U-39 on
May 7, 1915. The ship sank in 15 min-
utes with the loss of more than 1,200 lives,
setting off a sense of shock and outrage
amongst the people of the United States
that mirrors the feelings of today.

What makes that event of direct inter-
est to those of us who monitor radio trans-
missions is that at the time of the sinking
of the Lusitania, the owner of an arma-
ture radio monitoring station in New
Jersey claimed to have intercepted a mes-
sage from a commercial German radio
station located in the United States that
contained the instructions to sink the pas-
senger ship.

The information provided by this arma-
ture radio monitor, even though it was
unsubstantiated in fact, was used by the
U.S. government to bring in many laws
that established the licensing of radio sta-
tions, set out the regulation of station
activities, and led to the formation of
commissions such as the FCC.

If that is what happened then, what will
the impact of current events have upon the
hobby of radio monitoring in the future?
That will be examined in the next column.

Until then, let us pray for peace soon,
and support our government in its efforts
to bring those who caused the terrible
events of September 11 to justice.
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Congratulations To Jerry Cross Of Poughkeepsie, New York!

Jerry Cross at his monitoring station in upstate New York.

popular Communications invites
you to submit, in about 150 words,
how you got started in the commu-

nications hobby. Entries should be type-
written, or otherwise easily readable. If
possible, your photo (no Polaroids,
please) should be included.

Each month, we'll select one entry and
publish it here. Submit your entry only
once; we'll keep it on file. All submissions
become the property of Popular
Communications, and none will be
acknowledged or returned. Entries will be
selected taking into consideration the
story they relate, and if it is especially
interesting, unusual, or even humorous.
We reserve the right to edit all submitted
material for length, grammar, and style.

The person whose entry is selected will
receive a one-year gift subscription (or
one-year subscription extension) to
Popular Communications. Address all
entries to: "V.I.P. Spotlight," Popular
Communications, 25 Newbridge Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801 or E-mail your
entry to popularcom@aol.com, letting us
know if you're sending photos. Please
print your return address on the envelope
if using the postal mail system. Not doing
so will delay your submission being
processed. If you're E -mailing photos,

please send them in a separate E-mail with your name in the
"subject" line.

Our January Winner: Jerry's Love For Radio
Started With A Poker Game!

Pop'Comm reader Jerry Cross of New York says, "I got start-
ed in SW monitoring because of a poker game while I was in
the Air Force. One guy put up an AM/FM/SW portable radio,
and lost. (I had two pair). He never did come back for the radio.

Then one night, I dialed across the shortwave bands. I found
the BBC, Moscow, and Cuba on that first night. I was hooked and
have monitored shortwave ever since. That was 21 years ago. I
currently own a DX -160, two DX -302s, DX -375, ICOM IC -R75,
ICOM IC 725, and several scanners. In the picture to the right of
the clock is a VCR. I use a Phillips four -head VCR to record trans-
missions. A VCR tape will last six hours compared to cassette
tape of 30 minutes. My favorite stations include WBCQ, Radio
Taipei, Aviation Volmet, and Coast Guard Weather.

In the picture you can see one of my DX -302s, the ICOMs
IC -R75, IC -725, PRO -2021 scanner, tape recorder, and the
VCR. Oh yeah, I'm in there too."

If it's about Amateur Radio, it's here...

May 17, 18 & 19, 2002
Hara Arena  Dayton, Ohio

Ham Radio enthusiasts from over 30 countries attend
the 3 -day Hamvention each year... Featuring an unsurpassed

Exhibit & Vendor Area and a special emphasis on
Emergency Communications in 2002!

To be part of this show, call today!

1-937-276-6935

HAMVENTI ON
The Largest Gathering of Ham Radio Operators in the VIlor
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iWAVES By Eric Force <eric@dobe.com>

your guide to global internet media

Remembering Photo Essays On The Internet

Lightning strikes the WTC TV antenna. ( Photo by Jack Corso.)

September 11, 2001 will be remembered as one of the most
horrific and tragic days ever experienced in the United
States. Those responsible for or supporting the events of

that day will ultimately "pay the price" with the knowledge that
their cowardly acts served only to "awaken a sleeping lion" and
galvanize the people of our great nation. Victory WILL be ours!

Many thanks to Jack Corso for the incredible photo of light-
ning striking the World Trade Center's TV Antenna and to
weatherpictureoftheday.com for making his image available.
The original photo (without my superimposed "feelings") can

VrA
MediaMap

s site map accati.1
tc-  CiJntazt

September 11 -- Journalists' Resources

http://www.mediamap.com/Septltasp

Current Awareness Resources
via Streaming Audio & Video
Compiled by:
Gary Price, MLIS
George Washington University
Washington D.C. and Ashburn VA

http://gwu.edu/-gprice/audio.htm
Two exceptional resources covering the events of September 11, 2001.

be found at http://w w w. weatherpictureofthe-
day.com/images/ wtc-strike-large.jpg.

While the focus of "iWaves" is typically on
streaming media resources, I've taken some
liberties this month by including pointers to
some extraordinary photo essays and other
material in addition to the normal format. Not
because there's a lack of audio-visual mater-
ial but rather some aspects of this tragedy, I
believe, need to be experienced without sound
or motion.

To the "do-gooders" of the world who pro-
mote "turning the other cheek" as a response,
I say, while listening to the sounds, look,
REALLY look at these photos and videos.
Then consider that it could have been YOU,
YOUR mom, dad, brother, sister, other rela-
tive or close friend in those planes and build-
ings who were terrorized, murdered, and
buried in the rubble. Just thinking about the
incomprehensible terror, suffering, and loss-

es incurred by innocent human beings, at the cowardly hands
of international thugs, continues to tear my heart apart.

It is with deepest sympathy to families and friends of the vic-
tims, and heartfelt praise for those who continue to give so much
of themselves in responding to this tragedy, that I dedicate this
month's column.

Two Exceptional Resources
M11111111111111111111111111161011

I had initially considered trying to provide you with a large
list of URL's in an attempt to make the "coverage" of this hor-
rific event as complete as possible. However, as I began my
research, it became quite evident that I could not begin to accom-
plish that task in the limited space available here - not to men-
tion the amount of typing you would have to do just to access
those resources. Consequently, I narrowed my search to find a
resource or two that would accomplish the same thing in an eas-
ier format for you to use. Indeed, the two resources noted below,
("September 11 - Journalists' Resources" and "Current
Awareness Resources via Streaming Audio & Video") offer an
enormous amount of detailed information at the click of your
mouse. Based on my research, you'd be hard pressed to even
find some of the exceptional material these folks have made
available. Bookmark and point your browser to "September 11 -
Journalists' Resources" from MediaMap at http:// www.
mediamap.com/Septll.asp.

"Current Awareness Resources via Streaming Audio & Video
by Gary Price, MLIS" is located at http://gwu.edu/-gprice/
audio.htm.

The most updated coverage, plus a substantial amount of
archived material can be found at the major TV networks' web
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sites. While I'm sure most of you know the URLs by heart, I've
included them below just in case. Be sure to explore the menu
listings of these sites to find the archived files. As time pro-
gresses, it's becoming more and more difficult to find media
from the early days of the attacks as the networks shift empha-
sis to our response to them. However, if you look closely at the
available menus, you should be able to find what you're seek-
ing. Visit:

ABC: http://abcnews.go.com/
CBS: http://www.cbs.com/
CNN: http://www.cnn.com/
MSNBC: http://www.msnbc.com/

Particularly Moving Sites

For the balance of this month's column, I'd like to take you
on a journey to some specific resources that I've found espe-
cially moving or extremely rich in content. With one exception,
(CSPAN.org) I've not commented on a specific resource since
the resource titles and screen shots speak for themselves.

MSNBC.COM - IMAGES OF TERROR -
http://www.msnbc.com/news/173305.asp?Oss=N21024009

e enence Windows "MIMMIEMI
WildOWS The week in

[TM

M,,j Nevvs
PICTURE STORIES

-  - - .....
1\113C

Health

Technology

Living  Tr:3V I

TV News

Delirious

Weather
ShotAMSNBC

NiNN.COM
oc,re, Aft

httpliwww.msnbc.cominews1173305.asp?Oss:N21024009

The images found here will tear at your heart.

FEMA.GOV - DISASTER PHOTO ARCHIVES -
http://www.fema.gov/library/photo.htm

Director
Joe M. Allbaugh

!Hot Topics

1 11 SI-1,11-101

FM!! for Kids
Project Impact

National Flood
Insurance

US Fire Admit.
Photos

I MA by Dept

Federal Emergency Management Agency

MA. GOV
http://www.fema.govl
e Click here for Victims Benefits 8 Assistance
ri Click here for New York Terrorist Attacks and Recovery News

r Click here rot Pentagon Terrorist Attack and Recovery News

Click here to make Donations at Liberty Unites

New York, NY, FEMA
Director Joe M. AJIbaugh tours
the World Trade Center site for

r a first hand update on the
recovery operation. The director
meets with Edwin Sosebee, Jr.,
an operations manager working
down at Ground Zero.

ieger/

Huge photo archives are available at FEMA.gov's site.

TIME.COM - PHOTOESSAYS -
http://www.time.com/time/photoessays/

TIME mum WOOLS t systmcss 1min I PHOTO ("SSOR 111.11 Special Features e

:1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Terror Hlts Home

micron, et osster seen as a is moil to ito no ya warp trade
Corder The arcrall wee the Wald to Ily storm tower Ttansiley

http://www.time.comitime/photoessays/

One of the images from Time.com's photo essay section.

THE MIAMI HERALD - LEONARD PITTS JR.
COMMENTARY - http://www.miami.com/herald/content/
features/column i sts/pitts/digdoc s/000565 .htm

ml'amifacom

tad
c.," Fein floll/s

.Where's the
v party tonight?

it he Miami Herta
slab 04F tour i.e5 Local Forecast & More Weather

111.1111.11.11

Published Wednesday, September 12, 2001

We'll go forward from this moment

It's my job to haw something to say

l=15=1111.11. They pay me to provide words that help make sense of that which
troubles the Arnencan soul But in this moment of airless shock

 Locar'Stato when hot tears sting disbelieving eyes, the only thing I can find to
 NasionWorld say, the only words Met seem to fit, must be addressed to the

filminess unknown author of this suffering.

:ardptIsQ
condspong corn

111111=1:111111
1=1 C MAR in o LRIEND

http://www.miami.com/herald/content/features/
columnists/pitts/digdocs/000565.htm

Read The Miami Herald's Leonard Pitts Jr's powerful, inspi-
rational and moving commentary on the events of September
11, 2001. In my view Leonard has captured, in words, the very

essence of America.

YAHOO! NEWS - WORLD NEWS -
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/a/g/nm/w1Pu

int2100! NE WS 410
Home Too Stories Business Tech Polnic

Mono AudioNldso
AHFNEWS cog&

A Second Ca. of
Anthrax Expos..

®Flewedaaesuoaem
Eleosithistima
Case

Mfialrallitse
gABCNEWSner

Yahoo! New,
cs Blair Twine To Cabo /web

Fees Of Wulamd Ansa..
Raman

a lig Hits thsnotais Hug.

News Homp - Yahoo'. My Yahoo' - Nov. ..Fen - hilly

Local Entertainment Soots OelEd Science Health Full Coverage

Mdtt W YrMei

Muss - ABCNFWS sort, - AR - Yahoo' Netts- NEB -
Latest I Too Stone, I World I Business

o UN Resumes Food Shipments In Afgbamstan
Wednesday 10 Oct, 440 PM ET

a German Fbght School Investigated FM ligacFet o Lod.
' Wednesday 10 Oct, 348 PM ET

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/a/g/nm/w1/?u

Many links to audio/visual archives plus current world events
coverage can be found at Yahoo! News.
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CSPAN.ORG - INCREDIBLE AUDIO/VISUAL
ARCHIVE

C-SPAN.ORG PUBLIC AFFAIRS ON THE WEB
CREATED SYR.

TV Schedule LIVE TViRedio Community 04..0 arn Affiliates .b.brp About C SPAN

Discus ON

V.R. loud
SPet. Me. ..

Find

Seer, arc ...ohm.

 bakAdmaresama
 Stale Polttcs

AEMIEB1 October 10.2001

September 11: U.S. Response
9 Video A, oh.* of Sept weres i Reed the FBI's 'Most Wanted Terronsts- lost

Recent Events
1V_AAR President bush, FBI Director Robert

Men. Attorney Cionerel John Ashcroft and
Secretary. of State Colin P.. on 10 Most
Wanted Terrorists. (P1//0/200.9
 appa Whit. Neese briefing R. Pre. Secretary

fleischr (10/10/2002)
 WAYrti Joint etwonwou by s or. of Stow Colin
Powell and MATO Sec. Oenerel told Robertson

"ath20°H12t enng on federal Feed sof.,
°maim.% troirmor)
 wow, soowo norm/Aron Conte... Press
Conference on Mahone, fn.. Colin (00/10/0001)
 woub close Up Foundatkei: Media Cover.* ofSep.*. nd (10/00/2001)

oria_aWbas

Washington Journal
 w.r odav's

LIVE TVIR4010

Water
Infrastructure Anti -
Terrorism Security
House Water Resources
Submits hearing on

protecting reservoirs. darns. Dammam plants,
etc., on the wake of Sopl 11
 WALSA horn ember
 ITh.s_000 in C -SPAN Community Forums

Spada. Chatt
Es. chat about aidme oemors onh
CQ journal. Peter Cohn.
Your head. on C -SO. Coverage of Se. 11
Albecks  Ct.. Olscuselonat a... JAR.,
Am sou  community mar., loIn how,

://www.c-span.org/
C SPAN C -SPAN C SPAN 3 rNIS

CSPAN.org - Probably the world's largest audio/visual
archives of Public Affairs in the U.S..

ca aict If you enjoy

Amateur Radio,

It's a different kind of ham magazine.

Fun to read, interesting from cover to cover, written
so you can understand it. That's CQ. Read and
enjoyed by over 90,000 people each month in 116
countries around the world. It's more than just a
magazine. It's an institution.
COalso sponsors these fourteen world-famous award programs and
contests: The CQ World -Wide DX Phone and CW Contests, the CQ
WAZ Award, the CQ World -Wide WPX Phone and CW Contests,
the CQ World -Wide VHF Contest, the CQ USA -CA Award, the CO
WPX Award, the CQ World -Wide 160 Meter Phone and CW
Contests, the CQ World -Wide RTTY Contest, the CQ 5 Band
WAZ Award, the CQ DX Award, and the highly acclaimed CQ DX
Hall of Fame.

Accept the challenge. Join the fun. Read CQ.
Also available in the Spanish language edition.

Write for rates and details
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Foreign
USA VE/XE Air Post Visa, Mastercard, American

1 Year 29.95 42.95 54.95
Express, Discover accepted.
Please send card number

2 Years
3 Years

53.95
77.95

79.95
116.95

103.95
152.95

along with expiration date
with you name, address,
city, state. US dollars only.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue.
CO Magazine, 25 Newbridge Road, Hicksville, NY 11801

Ph: 516-681-2922 FAX 516-681-2926

CSPAN.org ("Public Affairs on the Web") is probably home
to the world's largest audio/visual archives in terms of political
happenings and public affairs in the United States. C -SPAN, a
private, non-profit company, was created in 1979 by the cable
television industry as a public service. Their mission is to pro-
vide public access to the political process. Once you've browsed
their site, I know you'll agree. C -SPAN receives no government
funding and is operations funded by fees paid by cable and satel-
lite affiliates who carry C -SPAN programming. This is one site
you will want to spend some time browsing. Be sure to use their
comprehensive search facilities (found on each page) to locate
specific areas of interest. Naturally, the events of September 11
are covered in detail. Don't miss it.

Thanks for tuning in. I hope by the time you read this, at least
the major players who wreaked such havoc on our people, have
been found and dealt with accordingly. May God Bless America
and all that we stand for.

Important Note
011.011A, oa.

There comes a time when one must evaluate the reality of
what a person physically can do with what he or she would like
to do. In the case of my "iWaves" and "Radio and The Internet"
columns, both are "part-time" activities that utilize available
"free" time to research and write. Unfortunately, I no longer
have that free time due to a significantly increased and projected
long-term workload. To continue these columns would be to
shortchange you and Pop'Comm with only a "lick and a
promise" approach. I will not subject you or Pop'Comm to that
type of journalism. Consequently, this issue marks the last of
my "iWaves" and "Radio and The Internet" submissions. I've
thoroughly enjoyed working with Pop'Comm's extraordinary
editor, Harold Ort, in trying to bring you useful and interesting
material each month. I hope you'll rate those efforts as being
successful. It's been fun. God Bless and take care.

NEED MEDIA PLAYERS?

'
M Tech

TM
dyers r

basic
NULLSOFT

QuickTime

REALPLAYER 8 BASIC
http://www.real.com

WINDOWS MEDIA PLAYER
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/

APPLE'S QUICK TIME PLAYER
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/

WINAMP
http://www.winamp.com/

Get your player(s) or upgrades/updates at these URL's.
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The Mobile DXer
by Dave Mangels, AC6WO

An in-depth look at Mobile DXing- includes
its language; versatility; selecting and
installing mobile HF radios; mobile HF anten-
nas and tuners; tuning HF antennas; utilizing
tools, tactics, and techniques: and more!

Order No. DXER

W6SAI HF Antenna Handbook
by Bill Orr, W6SAI

Inexpensive, practical anten-
na projects that work! Guides
you through the building of
wire, loop, Yagi and vertical
antennas.
Order No. HFANT

$ 1 9.95

McCoy on Antennas
by Lew McCoy, W1ICP

Unlike many technical publica-
tions, Lew prsents his invaluable
antenna information in a casual,
non -intimidating way for anyone!

Order No.MCCOY

$ 15. 95

33 Simple Weekend Projects
33 Stosp,

Wa3:Itcroc1

by Dave Ingram, K4TWJ
Do-it-yourself electronics pro-

jects from the most basic to the
fairly sophisticated. You'll find:
station accessories for VHF
FMing, working OSCAR satel-
lites, fun on HF, trying CW, build-
ing simple antennas, even a
complete working HF station you

can build for $100. Also includes practi-
cal tips and techniques on how to create your own
electronic projects.

Order No. 33PROJ ,051(E.
59 95

NOW ONLY

r
ideos

2002/03 calendars
ty Radio Classics Caiendar

ry Amateur Radio Caiendar

Building and Using
Baluns and Ununs
by Jerry Sevick, W2FMI

This volume is the source for
the latest information and designs
on transmission line transformer
theory. Discover new applica-
tions for dipoles, yagis, log peri-
odics, beverages, antenna tuners, and countless
other examples.

$19.95Order No. BALUN

The NEW
Shortwave
Propagation
HandbOOK

The NEW Shortwave
Propagation
Handbook
by W3ASK, N4XX & K6GKU

A comprehensive source of
HF propagation principles,
sunspots, ionospheric predic-
tions, with photography, charts

and tables galore!
Order No. SWP $/9.95

The Quad Antenna
by Bob Haviland, W4MB
Second Printing

An authoritative book on
the design, construction,
characteristics and applica-
tions of quad antennas.

Order No. QUAD

$15.95

lk9uad Antenna

Fifteen month calendars
January 2002 through March 2003

(Specify Amateur Radio or Classic Radio)

Classic Radio Calendar features 15 magnificent photos
of some of the memory -jogging, heart -tugging gear that so
many of us treasure or aspired to years ago!

Amateur Radio Calendar brings you 15 spectacular
images of some of the biggest, most photogenic shacks,
antennas, scenics and personalities.

video special!

0:950_NOW ONLY
$12.95ea.

Buy all 7 for your Club for only $69.95
Ham Radio Horizons: The Video Order No. VHOR
Getting Started in VHF Order No. VVHF
Getting Started in Ham Radio Order No. VHR
Getting Started in DXing Order No. VDX
Getting Started in Packet Radio Order No. VPAC
Getting Started in Amateur Satellites Order No. VSAT
Getting Started in Contesting Order No. VCON

Ham Radio Magazine on CD
Brought to you by CO & ARRL

Here's what you've been waiting for! Enjoy quick and easy
access to every issue of this popular magazine!
Three sets, each containing 4 CDs - broken down by years:

1968-1976 Order No. HRCD1 $59.95
1977-1983 Order No. HRCD2 $59.95
1984-1990 Order No. HRCD3 $59.95

Buy All 3 Sets and Save $29.95!
Order No. HRCD Set

$ 149 95

Visit Our Web Site

www.cq-amateur-radio.com

Name Callsign

Street Address

City State Zip

City Item # Description Price Total Price

U.S. and possessions - add $4 shipping/handling. Foreign - shipping/handling charges are calculated by
order weight & destination.

Shipping/Handling

Total

Method of payment I] Check ID Money Order El Visa  MasterCard El Discover  American Express
Credit Card No. Expiration date ='°1 IIE
CQ Communications Inc., 25 Newbridge Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801/516-681-2922; Fax 516-681-2926



global information by Gerry Dexter

gui de listening to what your world says every day

If It's Still There: Catching Afghan Radio
Suddenly everybody wants to hear Afghanistan! But -
except for the East Coasters (and then only when the wind
is right) - most of us would do just as well holding a

seashell to our ear! Afghan Radio - officially The Radio Voice
of Shari' ah - is listed for 100 KW, which makes you think it
shouldn't be that tough to hear. But lists are one thing, reality
another. It's a very good bet that this one isn't pumping out any-
thing near 100 KW. The station's so-called external service airs
at terrible times for North American reception: 1530 to 1710 in
various area languages, plus English. The chances of hearing
the broadcast scheduled for our evenings, from 0100 to 0245
are just a teeny bit better. They're listed for 7085 but overseas
loggings indicate they tend to drift up almost to 7090, although
they usually hover around 7087. By the time you read this,
though, all this may be moot - it may have been knocked off
the air or even destroyed.

Reporter Mike Miller of Washington State E -mailed the sta-
tion a rather "strong" note after the September 11 tragedies and
got this response:

"Dear Friend: Aiming your justified anger at us and threat-
ening with hate mail those who, like you, oppose it is not the
right way to combat terror. We are with you and against those
who committed the atrocities yesterday. Just because we run an
Afghan radio does not mean that we are with the other side. We
are Americans and have warned U.S. officials for years than Ben
Laden and the Taliban are a threat. We are opposed to them.
Direct your anger at those who support the Taliban and Ben
Laden. Afghanistan is a victim too, and its people are hostages
of these terrorists . . ."

By the way, it's probably news to most (as it was to us) that
there are supposedly Americans working at Afghan Radio!

On another front, several have noted they were unable to lis-
ten to the BBC World Service on the Internet during the height
of the crisis due to the overwhelming demand for access. As
Mike Miller noted "I wonder if the BBC still thinks it's a good
idea to go to the Internet or satellite as opposed to HF to get
their broadcasts, in light of recent events?"

Watch for another of those UN Peacekeeping efforts to put a
station on shortwave, as they've done before in a couple of other
African countries. A UN station may well be on the air from
Congo-Kinshasha by the time you read this. The government
station there, Congolese National Radio -TV, says it will have a
new 100 KW transmitter on the air, again, probably by the time
you read this. Check 15245 (variable) during the afternoon. In
the past they haven't exactly set any masts aquiver.

One of the more reliable of the numerous low power, out -of -
band Peruvians lately is Radio Union in Lima, which is now
operating on 6350v. We caught them at a very weak level the
other evening around 0030 but the signal soon "faded up" to
pretty good strength and fair readability. This is probably the
same station, which previously used 6115.

Venezuelan time station YVTO reportedly has moved from
5000 and settled on 5030. All we get there is a steady tone -

no time ticks or IDs as they normally do. Whatever it is, the sig-
nal is pretty strong and has got to be an irritant to Dr.Gene, who
holds forth nightly on that frequency.

Our somewhat belated congratulations to North America's
only all-SWBC club - the North American Shortwave
Association - celebrating 40 years of operation! Few others
have hit that mark so it's s a significant feat any day. NASWA
puts out an excellent monthly bulletin (The NASWA Journal),
which contains feature articles, station schedules, QSL news,
and log tips. It also operates an awards program, a "Company
Store" and also maintains the NASWA SWBC Country List,
which has become the standard for most serious listeners in
North America. You can get a sample bulletin for $3 from
NASWA, 45 Wildflower Rd., Levittown, PA 19057. Check out
their web site at: www.anarc.org/naswa.

Radio Vlaanderen International is the first station highlighted
in our new "Good Listening" feature.

Good Listening!
"Good Listening" is the name of a new feature we're going

to insert into the column - hopefully every month. The idea
is to highlight the schedule content of a different broadcaster
each month. We've "hired" Iowa's very knowledgeable Jim
Conrad to give you his picks. First up: the 0400 broadcast from
Radio Vlaanderen International on 15565:

2230 & 0400 (Su-Fri) Soundbox
(Su) Radio World/Tourism/Brusssels 1043 (Listener's

Letters)
(M-F) News
(M-F0 Belgium Today
(M-F) Press Review
(Mo) Focus On Europe/Sports
(Tu) Green Society
(We) The Arts/Around Town
(Th) Economics/International Report
(Fri) The Arts/Tourism
(Sa) Music From Flanders
Note this is just for the 0400 transmission. Other time peri-

ods may have slightly different content.
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Kabul, Afghanistan. Club Med doesn't operate here.'

Rich D'Angelo (PA) got this QSL from Radio Ecclesia,
Angola. Back in the good old days this station broadcast
on shortwave from Luanda; now it airs via the Juliet,,

Germany, relay.

0-1114
*kaV

3adio Ecclesia
EMISSORA CATOLICA DE ANGOLA

Ondas Curtas <swaverasecclesta.orus on 06/26/2001 02:2540 PM
Recepcao das Ondas minas

Prezado Senhor Richard:

corn grande prazer que recebemos a sua carta , falando da recepcao da
nossa emissio no dia 20 de main de 2001

De facto nos confirmamos quo fat a Radio Ecclesia , transmilindo desde
Angola pars todo o pais , quo once oval A nossa ernisslo iniciou no dia
20 de abrilm de 2001 , nas seguintes Frequencias:

I. 06600- 07h00: K HZ
2. 19600- 201100 KHZ.

Agradecemos imenso pelo envio do vossa informacao. Aproveitamos tambem
de enderecar os nossos cumpnmentos a sua esposa Susan, e aos seus
filhos Adan e Jennifer. Prometemos enviar o nosso cardu de reveprao ,e
uma lembrauca pelo coreio postal.

Desde Angola , os nossos sincerus agradecimentos.

1r, Maria Ssps

This month's book winner is Michael
Miller of Issaquah, Washington -a stal-
wart in the loggings section. Mike
receives a copy of the 2002 edition of
Passport to World Band Radio, courtesy
of Universal Radio. Mike's package will
also contain a copy of Universal's 100+
page catalog containing every kind of
radio goodie you can imagine. You can
get a copy for yourself by contacting
Universal via their web site: www.uni-
versal-radio.com, phone them at: 614-
866-4267 or write to: 6830 Americana
Parkway, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068. Just
do it!

Remember we're always in need of
interesting things we can use as illustra-
tions. That includes photos of you and
your equipment, station photos, shack
photos, spare QSL cards you've
received, schedules, and station
brochures - whatever!

Needless to say your reception logs are
of utmost importance. We make every
effort to use most, if not all, of the logs
sent in, so don't be shy or feel that yours
aren't good enough. Just be sure to list
your logs by country and leave enough
space between them so we can navigate
the scissors easily. Logs are cut into
strips and then sorted by country, so be
sure to use only one side of the paper,
otherwise some of your listings won't
survive the cut, so to speak! As always,

thanks so much for your continued inter-
est and participation!

Here are this month's logs. A super list-
ing this time! No need to toe -test the
water, just dive right in! All times are in
UTC, which is five hours ahead of EST,
i.e.0000 UTC equals 7 p.m. EST, 6 p.m.
CST, 5 p.m. MST and 4 p.m. PST. Double
capital letters are language abbreviations
(FF =French, AA = Arabic, SS = Spanish,
etc.). If no language abbreviation is
included the broadcast is assumed to have
been in English.

ALBANIA - Radio Tirana, 0145 on 6120
and as the female anncr was reading the fre-
quency list they shifted down to 6115. 0145
is a new start time. (Montgomery, PA) 7160
at 0230 with AA -type music and discussion
on European Union. (Linonis, PA) Trans
World Radio, 6235 at 0428 sign -on to 0445
close. IS, news in Slovak, hymn and vocals.
Thanks to Jerry Berg. (Paszkiewicz, WI)

ANGUILLA - Caribbean Beacon, 6090
heard at 0316 with Gene Scott preaching.
(Newbury, NE)

ANGOLA - Radio Nacional, 11955.8 at
0015 with PP talks, variety of PP pops, Euro-
pop, techno-pop, DJ. //4950, both fair.
(Alexander, PA)

ANTIGUA - Deutsche Welle relay, 6040
at 0135. (Newbury, NE) 6960 to Australia in
GG at 0709. (Becker, WA) BBC relay, 5975
at 0135. (Newbury, OR)

ARGENTINA - Radio Nacional, 6060 at
0935 with news in SS, nice ID and promo string
at 0938. ID and TC at 0941, f/by more news.

AA
BC
CC
EE
FF
GG
ID
IS
JJ
mx
NA
nx
OM
pgm
PP
RR
rx

SA
SS
UTC

w/
WX
YL
//

Abbreviations Used in Listening Post

Arabic
Broadcasting
Chinese
English
French
German
Identification
Interval Signal
Japanese
Music
North America
News
Male
Program
Portuguese
Russian
Religion/ious
South America/n
Spanish
Coordinated Universal Time (ex -GMT)
Frequency varies
With
Weather
Female
Parallel Frequencies

D'Angelo, PA) 15345 in SS at 2310 on a
Sunday. RAE is here during the week. (Watts,
KY) RAE, 11710 at 0215 with EE news from
Argentina. Off abruptly at 0220. (Burrow,
WA) 0250 with schedule for soccer matches.
(Barton, AZ)

ARMENIA - Voice of Russia via
Armenia, at 0300 sign -on in SS to South
America on 9965. (Brossell, WI) Voice of
Armenia, 9960 at 1940 with EE news, ID,
local music, ID, address and off at 2000. Not
on Sundays. (Alexander, PA)

ASCENSION ISLAND - BBC relay,
7120 with "This Week From Africa" pgm at
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0435 tune. (MacKenzie, CA) 11765 in PP at
2248 with website - www.bbcbrasil.
(Paszkiewicz, WI) 12095 at 2135. (Watts,
KY) 2250. (MacKenzie, CA) 2310. (Brossell,
WI) 21630 in FF at 1800. (Brossell, WI)

AUSTRALIA - Radio Australia, 6020 at
1225 and 9580 at 1300. (Northrup, MO) 9660
from Brandon at 0710. (Becker, WA) 15515
at 0318. (Newbury, NE) 0545 with parallels
15240, 17580 and 17750. (Barton, AZ) 17580
at 0754. (Smith, WA) 21740 at 2105. (Watts,
KY) 2115. (Linonis, PA) 0000, //17795.
(Newbury, OR) Christian Voice, Darwin,
21550 at 0145 with religious messages, Bible
stories, contemporary Christian music, IDs
and schedule. Weak to fair. Weaker on
//21680. (Alexander, PA)

AUSTRIA - Radio Austria Int'l, 9870 at
0128 with ID, tune and news. (Smith, WA)
0133. (Barton, AZ) Adventist World
RadioNoice of Hope, 15195 at 2104 with EE
religious programs, AWR ID, address in
Nairobi, Kenya and "Reflections" program.
(Alexander, PA)

BELARUS - Radio Minsk, 7210 at 0200
sign -on with IS, EE anmts with ID, schedule,
news, comment. (Alexander, PA) 0208 with
news in EE. (Paszkiewicz, WI)

BELGIUM - RTBF, 9490 via Julich,
Germany at 0305 with FF news, TC, ID, dance
music. (Paszkiewicz, WI)

BOLIVIA - Radio San Gabriel, 6085.2
heard at 0936 with music, talk in Aymara, no
ID noted and buried by WYFR carrier at 0953.
Poorly modulated and drifting slightly.
(D'Angelo, PA) Radio Fides, 6155.1 heard at
1050 with ID by fast -talking anncr, banco
commercials and political talk in SS.
(D'Angelo, PA)

BOTSWANA - VOA relay, 15445 with
"Our World." (Jeffery, NY)

BRAZIL - Radio Nacional Amazonia,
6180 in PP at 0052, 0137 and 0943, all PP.
(Miller, WA) 0250 with pop tunes, ID at 0259
and PP talk. (Brossell, WI) Radio Difusora
Roraima, 4875 at 0943 with continuing music.
(Jeffery, NY)

BULGARIA - Radio Bulgaria, 11900 at
2152. (Foss, Philippines) 2155 "That ends our
broadcast from Radio Bulgaria." Instrumental
music to 2200 close. (Brossell, WI)

BURKINA FASO -Radio Burkina, 4815
at 2340 with Afro -pops, hi -life music, FF
talks. (Alexander, PA)

CANADA -CBC, 9625 at 0219 with clas-
sical music by a Canadian musician.
(Newbury, NE) 17695 with news at 2259.
(Miller, WA) Radio Canada Intl, 15305 at
2215 with sports discussion. (Linonis, PA)
17695 at 2330. (Newbury, OR)

CHILE- Voz Cristiana, 11690 in SS with
religious pops at 0256. (Newbury, NE) 15375
at 0920, //11745 slightly weaker, 6070 was
much stronger. Promos, lively music, IDs at
0929 and 0932. (Montgomery, PA) 21550 in
SS at 2110. (Linonis, PA) 2235. (Barton, AZ)

CHINA - China Radio Int'l, 6000 (maybe
via Cuba - gld) in SS at 1110. 6020 in CC at
1225. 15550 in CC at 1200. (Northrup, MO)

Here's log reporter Pete Becker of
Clarkson, WA. Pete's probably lis-
tening to one of those wild Chinese

regionals he's always reporting.

7405 at 1325. QRM from Radio Marti. 7820
in RR at 1329. (Becker, WA) 9580 at 0110.
Must be new and from Sackville as signal is
a real flamethrower. (Montgomery, PA) 9700
at 1437. (Foss, Philippines) 11900 at 0744 in
SS. (Smith, WA) 2252 in SS with CC songs.
(Paszkiewicz, WI) 13680 at 3230.
(MacKenzie, CA) 15440 at 2200-2300 in CC.
(Linonis, PA) 17720 with news at 1515.
(Barton, AZ) China National Radio (CPBS)
11630 in CC at 2235. (Brossell, WI) Voice of
the Strait from Fozhou, 6115 at 1522 with dis-
cussion in CC. (Foss, Philippines) Radio
Yunnan, 6937 at 1301 with talking, yelling
and singing in CC. (Becker, WA) Radio
Heilongjiang, 7350 in CC at 1229 with abrupt
sign off. (Becker, WA) Voice of Pujiang, 4950
in CC at 1140. (Becker, WA) Radio Yizang,
Lhasa, 7170 in CC at 1310. (Becker, WA)

COLOMBIA - Radio Nacional, 9635 in
SS at 0443 with talk and music. (Jeffery, NY)
La Voz del Llano, 6114.9 at 0850 in SS with
ID 0858, talks, promos. (Montgomery, PA)

COSTA RICA - World University
Network (Gene Scott) on 9725 heard at 0707.
(Becker, WA) Radio Casino, 5954 heard
at 1030 sign -on with national anthem, anmts,
ID, news, vocals, time check, jingle.
(Paszkiewicz, WI)

CUBA - Radio Reloj, on Radio Havana's
9550 frequency at 0711 with time ticks, news
and announcements every minute, then sud-
denly gone. (Becker, WA) Radio Rebelde, 5025
in SS at 0645. (Becker, WA) Radio Havana
Cuba, 9820 at 0230. (Newbury, NE) 0703 with
music, anthem and sign off. (Becker, WA)

CYPRUS - BBC relay, 12095 at 0338
with economic talk. Not //11835. (Newbury,
NE) 15575 at 1445. (Brossell, WI) 21470 at
1735. (Jeffery, NY)

CZECH REPUBLIC - Radio Prague,
9870 at 0311. (Newbury, NE) 15445 at 2100
in African dialect immediately after VOA
sign -off. (Brossell, WI) 2220 in FF. Relay via
Sackville? (Linonis, PA)

DENMARK - Radio Denmark, via
Norway, 17505 with presumed news in DD at
1730. (Brossell, WI)

ECUADOR - La Voz del Napo, 3280 in
SS with music at 1015. (Miller, WA) HS2IOA
time station, 3810 with time signals at 0635.
(Becker, WA) HCJB- 11920 in PP at 0143.
(Miller, WA) 12005 at 1145. (Northrup, MO)
15115 at 0245 with "Just Jazz." (Wilden, IN)
15140 in SS at 0256. (Newbury, NE) 17660
at 1911. (Jeffery, NY) To Europe at 2050.
( Watts, KY)

EGYPT - Radio Cairo, 9475 with music
and news at 0201. (Burrow, WA) 9900 at
0229. (Smith, WA) 0023 and 0250 in AA also
12050 in AA at 0335. (Newbury, NE) 12050
in AA at 2229 and 2235. 15210 in unid.
African dialect at 2025. (Brossell, WI). 1918
in unid. language. (Jeffery, NY) 2040 to 2100
in EE. (Linonis, PA) 17800 in AA at 0335.
(MacKenzie, CA)

ENGLAND - BBC, 9580 at 1215.
(Northrup, MO) 9915 at 0253 and 11835 at
0313. (Newbury, NE) 13745 in unid. language
at 1430. (Barton, AZ)

EQUATORIAL GUINEA - Radio
Nacional, Malabo, 6249 at 2220 to 2303 close
in SS with woman anncr and non-stop vocals.
Into their familiar long orchestral national
anthem without any anmt but the anthem was
cut after only one minute. (D' Angelo, PA) SS
talk and pops. Off with anthem at 2259, car-
rier off 2301. (Alexander, PA)

FINLAND - Scandinavian Weekend
Radio, 11720 at 0308 with mix of talk, blues
& country. Address and phone number were
mentioned on a few occasions. Fair at tune in
but just barely there at tune out. (D'Angelo,
PA) YLE/Radio Finland Int'l, 15445 with
news in Finnish at 1500. (Miller, WA)

FRANCE - Radio France Intl, 5990 in
SS at 1225, then into FF. (Northrup, MO) 6180
- unknown site - at 0856 in EE. (Miller,
WA) 15515 (via French Guiana - Ed) in FF
at 1115. (Northrup, MO)

GABON - Africa Number One, 15475 at
1725 with hi -life music and FF anmts.
(Brossell, WI)

GERMANY - Deutsche Welle, 9735 in
GG at 0225. (Newbury, NE) 12055 via
Novosibirsk, Russia with tones at 2258, ID by
man at 2300, DW IS at 2305. (Montgomery,
PA) 13640 heard at 2322. (Foss, Philippines)
17595 in SS at 2044. (MacKenzie, CA)
Sudwestfunk, 7265 in GG at 0343 with pop
tunes, female DJ. (Brossell, WI)

GREECE - Voice of Greece, 9420 in
Greek at 0430. (Jeffery, NY) 12105 in Greek
at 0341. (Newbury, NE) 2300 here and
//15650 in Greek. (MacKenzie, CA) 2230.
(Miller, WA)

GUAM - Armed Forces Network, 5765
USB with music at 1236. (Becker, WA) 13363
heard at 1450 with rock, CNN news, ID "This
is the Armed Forces Network" at 1500.
(Brossell, WI)

GUATEMALA - Radio Cultural, 3300
in SS with religious music at 1008. (Miller,
WA) Radio Verdad, 4052.5 in SS at 1125.
(Becker, WA)

GUINEA - RTV Guineenne, 7125 in FF
at 2225 with hi -life music, FF talks. ID
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"Radiodiffusion du Guinea" at 2231.
(Brossell, WI)

HAWAII - Armed Forces Network, 6348
USB with a consumer affairs program and ID
at 1058. (Becker, WA) KWHR, 9930 with ID,
address at 1205. (Becker, WA) 1232 with
Bible readings in a play format. (Brossell, WI)

HONDURAS - La Voz Evangelica, 4819
at 0303 with religious programming in SS.
(Jeffery, NY) Radio Costena, 4930.6 with
vocals at 0158, ID, jingle, children giving ID
with echo effects, address. (Paszkiewicz, WI)

HUNGARY - Radio Budapest, 9570 at
0230 with multiple IDs, various reports and
features. Web page lists EE to North America
at 0430-0500. 9560 listed for EE at 0300. EE
not shown for this time/frequency. (Silvi, OH)

INDIA - AIR - Mumbai, 4840 heard at
0049 with mostly local music program and lit-
tle talk. Tentative ID. Gone by 0100.
(Montgomery, PA) AIR - Delhi, 4860 heard
at 0032. Woman anncr with news, ID and
Hindi vocals. (D'Angelo, PA) AIR -
Bangalore, 11620 at 0236 to past 0300 with
talks and music in presumed Hindi. (Brossell,
WI) AIR - Aligarh, 11710 at 1205 in
Burmese. Continuous music to IS (which
sounds like Indonesia's Song of the Coconut
Islands). Woman opening segment at 1215,
then to man with what appeared to be news.
(Montgomery, PA)

INDONESIA - Radio Republik
Indonesia, Jakarta, (tentative) 15125 at 1200
with ID, possible frequency listing and news.
(Linonis, PA) Voice of Indonesia, 15150 at
2000-2100 with EE news, comment, ID, local
pops. (Alexander, PA) RRI - Palangkaraya,
Kalimantan, 3325 in II at 1340. (Miller, WA)
RRI - Ternate, Maluku, 3345 at 1342 in II
with news. (Miller, WA) RRI - Jambi,
Sumatera, 4925 in II with music at 1357.
(Miller, WA)

IRAN - VOIRI, 9022 with Holy Koran at
0232. (Brossell, WI) 9835, //11970 with EE
sign on at 0031. (Newbury, NE) 13635 in Farsi
at 2305. (MacKenzie, CA) 15084 in presumed
Farsi at 2200. (Linonis, PA) 15585 in Farsi at
1230. (Northrup, MO) 15770 in CC at 0018.
(Paszkiewicz, WI)

IRELAND - Radio Telefis Eireann, 6155
heard via UK at 0140 with news items.
(Newbury, NE)

ISRAEL - Kol Israel, 9345 with march
music at 1049. (Smith, WA) 15640, //17535
in HH with two men talking. (MacKenzie,
CA) 15760 in HH at 2215. (Linonis, PA)
17535 in HH at 1730, ID 1735. (Brossell, WI)
Galei Zahal, 6973 at 0230 with local pops, folk
music, talks in HH. Off 0230. 15785.1 from
0257 sign -on with local pops, folk music, HH
talk. (Alexander, PA)

ITALY - RAI Intl, 11800 at 0303 in SS
with big band music and SS vocalist.
(Newbury, NE) 2240 with "RAI Internacional
para Sud America." (Brossell, WI) Radiodue
(Sicily) 7175 at 0250 with open carrier, bells,
IS, short anthem, 5 + 1 time pips at 0400, ID
and opening by woman, music bridges and
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eventually into II vocals. (D'Angelo, PA)
JAPAN - Radio Japan/NHK, 9505 at

1434. (Newbury, NE) 1710 with news, "44
Minutes." //11970.9505//11895 at 1615 in JJ.
9835 in B at 1746. (MacKenzie, CA) 13650
at 0005 with news. 17685 with "Focus on
Asia" at 0110. (Foss, Philippines) 17810 in JJ
at 0337, 17825 in EE at 0345, 17845 in JJ/RR
at 0355, 17875 in JJ at 0238. (MacKenzie, CA)
21670 in EE at 2129. (Jeffery, NY)
NSB/Radio Tampa, 3925 in JJ at 1023.
(Smith, WA) 3945 in JJ at 1120 and 9760 in
JJ heard at 0805. (Becker, WA)

JORDAN - Radio Jordan, 11690 at 1300.
They continue to use this frequency despite
very strong RTTY QRM. Impossible to even
tell the language. (Alexander, PA)

KUWAIT - Radio Kuwait, 11675 in AA
at 0255. (Newbury, NE) 15495 and 15505 in
AA at 1230. (Northrup, MO)

LIBERIA - Radio Liberia Int' I, 5100 at
2330 with pops, time check, ID, woman anncr.
No anthem at 2358 sign -off. (Alexander, PA)

LIBYA - Radio Jamahiriya, 17725 in AA
at 0326 with anmts, music. (MacKenzie, CA)
Voice of Africa, 15435 with EE at 0321-0325.
FF at 0325-0328, 1117725. Not usually heard
with two frequencies in use at the same time.
(Alexander, PA)

LITHUANIA - Radio Vilnius, 11690
(via Germany?) at 0041 with EE economic and
financial news. (Newbury, NE)

MALAYSIA - Radio Malaysia, 7295
heard at 1541 with music and PSAs, ID
and news at 1600. (Burrow, WA) Radio
Malaysia, Sarawak, 7270 at 1230 with
prayers. (Barton, AZ)

MEXICO - Radio Educacion, 6185 at
0155 with EE ID by woman 0200. Typical
Mexican music. (Montgomery, PA) 0520 with

baroque music, SS anmts. (Newbury, NE)
0725 in SS. (Becker, WA) Radio Mexico Intl,
9705 at 2320 in SS with folk music. (Linonis,
PA) (The address is Apartado Postal 21-300,
04021 - Mexico 21, D.F., Jack -Ed) 1350
with peppy Salsa tunes. (Barton, AZ)

MOLDOVA - Voice of Russia via
Moldova, 7180 at 0211. (Brossell, WI) 9665
at 0221 with Joe Adamov saying a doctor in
Moscow makes $85 a month. (Newbury, NE)

MONACO - Trans World Radio, 9870 at
0700. "Hello and welcome." (Becker, WA)

MONGOLIA - Voice of Mongolia,
12085 at 1055 with exotic -sounding female
vocal, EE ID with times and frequencies.
(Foss, Philippines) 1100 with IS, ID and into
news focusing on Mongolia and Asia.
(Linonis, PA)

MOROCCO - RTV Marocaine, 11920 at
0320 with AA vocals. (Newbury, NE) 15340
at 0911 in AA with regional music.
(Montgomery, PA) 15345 in AA at 2035.
(Brossell, WI) VOA relay, 7270 at 0310.
Somali government celebrates its 10th
anniversary. (Newbury, NE)

NETHERLANDS - Radio Netherlands,
9895 in DD heard at 0658. (Becker, WA)
15220 from (?) at 1439 with news items.
(Newbury, NE)

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES - Radio
Netherlands Bonaire relay, 9590 at 0428 with
ID and frequencies. (Smith, WA) 9820 to
Australia at 0704. (Becker, WA) 9845 at 2332.
(Newbury, OR)

NICARAGUA - Radio Miskut, 5770 in
SS at 2348. Tentative ID as it was weak and
copy was difficult. First time heard in months.
(Montgomery, PA)

NEW ZEALAND - Radio New Zealand
Intl, 9885 with news at 1100, off 1105.
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(Barton, AZ) 11675 at 1142 with news. (Miller,
WA) Discussion of TV ad controls at 1220, ID
"This is Radio One" at 1223. (Brossell, WI)
17675 with report on U.S. politics at 2223.
(Foss, Philippines) 0114 with "Cadenza."
(Jeffery, NY) 0300. (Linonis, PA) 0308.
(Newbury, OR) 0322 "The Wonderful World
of Louis Armstrong." (Foss, Philippines)
Announced schedule: 9825 at 1600, 15160 at
1850, 17675 at 2215, 15340 at 0500, 9885 at
0700, 11675 at 1100. (name omitted)

NIGERIA - Radio Salama, via UK,
15475 at 1930 with Dr. Abdula hosting. ID
with request for letters and comments. P.O.
Box 126, Kensington, Nigeria. Says program
was produced in London. Another request for
letters at 1942 and 1958. Otherwise, religious
content. (Montgomery, PA) Voice of Nigeria,
7255 at 2155 to 2300 sign -off. EE mailbag
program, local pops, IDs, off with anthem.
(Alexander, PA) 0450 with continuous music,
man with ID, anthem/choir, woman with ID
at 0456 and news at 0500. (MacKenzie, CA)
0500 with Afro -pops. (Newbury, OR) 0701.
(Becker, WA)

NORTH KOREA - Pyongyang
Broadcasting Station, 3320 in KK at 1547
with large mixed chorus. (Foss, Philippines)
6398.8 in KK at 1040. Man with long talk.
(Montgomery, PA) Korean Central
Broadcasting Station, Pyongyang, 2850 at
1400 in KK with man talk, women's chorus.
(Foss, Philippines) Voice of Korea, 6520 in
JJ at 1150. (Becker, WA) 9820 with EE sign
on at 1200. (Newbury, OR) 13760 at 1459
with anthem, "This is the Voice of Korea."
(Brossell, WI) 17735 in SS at 0248.
(MacKenzie, CA)

NORTHERN MARIANAS - Far East
Broadcasting Co./KFBS, Saipan, 11580 with
EE/CC lesson at 1252. (Miller, WA) Radio
Free Asia, via Tinian on 13695 in CC at 1516.
(Barton, AZ)

NORWAY - Radio Norway, 9945 with
news in NN at 2306. (Paszkiewicz, WI) 9985
in NN at 0248. Off at 0255. (Brossell, WI)
13800 at 1459 with ID at 1500 and start of
broadcast in NN. (Foss, Philippines)

OMAN - Radio Oman, 9735 from
2152-2301 with romantic vocals to Big Ben -
like chimes at top of the hour, ID and news by
man in AA, then more AA vocals until more
chimes. ID by man and carrier off. Noted
opening on 9760 at 2302 during a newscast.
(D'Angelo, PA)

PAKISTAN - Radio Pakistan, 15624.4
at 1210 with EE ID by woman, back into unid
but listed Nepali at this time. A few EE words
now and then. Beamed to India and south.
Local music at 1222. (Montgomery, PA)
17520 at 1055 with EE news, ID at 1100, Urdu
anmts, string instrumental music, eulogy and
prayer for someone who apparently died ear-
lier in the day. (D'Angelo, PA)

PALAU - KHBN - The Voice of Hope,
9965 at 1226 with religious programming in
presumed Tagalog. (Brossell, WI)

PAPUA NEW GUINEA - NBC Port
Moresby, 4890 at 0959 with news. (Miller,

Rotatable antennas at the VOA -Delano, CA, site. (Photo by Don Schmidt)

WA) 1135 with pop music and requests.
(Becker, WA) 9675 at 0850 with pops and
news on the hour. Suddenly dropped out
around 0908. (Montgomery, PA) Radio
Sanduan, Vanaimo, on 3205 with news in EE
at 1011. (Miller, WA) Radio East New
Britain, Rabaul, 3385 with political speech at
1021. (Miller, WA) Radio Manus, Lorengau,
3315 with EE and music at 1231. (Miller, WA)
Radio New Ireland, Kavieng, 3905 with ID by
woman at 1026. (Montgomery, PA)

PARAGUAY - Radio Nacional, 9735 at
0010 with news in SS. (Miller, WA)

PERU - La Voz de la Selva, (Iquitos)
4824.4 at 1000 sign -on. Opening ID and
anmts in SS, female vocals. (D'Angelo, PA)
Radio Libertad (Junin) 5039.3 at 1004 with
long talk in SS, ID, female vocals and flute
music. (D'Angelo, PA) Ondas del Rio Mayo,
6797.5 in SS at 1215. (Becker, WA) Radio
Union, 6348.9 at 0725 with OA music, wob-
bly, drifting transmitter. Last heard in July on
6313. Next night was on 6351.2 at 0140.
(Alexander, PA)

PHILIPPINES - Far East Broadcasting
Co., 12065 at 2245 in Indonesian. Woman
with comments, man with vocal hymns.
(MacKenzie, CA) Radio Pilipinas, 11885 at
0312. (Smith, WA) 15190 at 1904 with EE
news by woman, man with ID, commentary,
full ID and off at 1930. (D' Angelo, PA) Radio
Veritas Asia. 7265 at 1318 in VV. (Becker,
WA) 1325 "This is Radio Veritas Asia, broad-
casting from Quezon City, Philippines."
(Foss, Philippines) VOA relay, 9760 at 1235.
(Brossell, WI) 9770 at 1738 with "Talk to
America." //9550, 9785. (MacKenzie, CA)
17820 at 2300 with news. (Newbury, OR)

PORTUGAL - RDP Int'l, 15295 in PP
from 0145 to 0159. Anthem, then "RDP
Portugal" ID at 0200. (Brossell, WI)

ROMANIA - Radio Romania Int'l,
11775 at 2300 with EE. This frequency,
beamed to Europe, is often better here than
those beamed to North America. (Silvi, OH)

11940//15340 at 0208 with news, ID.
(Burrow, WA) 17805 at 1752 with classical
music. Off at 1756. (Foss, Philippines)

RUSSIA - Voice of Tatarsan, 11665 at
0358 sign -on. IS at 0400, ID by woman,
another IS and ID. Long talks and some musi-
cal features. (D'Angelo, PA) Voice of Russia,
9480 from Khabarovsk in CC at 1143 and
9490 presumed Irkutsk. (Becker, WA)
11750//17650 with Moscow Mailbag at 0410.
(Barton, AZ) 12020 in RR at 1150. (Northrup,
MO) 15460 in RR at 1445. (Brossell, WI)
17565 from Komsomolsk at 0315. //17650
and 17690 both from Petropavlovsk -Kam.
17690 at 0405, //17650 Petropavlovsk, 17660
Vladivostok, 11750 Krasnarovsk (Hope
that's the right translation of your abbrevia-
tion, Stewart), 1200 via Khabarovsk and
17565 via Komsomolsk. (MacKenzie, CA)
Radio Rossii, 11980 in RR at 0238, //12020.
(Brossell, WI) 0323 in RR with vocal,
//12020. (Newbury, NE) Petropavlovsk
Radio, 7340 in KK to East Asia at 1201.
(Becker, WA) Radio Tikhy Okean, 12070 to
Pacific and North America in RR at 0645.
(Becker, WA) Magadan Radio, 9530 in RR at
0725. (Becker, WA)

RWANDA - Deutsche Welle relay, on
11785 in GG at 2240. (Brossell, WI) 13780 in
GG at 2325. (MacKenzie, CA) 15275 at 2305
in GG. (Watts, KY) 21560 at 1747 in GG.
(Jeffery, NY)

SAO TOME - VOA relay, 7290 at 0345.
(Brossell, WI)

SAUDI ARABIA - BS of the Kingdom,
11820 with AA talk heard at 2243. (Brossell,
WI) 21600 in AA at 1450. (Newbury, NE)

SEYCHELLES - BBC relay, 9770 at
0245. (Brossell, WI) Far East Broadcasting
Assn., 15445 at 1241 in unid. language.
Religious music. (Miller, WA)

SINGAPORE -BBC relay, 9605 at 1726
in various languages to Asia. 9740 in CC/EE
at 1735. 17760 at 0327 with news and fea-
tures. (MacKenzie, CA) Radio Corp. of
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Singapore - 6150 at 2324 with report on avi-
ation training and 1029 with traffic, sports.
(Foss, Philippines) Radio Singapore Int'l,
9600 with news at 1130. (Barton, AZ)

SOLOMON ISLANDS - Solomon Is.
Broadcasting Commission, 5020 at 0930 with
mentions of Bougainville and Papua New
Guinea. (Linonis, PA) 0954 with news in
Pidgin. (Miller, WA)

SOUTH AFRICA - Trans World Radio,
7215 with talks and music in African dialect
at 0335. (Brossell, WI) Channel Africa, 17870
with news at 1809. (Jeffery, NY)

SPAIN - Radio Exterior de Espana,
15110 at 2200 with IS, SS ID and into South
America and Caribbean beam. (Linonis, PA)
15290 in EE with sports, weather, headlines
at 2025. Time pips at 2030 and into SS. (Watts,
KY) 15385 in SS at 0145. (Newbury, NE) ID
and EE at 0500. (Smith, WA) 17560 in AA at
2035 and 21700 in SS at 1804, //21610.
(MacKenzie, CA)

SRI LANKA - Sri Lanka Broadcasting
Corp., 11905 at 1457 with traditional sound-
ing music. (Foss, Philippines) VOA relay,
9785 at 1743, //9770 and 9550. (MacKenzie,
CA) 15305 at 2228 with web promo mention.
15545 at 2059 closing in AA. (Brossell, WI)
Radio Free Asia, 12015 at 0056 in unid. lan-
guage. "This is Radio Free Asia" at 0058.
(Foss, Philippines)

SOUTH KOREA - Radio Korea Int'l,
7285 at 1157 with long sign on in KK and EE.
Chimes, IS and into KK. (Becker, WA) 13670
closing at 1359. (Barton, AZ) 15575 in KK at
2305. Jammed! (MacKenzie, CA) 0220 with
music, news items, "Let's Learn Korean."
(Burrow, WA)

SUDAN -Republic of Sudan Radio, 7200
in AA at 0335. (Brossell, WI)

SURINAM - Radio Apinte, 4991 at 0356
with continuous pop rock and ID between
selections at 0410. (D'Angelo, PA)

SWAZILAND - Trans World Radio,
3240 at 0319 with sermon in unid. language,
vocal and EE IDD at 0330. Group singing and
talk until music box IS at 0345 closedown.
(D'Angelo, PA)

SWEDEN - Radio Sweden, 15495 at
1230 in Swedish. (Northrup, MO)

SWITZERLAND - Swiss Radio Int' 1,
9575 via Singapore at 1430 with ID, reports
of money laundering in Swiss banks. (Foss,
Philippines) 9885 at 0240 with sports and fea-
tures. (Newbury, NE) 0433 with ID, news.
(Smith, WA) 11905 via French Guiana with
news reports at 2216. (Brossell, WI) 17580
with news reports at 2040. (MacKenzie, CA)

SYRIA - Radio Damascus, 12085 at 2308
with SS anmts, AA music. (Brossell, WI)

TANZANIA - Radio Tanzania, 5010.1
on phone in unid. language at 0339.
(Paszkiewicz, WI)

TAIWAN - Radio Taipei Int'l, 7130 in JJ
at 1154. (Becker, WA) 5950//9680 via WYFR
at 0231. (Burrow, WA) 9690 via WYFR and
woman with comments. Jammed by CC folk
music. (MacKenzie, CA) Voice of Asia, 7445
in CC with soft tunes at 1234. (Foss,

Here's well-known DXer and log-
ging reporter Stewart MacKenzie of

Huntington Beach, CA.

Philippines) 9280 tentative in CC at 0940.
(Barton, AZ)

THAILAND - Radio Thailand, 7260 at
1100 sign -on over Vanuatu with EE ID "Radio
Thailand World Service" at 1101 and into VV
program. Another EE ID at 1115 and into
Cambodian. (D'Angelo, PA) 15395 at 0303
with Thai and international news. (Burrow,
WA) VOA relay, 7260 at 1215, into unid. lan-
guage at 1218. (Brossell, WI) 9550 at 1720,
//9770, 9785. (MacKenzie, CA)

TURKEY - Voice of Turkey, 11845 at
2248 with "That concludes our broadcast from
the Voice of Turkey," mention of frequencies
and off. (Brossell, WI) 11885 in TI' at 0056.
(Miller, WA)

TUNISIA - RTT Tunisienne, 7110 in AA
at 0426, //7275, 12005. (MacKenzie, CA)
7275 at 0505. (Newbury, NE) 9720 in AA at
0330. (Brossell, WI) 12005 in AA at 0200.
"Huna Tunis." (Paszkiewicz, WI)

UKRAINE - Radio Ukraine Int'l, 12040
at 0320 with news, ID 0320. (MacKenzie, CA)
0327. (Newbury, NE) 15530 in SS at 2049.
(Brossell, WI)

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES - UAE
Radio, Dubai, 12005 at 0328 with drama in
AA. (MacKenzie, CA) 13675 at 0300 in AA.
EE at 0330 to sudden close at 0347, //15400
and 12005 which had moderate QRM from
presumed Tunisia. (Silvi, OH) 15315 with
Holy Koran at 1507. (Brossell, WI) 15395 in
EE at 1330, //21605,13675. EE also noted on
15395. (Alexander, PA)

UNITED STATES - WFJP, Ft. Pierce,
FL transmission feed on 26474 at 1706 with
commercials. (Montgomery, PA) WFLA,

Florida, 25870 transmission feed at 1655 with
Rush Limbaugh program, ID as "970 WFLA
at 1700, 1701, 1702 during news.
(Montgomery, PA)

UZBEKISTAN - Radio Netherlands
relay, 12075 at 1449. (Foss, Philippines)

VANUATU - Radio Vanuatu, 7260 at
1054 with romantic vocals, some talk, choral
selections to ID and sign -off announcements
and orchestral national anthem. Poor to fair
and in the clear until Thailand opened at 1100.
(D'Angelo, PA)

VATICAN - Vatican Radio, 7305 at 0146
in SS. (Wilden, IN) 9605 at 0214, ID in SS.
(Newbury, NE) 11830 in CC, ID, address in
Taiwan, hymn and IS. (Paszkiewicz, WI)
12055 via Irkutsk at 0040 in Hindi, EE at 0140
and off 0159. //9650. (MacKenzie, CA) 0148.
(Newbury, NE) 0240. At 0255 "You are tuned
to Vatican Radio, transmitting to South Asia."
(Brossell, WI) 13765 at 1450 opening.
(Barton, AZ)

VIETNAM - Voice of Vietnam, 9525 via
Canada with ID and news at 0230. (Burrow,
WA) 9795 via Canada at 0357 sign -off.
(Smith, WA) 12020 at 1005 in EE. Down to
12019.5 by 1030. (Montgomery, PA) 2255
with VV vocals. (Foss, Philippines)

VENEZUELA - YVTO time station,
5010 at 2336 off frequency or maybe changed.
ID as Caracas, Venezuela at 2338.
(Montgomery, PA) 0207 with time pips, ID
every minute. One night noted switching

5030. (Alexander, PA)Ecos
del Torbes, 4980, 0130 with nice Latin music,
terrific full ID and frequency info in EE.
(unknown) 0310 and 0951 in SS. (Jeffery, NY)
1030 with several SS IDs. (Becker, WA)

ZAMBIA -Christian Voice, 4965 at 0240
with contemporary Christian music, short EE
religious messages, ID. Off 0301. (Alexander,
PA) Zambian Broadcasting Corp., 6165 at
0240 with bird IS and ID in various languages
including EE, into possible newscast.
(Linonis, PA)

Stand at attention and throw a fervent
salute to the following folks this month:
Brian Alexander, Mechanicsburg, PA;
Mike Miller, Issaquah, WA; Richard
D'Angelo, Wyomissing, PA; Lee Silvi,
Mentor, OH; Ed Newbury, Kimball, NE;
Marty Foss, Guinayangan, the
Philippines; R.C. Watts, Louisville, KY;
Sue Wilden, Noblesville, IN; Robert
Montgomery, Levittown, PA; Stewart
MacKenzie, Huntington Beach, CA; Jack
Linonis, West Chester, PA; Dave Jeffery,
Niagara Falls, NY; Rick Barton, Phoenix,
AZ; Robert Brossell, Pewauakee, WI;
Adam Smith, Federal Way, WA; Sheryl
Paszkiewicz, Manitowoc, WI and Bruce
Burrow, Snoqualmie, WA. Thanks to
each one of you!

Until next time, good listening!
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Tuning In (from page 4)

something is very wrong, indeed!)
Beyond search and rescue comms and
certain other HF comms, if Uncle wants
it encrypted, he does so and all we would
hear is white noise. It sounds like your
scanner's squelch fully opened. Not ter-
rible exciting, or revealing is it?

While it's my firm belief - again,
backed up by a few years' experience,
and personally knowing military and
civilians responsible for real secure
comms - that our rudimentary moni-
toring, while captivating and certainly
real-time, is to monitoring our Nation's
secrets as today's GMRS and ham radio
is to communications on a planet far
away whose inhabitants stopped using
jet aircraft and cars 1,000 years ago.
Having said all this, though, let's not kid
ourselves. We Americans toss around
without much thought one way or anoth-
er. It's just the way we are. We're too
open. You can learn more about your new
neighbor by just standing there listening
to them talk - without a cordless phone,
mind you - for five minutes than you
really should. You'll learn where the kids
go to school, their names, ages, where
the father (or mom) works, how he or she
gets to work (including the times of
departure and precise route) and a ton of
personal information, that, when pieced
together, provides one heck of a good
picture of their life. If you're on the side
of Barbarian bin Laden, you've got it
made without even trying.

During my military career I found it
particularly disturbing to hear not just
military family members, but soldiers as
well, talking about deployment plans
inside German restaurants, on -post
Burger KingTM and at the airports. Folks
would also routinely toss out government
phone books and staff memos. Were they
classified documents? No. But they were
potentially revealing parts of a bigger
puzzle to would-be terrorists. During the
Gulf War, our unit, which was responsi-
ble for supplying our troops fighting
Saddam with fuel and ammo, was using
off -the -shelf VHF two-way handheld
radios. Oh boy, the leaders there (if you
wish to call them that) developed their
own backyard security plan. The First
Sergeant was known as "Poundcake" -
a cute handle taken because of his far too
many trips to the mess tent. There were
others - too ridiculous to mention, and
because I don't want to take another Pepto

this morning - but suffice it to say, these
comms within our unit were conducted in
the clear, on a 72 MHz FM frequency that
traveled line -of -sight well into enemy ter-
ritory. I suppose one could argue that
these clowns were only coordinating our
next morning meeting or babbling that the
stakes on tent "x" weren't properly
secured into the sand, but the bigger pic-
ture would seem to be the general lack of
common sense when it came to comm
security. So, you could even ponder our
not being allowed to monitor cordless or
cellular phones because there's a law on
the books that says so, and the all -too -fre-
quent comm blunders made by those
trusted with our Nation's security, wher-
ever they're located.

We've established that as radio hob-
byists we're not necessarily at the cut-
ting edge of communications security as
some in our fold would have you believe.
To say that now is the time we should
stop providing frequencies, reception
information and basic details of what
we're hearing is like saying someone or
some group might turn that information
into a dastardly plan and target the World
Trade Center and Pentagon. Frankly, it's
a little late - in many aspects - for
hindsight thinking. We will, however, be
taking a closer look at how we report
information in our columns, especially
when it comes to HF utility monitoring.
This has less to do with the frequencies,
but more with the reporting of transmis-
sion details as Joe Cooper discusses this
month in his column.

Today's enemy is probably more
sophisticated than during the Cold War;
money talks, and there's no such thing to
terrorists and their sponsoring states as
"the lowest bidder." If they want to mon-
itor those encrypted satellite comms,
chances are they do. They probably also
have brand new R8Bs or top -of -the -line
scanners array in their comm arsenal.
And just like Willie won't be frightened
by anti -monitoring laws if he's hell-bent
on stealing your new car, these screw -
loose fanatics get what they want not
from us, Pop'Comm, Monitoring Times,
club publications or our your postings on
the various newsgroups. Are we making
it easier for these people by providing
details of what we hear on the HF utili-
ty frequencies and in our scanner moni-
toring? While I obviously can't prove it,
I seriously doubt it. I'd never jeopardize
the lives of our servicemen and women,
or Americans at home or abroad by giv-
ing out sensitive or detailed monitoring

information in the pages of this maga-
zine or on our Website. Please don't
argue that if we give out any frequency
information it's potentially damaging.
Long before Pop'Comm and certainly
during equally trying times, other publi-
cations, in America and overseas, were
monitoring the VHF, UHF, and HF spec-
trum and talking about their finds open-
ly. To think we hold the missing piece of
the radio puzzle for our enemies is a lot
like thinking our name is James Bond.

If we really want to help our fellow
Americans and public safety profession-
als, report suspicious activity you see in
your hometown or when traveling. Now
isn't the time to think someone else will
report it, it's time to act, but responsibly
and fairly. Start a neighborhood or com-
munity watch program that uses GMRS,
ham, or CB transceivers - and scanners
to monitor the police dispatch frequency.
Now is the time to reach out to your police
and fire professionals as that extra set of
eyes and ears they so desperately need.
Please remember, though, we're not CIA
or NSA employees, and Rambo and Bond
are fictional movie characters.

Don Allen, W9CW (left) and Richard
Ross, K2MGA at Don's recent farewell
luncheon at CQ 's headquarters in
Hicksville, New York.

Don worked as Pop'Comm's adver-
tising manager for 12 years. Thanks,
Don- you'll be missed!
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better than ever, all digitally photographed, and still
The new 2002/2003 CO Radio Classics Calendar features fifteen magnificent photos of
some of the memory -jogging, heart -tugging gear that so many of us treasure or aspired to years ago.
(Publisher's Note: They're making antiques a lot newer than they used to!) This year's Radio Classics Calendar
features some of the great equipment of the '50s and '60s, with a smattering of the 1940s and 1930s.

Here's what's featured this year:
Collins 75S-3 Receiver, 1961; Lakeshore Bandhopper VFO, 1957; Gonset Commander II Mobile HF Transmitter, 1955; Gonset 913A 6 meter amplifier,
1964; Technical Materiel Corporation (TMC) GPR-92 Receiver, 1964; Hammarlund HQ -170 Receiver, 1958; McElroy Model 100 Straight Key, 1941;
Sonar XE-10 Modulator, 1947; National NC -300 Receiver, 1955; Hallicrafters S-85 Receiver, 1954; Heathkit SB-500 VHF Transverter, 1969; Sideband
Engineers SB-34 Transceiver, 1965; Swan 400 Transceiver, 1964; Drake TR-3 Transceiver, 1963; Utah UAT-1 Transmitter, 1937.

How many do you recognize? How many did you own? How many did you wish you owned?

The 2002/2003 CO Amateur Radio Calendar brings you fifteen spectacular digital images of some of the biggest, most
photogenic Amateur Radio shacks, antennas, scenics, and personalities. These are the people you work, the shacks you
admire, the antenna systems you dream about having, all digitally captured by the talented Larry Mulvehill, WB2ZPI, CQ's own
roving cover photographer. Larry's travels this year took him to Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, Texas, Florida and New York,
capturing some of the greatest Amateur Radio photos of the year especially for this annual favorite calendar. From winter
scenes of the frosty northeast to pedestrian mobile in the Rockies, you'll love this traveling Amateur Radio photo show.

All calendars include dates of important Ham Radio events such as major contests and other operating events, meteor
showers, phases of the moon, and other astronomical information, plus important and popular holidays. The CQ calendars are
not only great to look at, but they're truly useful, too!

Order both versions of the highly -acclaimed CO Amateur Radio Calendars today. Keep your collection complete!

Save shipping by ordering more! On orders of more than one calendar, you pay just one ship-
ping charge. Order a few for your shack. Order one for the office. Order several for your Ham
friends as Holiday gifts, or just to share the fun.

available directly from CO and from your local dealer!
$10.95 each plus $2 shipping and handling.

For Fastest Service call 1-800-853-9797 or FAX 516-681-2926
www. cq-amateur-radio. corn

CQ Communications, Inc.
25 Newbridge Road, Hicksville, NY 11801
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CB MODIFICATION SECRETS, big new
200 -page guide by Kevin Ross, author of "CB
Radio Hacker's Guide." More great easy -to-do
AM/SSB CB equipment upgrades and enhance-
ments applicable to Cobra, Realistic, Uniden,
President, etc. Freq. expansion, VFO, clarifier
unlock, VOX, Roger Beep, anti -theft device,
receive signal preamp, much more. Only $21.95,
plus $5 s/h ($6 to Canada) from CRB Research
Books, P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725. NY
residents add $2.22 tax. VISA/MC orders call:
(631) 543-9169.

CELLULAR IMAGE SCANNERS!! 10/11
METER RADIOS, MICROPHONES, POWER
SUPPLIES, CB REPAIRS/MODS, BUYING
CB AND SCANNERS!! QUOTE FOR SASE!!
PRICE SHEETS $1.00 (REFUNDABLE)
GALAXY, BOX 1202, AKRON, OHIO 44309.
http://members.aol.com/galaxyelc

SCANNER ANTENNAS: VHF/UHF Discone
base antennas $29.95 + S&H, HF/VHF/UHF
"Super" Discone $45.95 + S&H, Super Scan
Duck handheld antennas $19.95 + S&H. Also
antennas for amateur, CB, Cell, GMRS, MURS,
SWL, TV. Antenna Warehouse, 811 9th
Avenue, Camanche, IA 52730. MC/Visa toll
free order line: 877-680-7818. www.anten-
nawarehouse.com

SCANNER CRYSTALS FOR SALE. Send a
long SASE for list and price to G E Jones, P.O.
Box 467, Buckeye Lake, OH 43008.

Discover the world of scanning. Get more out of
your scanner with Scanning USA, a monthly
scanning magazine, 12 issues $24.95, samples
$4.00 send to Scanning USA, P.O. Box 9580,
Naperville, IL 60567-9580 or call 1-800-651-
0922. www.scanningusa.com

SATELLITE TV - Large selection of items at
reasonable prices. We specialize in Big Dish
TVRO C & Ku Band equipment. Check us out
at www.daveswebshop.com

CB MODIFICATIONS! 10M, frequencies,
sliders, amplifiers, FM, books, plans, kits,
high-performance accessories. The best since
1976. Find out why! Catalog $3. CBCI, BOX
30655A, TUCSON, AZ 85751.
<www.cbcintl.com>

www.ScannerWorld.com Radio Scanners, CB
Radios, Antennas, Batteries, Cases,
Accessories. On line ordering. Scanner World
USA, 17 Interstate Ave., Albany, NY 12205.
(518) 436-9606 infor@ScannerWorld.com

RF TRANSISTORS & TUBES. SDI 446,
2SC2879, MRF454, MRF455, SRF3749,
2SC2290, MRF247, MRF317, MRF448, SAV7,
3-500ZG, 3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7,
4CX250B, 4CX1000A, 4CX 1500B,
4CX5000A, 572B AND MORE. SAME DAY
SERVICE. CATALOGUE AVAILABLE.
WESTGATE 800-213-4563

WANTED: A UNIMAT lathe. Please call, write
or E-mail: John, 215-884-9220. 1923
Susquehanna, Abington, PA 19001.
johnr750@aol.com.

WANTED: X -BAND RADAR AND
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT. CIVILIAN,
MILITARY. ALSO PARTS TM'S PUBLICA-
TIONS ETC. RADAR, BOX 10215, PITTS-
BURGH. PA 15232.

by Dave Rawls, AC6W0
A practical guide to Mobile D'Xing - an exciting, challenging and
rewarding facet of today's Amateur Radio!

Here's a sampling of what you'll find inside:

 Lightning Preparedness
 Tuning mobile HF Antennas
 Propagation & Mobile DXIng
 Mobile HF Antennas & Tuners
 The Language of Mobile D'Xing
 The Versatility of Mobile DXing
 Selecting & Installing Mobile HF Radios
 Tools, Tactics &Techniques... and more!

CO Communications, Inc.
25 Newbridge Road, Hicksville, NY11801

Phone 1-800,555-9797  Fax 516-681-2926
Shop on line at www.ccramateur-raclio.com
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The NEW" Fully finished, high -
cushion neoprene pouch with
Velcro closure and spring -
loaded steel belt clip. Available
for most radios. Call us!

800-206-0 I 15
www.powerportstore.com

Lee Electronics
Scanners, SW, FRS and More:

AOR 3 Bearcat acyGen

SANGEAN ICOM uniden
c 0 a 6 06

.5.822
com

MOUNTAIN-OPS COMMUNICATIONS
Self -Powered Multi band Short-wave receiver.

Kaito KA-007, Works anytime, anywhere, anyplace.
AC, DC, Hand Crank or Solar.
Includes AC Adapter, earphone,
both rod and longwire antennas.

$39.95 + shipping.
Visa  MasterCard  AmEx

Phone (503) 982-5786  sales@mountain-ops.com
www.mountain-ops.com

Signal engineering
CB & 10m Hi Performance Antennas

Most Powertii1- 4 6, 8 Element QUADS
Plus Hi Power Hroadb. d Mobiles

www.si nalen inee n r.com
1172 Astef #E; Sunnyva , CA 94086

18001 761 9409 - (408) 47 2300

Wireless Internet & TV
WIRELESS CABLE - IFTS - MMDS
ATV - INTERNATIONAL - DIGITAL
Amplifiers  Antennas  Books  Components

 RF Frequency 2100-2700 MHz
 CASE For "FREE" Catalog or Send St

PHILLIPS -TECH ELECTRONICS
P.O.Box 737. 607 Parker St.. Trinidad. CA 95570
CATALOG/INFO: 707-677-0159
ORDER LINE: 800-880-MMDS

CHALLENGER SYSTEM FAX LINE: 707-677-0934
31-Chamei Compete S2s0 WEBSITE:
Other Systems Available www.phillips-tech.com

5 Year Warranty E-MAIL: productaphillips.tech.com

FREE Shipping
Cr GREAT PRICING on
ALL Portable Digital Shortwave Receivers

Offer expires Dec. 31, 2001

Visit www.usa.shortwavestore.com for details
The Shortwave Store

Whitby, Ontario Li N 2C3
1-888-426-1688

NEW
PRODUCT

A.P. COMMUNICATIONS
Anttron 8010-B Base Antenna

 80-Thru-10 meters with Toner  HF Mobile AMP 10-80M

 18 Ft. Overall Length 3-6Ft.,  P -225W P -250W P -400W P -600W
Sections Fiberglass Construction
U.V. Protected  M -650W M -1200W M -1500W

 Base 10M Radio M -1800W M -2000W

 Mobile 10M Radio  Galaxy, Uniden, Ranger

$ 12c SELL TO LICENSED 26 PAGE PICTURE PRICE SHEETS S5.00

.srerr; 1421 E. Rawson SL, Philadelphia, PA 19125
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loose by Bill Price. N3AVY

ME nradio communications humor

Meet Doug, Linda - and Marvin?
Ifeel like Walter Winchell. I'm wearing a hat while I write.
Swore I'd never wear a baseball cap unless I was playing base-
ball, but this one has a sheep on it, and - well, it just caught

my eye.
Many loyal readers are familiar with my friend Norm, who has

graced these pages more than once, and who really does exist,
though I have done my best to conceal his identity from all but a
few who know him well. I have another friend, whose real name
is Doug, but because I'm not going to embarrass him too badly
here, I won't try to hide his identity. He and I have gotten into
trouble together since we met in (I think) 1963.

A few years after we began to terrorize women and highways
and golf courses, Doug was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis,
which, in a nutshell, really stinks. If you think getting into the
wrong line at a supermarket is unfair, ponder something like this
happening to you.

Doug is not appearing here because of having MS. He's appear-
ing here under the auspices of Harold ("I hope I'm not going to
have to pay him") Ort because he has had more than his share of
electronic disasters - something Norm and I have NOT cornered
the market on. If you ignore his physical disabilities, Doug has
"muddled through" his life much the way I do, except he has
made something of himself. Went to college. Got a degree.
Counsels others with similar diagnoses. Helps people. I tighten
screws and pound out a thousand words a month, hoping to
become to electrons what Ed Zern was to the whitetail deer and
largemouth bass. Fat chance.

Doug had his first CB radio about the same time I had mine.
We had violated most of the regulations by the time we got them
unpacked and installed, and made a few colossal wiring blunders,
but never blew out a final or caused an in -dash fire. Pretty impres-
sive results, I'd say.

Doug relies on electronics for a major part of his daily routine
- nightly routine, too, which is where it gets funny. He has a lit-
tle electronic guy (really, would I make this up?) who lives in a
box next to his bed. We'll call the guy Marvin (though that's not
his real name). Marvin responds to Doug's voice commands to
control the television, lights, heat and air conditioner, electrical-
ly operated doors, adjustable bed, telephone, and alarm system.

When Marvin thinks Doug is asking him to do something, he
says "Yes?"

Marvin can be very annoying during a conversation contain-
ing words, which sound like "Marvin."

I often tell Marvin to shut up while Doug and I are talking, but
he ignores me. He is not programmed to accept commands from
my voice, only Doug's.

For all the crazy stories we have shared, bored our wives with,
and laughed over, I had never asked Doug if he'd had any trou-
ble with Marvin. It was Doug's wife, Linda, who clued me in with
a roll of her eyes and a big grin. "Yes," she said, "You could say
there have been some problems with Marvin."

Then it dawned on me: What if Doug talked in his sleep?
According to Linda, he does. And like most people who talk

in their sleep, the things Doug says have a fair amount in com-
mon with the things he says during a typical day, and that includes
bits 'n pieces of conversations with Marvin.

Doug has awakened from a dream in which he was being made
into a giant sandwich - only to find that Marvin was folding him
into a Bed -Pita, because Doug had apparently asked Marvin to
raise the head of the bed and the foot of the bed, at the same time.

Linda has had her sleep interrupted by late -night infomercials
more than once because Marvin thought that Doug wanted the
TV on. And loud.

Linda has scuffled about finding extra covers when Doug and
Marvin have turned on the air conditioner in mid -winter. Linda
is openly grateful that they have not chosen to have a sprinkler
system installed in the bedroom.

No one was awake to witness the conversation, but since
Marvin is pretty predictable, we can reconstruct what might have
been said:

"Gzzlemsnorft."

"Yes?"

"Blgmftznotky. Klatu Virada Nikto."

"Door Open?"

"Mmmmmft"

"Door Open."

BEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP!RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
RRRRRR! HONK HONK HONK HONK HONK!

"Hello? Yes, this is Mrs. Quinn. Yes, our alarm is going off. I
know, but Marvin thought that Doug told him to open the door,
and he opened it, but didn't shut off the alarm first. Yes, Marvin.
M -A -R -V -I -N. No, he doesn't have a last name. Marvin is a
device. Not a robot, a device. That's right --he's voice -activated.
Yes, you can verify my code with the alarm company. And thank
you, officer. Good night.

Doug's neighbor particularly likes the rooftop siren, which is
meant to attract help from, well, neighbors. It has attracted atten-
tion from the neighbors. Doug and Linda have made arrange-
ments for phone calls confirming that an actual emergency exists,
to avoid the thing from crying "Wolf' one time too many, and the
police department in their un-named hometown has been "com-
mendable" according to Doug and Linda. The alarm company,
they say, is equally commendable, particularly when billing for
a hefty late -night fee to resolve a problem.

Doug and Linda have chosen NOT to have Marvin fitted with
a semi -automatic pistol - one of the manufacturer's latest addi-
tions, though they are considering adding a video surveillance
camera to the back and front doors. Doug has resisted Linda's
attempts to get him to wear duct -tape when sleeping, but has
agreed to disconnect some of Marvin's features between the 11
o'clock news and the morning wakeup call.

When asked if he prefers being called "Disabled" or
"Handicapped," Doug said that he prefers being called "Doug."
He said he'd be glad to talk to readers with disabilities - or just
readers with funny stories to share. Reach Doug at
quinland@epix.net
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MAKING BROADCAST
HISTORY ... ONCE AGAIN

NEB' Sangean ATS505P
The Most Features And Best Performance For The Price!
 Continuous All Band SW Coverage
 Exceptional SSB Listening
 45 Memory Channels/with Auto Memory Preset
 AM/FM Stereo thru Headphones
 Built-in SW Antenna Jack
 Dual Time Clock with Alarm
 Lighted LCD Display
 Carrying Case & Earbuds, SW Ant., AC Adapter

$12995 Includes U.S. Shipping

) )

)

)

Sangean ATS909
The Last Shortwave Receiver

You'll Ever Need to Buy!
 306 Memory Presets, 29 Separate Pages
 True Upper and Lower SSB
 5 Tuning Methods
 42 World City Times
 RDS Reception
 AM/FM Stereo thru Headphones
 Built-in SW Antenna Jack
 Dual Time Clock with Alarm
 Lighted LCD Display
 Carrying Case, SW Ant., Earbuds, AC Adapter

$25995 Includes U.S. Shipping

SANGEAN
AMERICA, INC.
www.sangean.com

A World Of ListeningTM

Broadcast Tower
Southern Italy

a 
a

gw" CCRadioplus
The Best AM Radio Made Today

Is Now Even Better!
* Programmable Station Timer
* Audio INPUT/OUTPUT Jacks
* Signal Strength Meter
 AM, FM, TV Audio, Weather Band -- Alert

Built-in 6V DC Input Jack & Charging Circuit
Built-in LED Light Jack

 Audio Shaped for Human Voice
 5 Memory Buttons Per Band
 Rotary Tuning Knob with 1kHz Fine Tuning
 Lighted Digital Display

$1 5995 Includes U.S. Shipping

COMPANY
C. CRANE

800-522-8863
ccrane.com

Listen And You'll Known'



The NEW Digital Scout
Find Frequencies That

Were Never Before

Detectable

$459
Antenna sold separately

Now you can capture Digital and
Analog frequencies

With a frequency range of 10MHz-2.6GHz, the NEW
Digital Scout now captures signals that you only
dreamed of. *Digital signals such as TDMA, GSM,
APCO25, TETRA, ON/OFF Keying, Pulsed RF and
more. In addition, the Digital Scout captures all the same
analog signals as the popular Scout. *(Will not lock onto
CDMA, Spread Spectrum or PCS)

The Digital Scout also performs the feature invented and
patented by Optoelectronics, Reaction Tune. Interface
the Digital Scout to a compatible receiver and watch as it
automatically tunes the receiver to the frequency it cap-
tures, allowing you to instantly monitor the audio (analog
only) from the captured signal. A beeper and vibrator will
alert you when a frequency has been captured.

The Digital Scout has 1000 memories with up to 65,000
hits per frequency. All memory can be downloaded to the
PC using the Optolinx PC interface (optional).

Frequency Range 10MHz-2.6GHz

Capture *Digital and Analog RF

Reaction Tune (analog only) with ICOM R10, R7000, R7100,

R8500, R9000; AR 8000, AR8200; Optoelectronics R11,

Optocom, 0S456/Lite, 0S535; BC245, BC780

 1000 memories with 65,000 hits
 Beeper and Vibrator alert
 Calibrated signal strength reading -5 to -45dBm

+1- 5dBm signal strength accuracy

 Download memory to PC using Optolinx (optional)

Order Factory Direct 800-327-5912
0114\r7lrlAN-M ir"0"Tr1eolia NM/P.0
%Oil II VII_ 11.1.06. I WI\ 41101 V 1%.011

5821 NE 14th Avenue
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33334

Tel: 954-771-2050 Fax: 954-771-2052

www.optoelectronics.corn Made
in SA

Optoelectronics, ICOM and AOR are registered trademarks. Digital Scout covered under Patent #5,471A02 and other *Pat. Pending.

SIGNAL
STRENGTH

The Digital Scout
can also be used as
a field strength
meter. The Digital
Scout displays the
power level of the
nearfield RF in dBm,
which is calibrated at
the input. Signal lev-
els can be measured
from -45 to -5 dBm
with accuracy of +/-
5dBm.


